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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
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400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202 

June 24, 1998 

MEMORANDUM FOR UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQmsmoN 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 

SUBJECT: 	 Redacted Audit Report on Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items 
Procured on Contract N000383-93-G-Mlll (Report No. 98-064) 

We are providing this redacted report for public release. We performed this audit in 
response to a complaint to the Defense Hotline. The complaint was substantiated. Although 
the audit indicated serious flaws in DoD procurement practices, it did not indicate violations 
of applicable laws and regulations by the contractor, the Sundstrand Corporation. DoD 
management comments on a draft of the report were considered in preparing the final report 
which was issued on a For Official Use Only basis on February 6, 1998. 

We provided the For Official Use Only version of the report to the Sundstrand 
Corporation for its comments on information that could be company confidential or 
proprietary. Sundstrand' s response contained an extensive discussion of its concerns about 
the potential public release of confidential commercial or financial information contained in 
the report. 

We recognize that there are competing arguments in this area, and considerable 
litigation over the nature of the materials that should be considered confidential commercial 
or financial information, and the extent of which that information is entitled to protection. 
In the interest of an early public release of the report, and without conceding the validity of 
each of the numerous arguments advanced by Sundstrand, we have decided to use for public 
release the redacted version of the report provided in the Sundstrand response. 

We appreciate the courtesies extended to the audit staff. Questions on the 
audit should be directed to Mr. Terry L. McKinney, Audit Program Director, at 
(703) 604-9288 (DSN 664-9288) or Mr. Henry F. Kleinknecht, Audit Project Manager, at 
(703) 604-9324 (DSN 664-9324). See Appendix H for the report distribution. The audit 
team members are listed inside the back cover. 

~J..dlJA-.. 
~=(L~eberman
Assistant Inspector General 

for Auditing 





Office of the Inspector General, DoD 

Report No. 98-064 February 6, 1998 
(Project No. 6CF-0068) 

Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items 

Procured on Contract N000383-93-G-Mlll 


Executive Summary 


Introduction. This is the first of two reports in response to complaints to the Defense Hotline This 
report discusses a complaint that the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) was paying excessive prices 
to Sundstrand Aerospace (Sundstrand) for sole-source commercial items (spare parts) The second 
report will discuss a similar complaint involving another company. We focused our review on 278 
orders to Sundstrand - each valued at $25,000 or more - issued by DLA during calendar years (CYs) 
1994 through 1996 on contract N000383-93-G-Ml 11. The 278 orders totaled $24 4 million Fifty
seven of the 278 orders reviewed, totaling about $5.9 million, were purchased from Sundstrand's 
commercial catalog. The commercial items DLA procured from Sundstrand included pistons, 
gearshafts, gears, bearings, bolts, springs and other items. Ofthe 278 orders we reviewed, 162 were 
placed during CY 1996 totaling $13.6 million. These orders represent 17.3 percent of the DoD 
after-market purchases (replenishment spare parts) from Sundstrand in that year. 

Audit Objectives. The primary audit objective was to determine whether there was merit to the 
Defense Hotline complaint. Specifically, the complainant alleged that for commercial items DLA 
paid Sundstrand catalog prices that were several hundred percent higher than the cost-based prices 
DLA previously paid for the items. We also addressed the adequacy of the DLA management 
control program, which we will discuss in our second repon. 

Audit Results. The complaint was substantiated. DLA paid (for sole-source commercial items) 
modestly discounted catalog prices that were significantly higher prices than the cost-based prices 
DoD previously paid for the items As a result, DoD was not reaping the benefits anticipated when 
procuring commercial items For CYs 1994 through 1996, DLA paid about in 1997 
constant dollars) or an average ofabout~ercent more than fair and reasonable prices for the 
$6 1 million of commercial items procured from Sundstrand (Finding A) 

DLA contracting officers also did not effectively negotiate prices for other (noncommercial) sole
source items procured from Sundstrand Through cost analysis, we determined that DLA paid 
about (or more than-"'ercent) above the fair and reasonable price (Finding B) 

Summary of Recommendations. We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition and Technology provide additional guidance and training to the DoD acquisition 
community on purchasing commercial items at fair and reasonable prices. We also recommend 
that, for noncommercial items, the Director, DLA require contracting officers to procure 
economic order quantities, determine the reliability of data used for price analysis, obtain 
certified cost or pricing data when required, and perform cost analysis of proposed labor and 
material costs. 
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Management Actions and Comments. In response to the audit, DLA took aggressive action and 
on December 8, 1997, awarded an indefinite-delivery corporate contract to Sundstrand for 216 sole
source commercial items (Phase I) at prices DLA considered fair and reasonable. Estimated savings 
over a 6-year period are $83.8 million. DLA is seeking a similar pricing arrangement for 1,567 other 
sole-source noncommercial items (Phase II}. The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Technology concurred with the recommendations, stating that additional guidance and training 
were the keys to resolving the problems identified. However, the Under Secretary did not believe 
that the distinctions between cost-based and commercial catalog pricing had any relevance to the 
problems and stated market research and price analysis were sufficient to ensure fair and 
reasonable prices for commercial items. Cost data should not be needed. Also, the Under 
Secretary cited a DLA survey of over 6,000 commercial items procured under FAR Part 12 . 
procedures where prices had decreased by 12 percent and asserted that the pricing problems with 
Sundstrand were an anomaly. The DLA management comments also presented a general theme that 
obtaining uncertified cost or pricing data to determine the reasonableness ofcontractor prices was an 
option, but one that should seldom be used. DLA generally agreed with the recommendations 
except those dealing with economic order quantities and the performance of cost analysis. The 
comments addressed the success of the negotiating team obtaining fair and reasonable prices, intent 
ofacquisition reform, value of commercial practices, procurement administrative and lead time cost 
avoidances, and difficulties procuring economic order quantities. DLA also stated that the 
experience with Sundstrand was markedly different from experiences with other suppliers. See Part I 
for a summary of the comments on the findings, recommendations, and monetary benefits and Part 
ill for the full text of the comments. 

Audit Response. We agree that DoD's experience with Sundstrand could be atypical. More data 
are needed and some will be provided by ongoing audits. Unfortunately, our review of the DLA 
study cited by the Under Secretary found that it is seriously flawed and cannot be used to show 
savings relating to commercial items. Also, we do not agree that cost-based pricing is irrelevant. 
The distinction between cost-based and commercial catalog pricing was the issue that highlighted 
the pricing problems with Sundstrand. Although the Phase I negotiating team obtained prices 
significantly less than catalog prices for the sole-source commercial items during its price-based 
negotiations, those negotiations were hardly less laborious than had cost-based pricing been used 
and, in this instance, more of the subjectivity in the final prices could have been eliminated had 
uncertified cost or pricing data been obtained. We believe it is premature to assume that the 
situation described in this report was so unique that it would be prudent for the DoD to limit its 
contracting officers ability to evaluate price reasonableness by discouraging use ofall tools available, 
including obtaining uncertified cost or pricing data for sole-source commercial and noncommercial 
items when clearly needed to determine price reasonableness. As for procuring economic order 
quantities ofnoncommercial items, we believe that item managers and contracting officers must 
consider economic order quantities when it makes good business sense. The disjointed purchasing 
approach indicated by the audit shows how much still needs to be done to make the DoD a smart 
buyer. We requested and received comments from the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Acquisition and Technology and the Director, DLA on the For Official Use Only final report. 
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Part I - Audit Results 




Introduction 

This report resulted from a review of a complaint to the Defense Hotline, and is 
one of two reports on Hotline cases involving commercial pricing of spare pans. 
This report discusses an allegation that the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
paid Sundstrand Aerospace (Sundstrand) "market-based" catalog prices for sole
source commercial items. The catalog prices were significantly higher than the 
cost-based prices DLA previously paid for the items. The second repon will 
address a complaint that DLA paid significantly higher prices for commercial 
items from another contractor than the prices paid when the items were 
purchased competitively. A third audit is underway to evaluate similar issues 
but is not Hotline related. 

We focused our review on 278 orders to Sundstrand - each valued at $25,000 or 
more - issued by DLA during calendar years (CYs) 1994 through 1996 on 
contract N000383-93-G-Ml 11. The 278 orders totaled $24.4 million. Fifty
seven of the 278 orders reviewed, totaling about $5.9 million were purchased 
from Sundstrand's commercial catalog. The commercial items DLA procured 
from Sundstrand included pistons, gearshafts, gears, bearings, bolts, springs and 
other items. Overall, about 100,000 spare parts were procured on the 278 
orders reviewed. Of the 278 orders we reviewed, 162 were placed during 
CY 1996 totaling $13.6 million. These orders represent 17.3 percent of the 
DoD after-market purchases (not part of the original equipment manufacturer 
purchases) from Sundstrand in that year. 

Audit Background 

DLA Mission. DLA is the central combat suppon agency that manages 
supplies in various commodity areas such as, clothing, construction material, 
electronic supplies, fuel, food, general supplies, and medical supplies. DLA 
uses five supply centers to procure supplies: 
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• Defense Supply Center, Columbus, Ohio (DSCC), 

• Defense Fuel Supply Center, Fon Belvoir, Virginia, 

• Defense Supply Center Richmond, Virginia, (DSCR), 

• Defense Industrial Supply Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, (DISC), 

• Defense Personnel Suppon Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

DLA supply centers consolidate the Services' requirements and procure the 
supplies in sufficient quantities to meet the Services' needs. Supplies are stored 
and distributed through a complex of depots or by direct vendor delivery. 
Consolidation of the distribution functions of the military Services and DLA 
depots was begun in 1990 and completed in March 1992, creating a single, 
unified supply distribution system managed by DLA. The DLA also provides 
contract administration services through its Defense Contract Management 
Command (DCMC). DCMC has offices throughout the world located primarily 
at or near contractor plants. DCMC professionals provide pre-award, post
award, and contract close-out services. DLA civilian end strength has declined 
from 60,649 employees in FY 1993 to 44,307 in FY 1998 as part of overall 
DoD downsizing. 

Truth In Negotiations Act and Cost or Pricing Data. Congress historically 
has expressed concern with the use of other-than-competitive contracts, which 
were typically negotiated between the parties. These noncompetitive contracts 
provide additional risks for the Government to pay unreasonable prices and for 
contractors to earn excessive profits. Based on these concerns Congress passed 
the Truth in Negotiations Act (TINA), Public Law 87-653, September 10, 
1962, that required contractors to submit cost or pricing data before the award 
of a negotiated contract; and to certify that the data were accurate, complete, 
and current. The purpose of TINA was to provide the Government with all the 
facts on cost and pricing that the contractor used to prepare the proposal, in 
order for the Government to avoid paying excess prices and profits. 
Throughout the years, amendments have modified TINA requirements and the 
appropriate statutory authority is now United States Code, title 10, section 
2306a (10 U.S.C. 2306a). 
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Previous Price Issues. In the 1980's, various audits, congressional 
investigations and media disclosures indicated that DoD paid excessive prices 
for many spare parts and supplies, often sole-source procurements from 
contractors who did not manufacture the items. The disclosures caused both 
DoD and the Congress to take action to improve procurement prices on DoD 
spare parts. 

Procurement Initiatives. In 1983, the Secretary of Defense directed the 
Military Departments and the DLA to implement 35 procurement initiatives to 
reduce overpricing. The initiatives focused on correcting problems related to 
overspecification, overengineering, small-quantity purchases, inappropriate 
allocation of corporate overhead in the pricing of individual contract line items, 
purchasing from other than the actual manufacturer, noncompetitive 
procurements, and excessive profits. Implementation of the Competition in 
Contracting Act, enacted in 1984, and the 35 spare parts procurement initiatives 
resulted in dramatic increases in reported competitive procurements and savings 
from 1985 to 1988. Competition advocates were also established in 1984 to 
help ensure that the Government sought full and open competition in all 
procurements. The Act also required the preparation of justifications for 
procurements using other than full and open competition and established 
approval requirements for noncompetitive procurements. Additional staffing 
was authorized to identify items for competitive procurements or procurement 
from the manufacturer rather than from the prime weapons systems contractor 
(breakout) and to perform more thorough cost and price analyses of items being 
procured. 

After FY 1986, the DoD budget for spare parts began to decline and intensive 
management of spare parts procurements also began to decline. Competition 
advocate organizations at the buying centers eventually became targets for 
reductions or reorganization, and breakout screening became more selective. 

Acquisition Reform Legislation. By the early 1990's, Congress and the 
Executive Branch reached a consensus that it was difficult to make sense out of 
the complex procurement system because of the proliferation of often 
contradictory requirements governing almost every aspect of the acquisition 
process. Congress commissioned an Advisory Panel on Streamlining and 
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Codifying Acquisition.Laws pursuant to Section 800 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for FY 1991. In January 1993, the panel completed its repon 
and recommended a comprehensive overhaul of the federal procurement laws 
to: 

Improve Government access to commercial technologies, 

Reduce administrative overhead, especially in light of anticipated 
reductions in the federal acquisition workforce, and 

Reverse a perceived uend toward the incremental enactment of 
procurement statutes without a clear analysis of their impact on the 
overall acquisition system [Senate Report 103-258, May 11, 1994) 

In 1993, the Government-wide National Performance Review, headed by the 
Vice President, reinforced the recommendations made by the Section 800 panel. 
The National Performance Review report "From Red Tape to Results: Creating 
a Government that Works Better and Costs Less," also made recommendations 
to increase reliance on acquisitions of commercial items, increase the simplified 
acquisition threshold, and implement other streamlining measures. 

In May 1994, Secretary of Defense William Perry described fundamental 
acquisition reform as his number one priority. The Secretary identified three 
primary defects in the current system: 

(I) DoD is unable to acquire state of the art commercial technology 

(2) DoD is often unable to buy from commercial companies - even 
when their costs are cheaper . . 

(3) DoD's costs of doing business are too great 

The Secretary of Defense also commented that: 

Because the world in which DoD must operate has changed beyond the 
limits of the existing acquisition system's ability to adjust or evolve 
the system must be totally re-engineered If DoD is going to be 
capable of responding to the demands of the next decade, there must 
be carefully planned, fundamental re-engineering or re-invention of 
each segment of the acquisition process 

On October 13, 1994, Congress enacted Public Law 103-355", the "Federal 
Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994," (FASA). The purpose of FASA was 
to: 
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S. 1587 would revise and streamline the acquisition laws of the 
Federal Government in order to reduce paperwork burdens, facilitate 
the acquisition of commercial products, enhance the use of simplified 
procedures for small purchases, clarify protest procedures, eliminate 
unnecessary statutory impediments to efficient and expeditious 
acquisition, achieve uniformity in the acquisition practices of Federal 
agencies, and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the laws 
governing the manner in which the Government obtains goods and 
services. [Senate Report 103-258] 

On February 10, 1996, Congress enacted Public Law 104-106, the "National 
Defense Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 1996." Division D of the Act was 
titled the "Federal Acquisition Reform Act of 1996," (FARA). The FARA 
contained various provisions, many of them suggested by DoD, on competition. 
commercial items, and other acquisition reform measures. 

Industry Study on Cost Premium for Cost or Pricing Data. A study 
prepared for the Secretary of Defense, "The DoD Regulatory Cost Premium: A 
Quantitative Assessment," December 1994, attempted to estimate the cost to 
industry of DoD regulation and oversight. The study, based on a review of 10 
companies, concluded that compliance with the TINA requirement for certified 
cost or pricing data was especially burdensome for some companies and was the 
second largest cost driver, with an average cost impact of 1.3 percent of the 
acquisition cost. Overall, the study calculated that DoD was paying an average 
cost premium of 18 percent for goods and services because of Govemment
unique practices compared to best commercial practices. The study, prepared 
by Coopers & Lybrand and The Analytic Sciences Corporation, noted that 
acquisition reform legislation represented an important step towards a more 
balanced regulatory envirorunent. The study also conceded that the defense 
industry was highly complex with thousands of contractors, and it was unlikely 
that 10 companies represented the entire industry. Therefore, those seeking to 
project the results to the entire defense industry should proceed with caution. 

Audit Objectives 

The primary audit objective was to determine whether there was merit to a 
complaint made to the Defense Hotline. Specifically, the complainant alleged 
that, for commercial items, DLA paid Sundstrand ..market-based" catalog 
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prices, which were several hundred percent higher than the cost-based prices 
pLA previously paid for the items. We are not addressing DLA's management 
control program in this report. It will be addressed in our second report. See 
Appendix A for a discussion of the audit scope and methodology. Appendix B 
summarizes prior coverage related to the audit objectives. 

Management Actions During the Audit 

The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology 
and DLA have been very responsive to the audit results. DLA established a 
DCMC negotiating team that negotiated a pricing arrangement with Sundstrand 
to allow DoD to quickly acquire commercial items at fair and reasonable prices. 
The team's goals were to attain prices that were reasonable and establish 
individual corporate contracts with Sundstrand that would cover commercial and 
noncommercial items, thereby eliminating the need to either purchase 
commercial items at catalog prices or negotiate separate prices for each 
individual order. The team addressed the intent of F ASA, costs for logistic 
support, and price reductions for large quantity purchases. The results of this 
effort are discussed under Finding A. DLA also plans on requesting a voluntary 
refund for the CY 1996 overpricing identified by the DCMC review team. 

Meanwhile, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Technology opened a dialogue with Government and industry procurement 
experts to discuss the wider ramifications of the audit and to consider issues 
such as appropriate training initiatives to make the Government a better 
informed and more efficient buyer. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices for Sole
Source Commercial Items 
The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) paid excessive prices for sole-source 
commercial items from Sundstrand Aerospace (Sundstrand) Those prices 
were significantly higher than the cost-based prices DoD previously paid 
for the items. Higher prices were paid for commercial items because· 

• as a sole-source supplier with technical data rights, Sundstrand 
set "market-based" catalog prices for commercial items at "what the 
market would bear," and there was no competitive commercial market to 
ensure the reasonableness of the prices; 

• Sundstrand refused to negotiate catalog prices for commercial 
items based on price analysis of previous cost-based prices, refused to 
provide DLA contracting officers with "uncertified" cost or pricing data for 
commercial catalog items, and terminated Government access to the 
Sundstrand cost history system; and 

• guidance on commercial items qualified any item "offered for 
sale, lease, or license to the general public" as a commercial item without 
clearly addressing commercial pricing concerns, particularly when DoD 
was the primary customer procuring significantly larger quantities than 
other commercial customers 

As a result, DLA paid about ill (in 1997 constant dollars), or an 
average ofabout ~ercent, more than the fair and reasonable prices for 
the $6.1 million of commercial items purchased from Sundstrand during 
CY s 1994 through 1996 In response to the audit, DLA negotiated a 
pricing arrangement with Sundstrand for commercial items that generally 
addressed our concerns About $83. 8 million in savings will be realized as 
a result of this new pricing arrangement over a 6-year period 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Laws and Regulations Relating to Commercial Items 

FARA resulted in substantial changes to the FAR, particularly in pan 15.8. 
Our original draft repon discussed those changes. Since that draft was issued, 
FAR pan 15 has been substantially rewritten, and FAR 15.8 was revised and 
moved within the Chapter. We have revised our citations to reflect where the 
provisions are currently found, as we believe that the substance of the 
provisions remained relatively the same. See Appendix C, "Laws and 
Regulations Relating to Commercial Items," for guidance relating to 
commercial items. 

Catalog Prices For Commercial Items 

Catalog Versus Cost-Based Pricing. DLA paid modestly discounted catalog 
prices for sole-source parts labeled commercial by Sundstrand. The prices paid 
were significantly higher than the cost-based prices DoD previously paid for the 
items. Catalog (market-based) prices are usually established based on the forces 
of supply and demand in a competitive marketplace. Cost-based prices are 
established based on cost or pricing data supplied by contractors when there is 
no competitive marketplace to ensure reasonable prices. Even though there was 
no competitive marketplace to ensure reasonable prices because Sundstrand 
owned the technigal pata rights and there were no other producers of the pans, 
DLA paid Sundstrand its catalog prices, less99f>ercent, for 57 orders costing 
about $5.9 million ($6.1millionin1997 constant dollars). In a meeting at 
Sundstrand on May 20, 1997, Sundstrand stated to us that DLA received the. 
percent discount because DLA did not require the commercial items to be 
stocked but could wait for the items to be manufactured. DCMC 
representatives were also at the meeting, but had a different opinion and stated 
that DLA received the •percent discount because the catalog prices were 
known to be too high. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Catalog Prices for Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Prices Set at What the Market Would Bear. As a sole-source supplier, 
Sundstrand set catalog prices for commercial items at what the market would 
bear and there was no competitive commercial market to ensure the integrity of 
the prices. Consequently, Sundstrand was naming its "market-based" price for 
sole-source commercial items. This kind of scenario was addressed by the 
Director, Defense Procurement in the response to industry's assessment of the 
TINA cost driver in June 1995. 

The requirements of TINA are necessary to ensure the integrity of 
DoD spending for military goods and services that are not subject to 
marketplace pricing When there is a market that establishes prices by 
the forces of supply and demand, the market provides the oversight. 
DoD procures many highly complex military systems in the absence of 
supply/demand situation for these relatively low volume, unique 
military goods The requirements of TINA address legitimate and 
necessary differences between DoD and commercial procurement 
environments 

While DoD recognizes the need for TINA, it also is moving to 
increase competition and decrease the number of pricing actions that 
would require cost or pricing data. The implementation of F ASA, 
with its emphasis on encouraging the acquisition of commercial end 
items and increased competition, will bring the requisite market forces 
to bear on prices, and thus exempt contractors from the requirement to 
submit cost or pricing data. Absent this competition, the quantitative 
benefit to the Government of TINA compliance far exceeds the cost of 
Government oversight These benefits are best illustrated by the fact 
that during FY94. oversight work related to TINA resulted in net 
savings of $2 billion on DoD contracts. When cofnpared to the cost of 
$761 million for TINA compliance the benefits represent a 267% 
return on investment." 

The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology needs to 
provide additional guidance and training to the DoD acquisition community on 
how contracting officers should obtain fair and reasonable prices for commercial 
items from sole-source suppliers when there is no commercial mark~t to ensure 
the integrity of prices and the commercial items are exempt from cenified cost 
or pricing data. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Rights to Technical Data. Sundstrand recognizes the value of technical data 
rights and appears to have the rights to the technical data for the commercial 
and noncommercial items reviewed. As reported in the Sundstrand Corporation 
Securities and Exchange Commission Form 10-K, March 5, 1997: 

On a selective basis, the Registrant may enter into a contract to 
research and develop or manufacrure a product with a loss anticipated 
at the date the contract is signed These contracts are entered into in 
anticipation that profits will be obtained from future contracts for the 
same or similar products These loss contracts often provide the 
Registrant with intellectual property rights which, in effect, establish it 
as the sole producer of certain products Such losses are recognized at 
the date the Registrant becomes contractually obligated, with revisions 
made as changes occur in the related estimates to complete. 

The Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement, Appendix E, "DoD 
Spare Parts Breakout Program," provides guidance on reverse engineering, the 
process by which pans are examined and analyzed to determine how they were 
manufactured for the purpose of developing a complete technical data package. 
The normal, expected result of reverse engineering is the creation of a technical 
data package suitable for manufacture of an item by new sources. The current 
Sundstrand pricing policy for commercial items compels DLA to review its 
options. Alternatives available include performing a full screening of the sole
source Sundstrand commercial items to determine whether reverse engineering 
is possible and cost-effective, negotiating fair and reasonable prices with 
Sundstrand, or purchasing the items from Sundstrand at excessive prices. The 
DCMC negotiating team believes that they were able to obtain fair and 
reasonable prices for the sole-source Sundstrand commercial items prices during 
the Phase I negotiations. DLA also plans on initiating action, for instances 
where it appears cost-effective, to pursue approval from the cognizant Military 
design control activities of alternative items (reverse engineered parts) to enable 
future competitive buys of the sole-source Sundstrand commercial items. See 
Appendix G, "Sundstrand Commercial Items," for a list of the Sundstrand 
commercial items procured by DLA. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Negotiating Catalog Prices for Commercial Items 

Price Analysis of Previous Cost-Based Prices For Commercial Items. 
Sundstrand refused to negotiate catalog prices for commercial items based on 
price analysis of previous cost-based prices. Sundstrand normally would not 
negotiate more than a~rcent discount from the catalog price with individual 
DLA contracting officers, although Sundstrand did negotiate atlltJ>ercent 
discount from the catalog price for some commercial items when DLA 
executive personnel panicipated in the negotiations. However, even with the 
50 percent discount, the catalog prices were significantly higher than the cost
based prices. For example, DLA negotiated a •percent discount from the 
catalog price for one pan and paid a unit price of $965 for it, but the previous 
cost-based unit price was only $428. 

Table 1 shows catalog prices DLA paid Sundstrand for 57 commercial item 
orders were significantly higher than previous DoD cost-based prices. To 
determine the cost impact in 1997 constant dollars, we compared the delivery 
order price based on the Sundstrand catalog to the previous cost-based price and 
found prices had increased about-..or about 9'ercent. We used 
the DoD deflators from the "National Defense Budget Estimates for FY 1997," 
April 1996, to calculate Sundstrand catalog prices and previous cost-based 
prices in constant 1997 dollars. Also, the number of DoD orders of products 
labeled commercial by Sundstrand more than doubled each year from 1994 
through 1996. 

Table 1. Sundstrand Catalog Prices for Commercial Items Were 
Significantly Higher Than Previous DoD Cost-Based Prices 

CY 
Number 

of Orders 

Market-Based Total 
Sundstrand Catalog Price 
Delivery 

~ 1997 Dollars* 

1994 6 $ 485,045 $ 513,469 

1995 16 1,823,309 1.897,518 

1996 35 3,641,302 3,719,590 

Total 57 $5,949,656 $6,130,577 

*1997 dollars were calculated using the DoD deflators from the "National Defense Budget 
Estimates for FY 1997," April 1996. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Table 2 shows that the 1997 Sundstrand catalog prices (less9 percent) for the 
57 commercial item orders are aboutlfl_ percent higher than the previous DoD 
cost-based prices. Price increases for individual catalog items range even 
higher. For example, the 1997 cost-based unit price for one item was 
while the 1997 commercial catalog unit price is $2,327 .21 (catalog price less 
•percent), or ai19ercent increase. In addition, for over half of the 
commercial items reviewed, the quantity of commercial items procured was 
larger than the previous DoD cost-based quantity used for·our comparison. 

Table 2. 1997 Sundstrand Catalog Prices for Commercial Items Are 
Significantly Higher Than Previous DoD Cost-Based Prices 

Market-Based Total • .t•F====iSundstrand Catalog Price 

Number Delivery 


CY of Orders Orders 1997 Catalog* 


1994 6 $ 485,045 $ 673,721 


1995 16 1,823,309 2,020,628 


1996 35 3,641,302 4,528,330 


Total 57 $5,949,656~ $7 ,222,679 

*Includes the standard DoD9J>ercent catalog price discount. 

Obtaining Uncertified Cost or Pricing Data. The cost-based prices that DLA 
negotiated with Sundstrand in previous years included various profit margins 
that ranged from rcent for pass through items (purchased items with 
vinually no value added by Sundstrand) to about •percent for manufactured 
items. DLA contracting officers sometimes negotiated prices for pass through 
items that included up to a•percent profit. When negotiating commercial 
prices for the items, however, the Government did not obtain even uncenified 
cost or pricing data from Sundstrand. 

Acquisition reform legislation and the FAR still provide that contracting officers 
shall require information other than cost or pricing data which includes 
uncenified cost or pricing data when necessary to determine price 
reasonableness for commercial items, but there is a strong DoD preference not 
to use that mechanism and the Government has not asserted its right to have the 
data. This issue is discussed in detail in Appendix C. We believe that, in this 
instance, uncenified cost or pricing data would have been useful to help 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

determine price reasonableness for the sole-source Sundstrand commercial items 
because there is no competitive market-place. to insure the integrity of the 
commercial prices. · 

Access to Sundstrand Cost History System. Sundstrand terminated DCMC, 
Rockford access to the Sundstrand cost history system because of a cost analysis 
of a commercial item performed by DCMC for DSCR. For the commercial 
item, Sundstrand proposed a unit price of $14,010 (catalog price less 
~rcent) for 108 units or a total price of $1,513,044 (National Stock 
Number (NSN) 2835-01-191-8231). From 1992 through 1996, Sundstrand sold 
56 of the items with a highest single sale quantity of 8 to non-DoD commercial 
customers. DCMC, Rockford performed a cost analysis for the item using the 
Sundstrand cost history system and determined that the maximum fair and ' 
reasonable unit price for the item should be for a total price of 
••••· a difference of . Sundstrand would not negotiate with 
the DSCR contracting officer based on this data, and terminated DCMC access 
to the Sundstrand cost history. After the Commander, Defense Contract 
Management Command called the President of Sundstrand, the DSCR 
contracting officer finally negotiated a unit price for the item ofa based 
on a worst case scenario of the cost to manufacture the item. Sundstrand still 
provides DCMC data from its ~ost history systems for items not considered 
commercial with proposals valued over $500,000. For proposals under the 
$500,000 threshold, DCMC must request cost history information. 

Guidance on Commercial Items 

Clarification of Guidance and Tnining on Conunercial Items and 
Conunercial Pricing. The definition of commercial item in FAR 2.101 
qualifies any item "offered for sale, lease, or license to the general public" as a 
commercial item. FAR 15.403 [formerly FAR 15.804] exempts commercial 
items from the requirement to submit certified cost or pricing data. Although 
this guidance may improve DoD access to commercial technologies, it also 
qualifies most items that DoD procures as commercial items and qualifies those 
items for the exception from certified cost or pricing data without 
comprehensively and clearly addressing possible commercial pricing concerns. 
This opens up a major loophole for sole-source vendors to charge prices that 
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cannot readily be evaluated for reasonableness. This concern will continue to 
grow as more companies merge and the aerospace industry becomes more of a 
sole-source environment. FAR 15 .403 provides no guidance on whether 
contracting officers have to grant the exception to certified cost or pricing data 
for all commercial items meeting the definition; or whether, once an item 
qualifies as a commercial item, the price should be considered fair and 
reasonable. FAR 15.408, "Solicitation Provisions and Contract Clauses," does 
state that the contracting officer may insert the clause at FAR 52.215-21 
[formerly FAR 52.215-41] when it is reasonably certain that either certified cost 
or pricing data or information other than certified cost or pricing data will be 
required. FAR 52.215-21, a solicitation clause relating to commercial items, 
mentions granting a commercial items exception; stating the offeror should 
explain how the proposed prices relate to prices of recent sales in quantities 
similar to the proposed quantities. Information on recent sales in quantities 
similar to the propo~ed quantities is vital for sole-source commercial item 
pricing, however, this guidance is not clearly addressed in FARA and FAR 
15.403 provisions. 

Similar Quantities and Substantial Non-Government Sales. Commercial 
sales information was obtained from Sundstrand for the part numbers procured 
on the 57 DLA catalog orders. The sales data from 1992 through 1996 was 
used to determine whether DoD or non-Government commercial customers 
purchased the largest quantities and highest percentage of each item. For each 
of the 57 DLA commercial item orders, we plotted the point on the Y axis 
"DLA Order Quantity to Largest Commercial Order Quantity Ratio" based on 
the quantity of items purchased on each individual DLA order compared to the 
highest non-Government commercial quantity buy for the item. We then 
developed a multiple factor based on how many times the DLA order quantity 
was greater than the highest non-Government order quantity during the period 
and vice versa. For example, if DLA purchased 100 parts on an order and the 
highest quantity sold to a non-Government commercial customer for the same 
part was 5, then DoD purchased 20 times more than any commercial customer. 
We then plotted the point on the X axis "DoD Sales as a Percent of Total Sales" 
based on the percent of DoD sales compared to total Sundstrand commercial 
sales for the item. For example, if Sundstrand had total sale& of 500 for a 
specific commercial item during the period and DoD purchased 250 of the items 
then the point would be plotted on the X axis at 50 percent. 
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Figure 1 shows that for over half the items, DoD purchased significantly larger 
quantities of individual commercial items measured in multiples of the highest 
quantity purchased by a non-Government commercial customer and a higher 
percentage of the overall sales of the commercial items. For example, for•of 
the orders, DoD purchased~rcent of all commercial items sold by 
Sundstrand. Fo~of those orders, DoD purchased quantities at least9imes 
greater than non-Government commercial customers. 
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DoO Sales as a Percent of Total Sales 

Figure 1. DoD Purchased Larger Quantities (multiples) of Commercial 
Items Than the ffighest Non-Government Purchase Quantity and a ffigher 
Percent of the Total Sales of Commercial Items. 

Although F ASA did not change the substantial sales requirement, F ASA did 
change how it was to be measured. Under pre-FASA guidance (old FAR 
section 15.804-3(e), "Claiming and granting exception") which provided an 
exception to cost or pricing data for established catalog or market prices of 
commercial items that are sold in substantial quantities to the general public, 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

items would normally qualify for the exception if Government sales represented 
less than 45 percent of the totals sales for the item and would normally not 
qualify for the exception if Government sales represented more than 65 percent 
of the total sales. However, the percentage-of-sales test was inconsistent and 
did not account for the current buy. For example, if Sundstrand ha.d two non
Government commercial sales for an item each year in 1992, 1993, and 1994 
and DoD had no purchases, then 100 percent of the sales woul~ be to non
Government commercial customers and the item would qualify for commercial 
catalog pricing. Then if DoD procured 500 of the items in 1995, the item 
would technically qualify for commercial catalog pricing based on past sales, 
but the price would not be fair and reasonable because Sundstrand neither had 
recent _sales of similar quantities nor substantial sales for the item. Once DoD 
procured the 500 items, the item would no longer qualify as a commercial item 
based on a new percentage-of-sales test. Based on the percentage-of-sales test 
for the 57 commercial item orders, 18 of the items currently would qualify for 
the exception, 14 items were questionable, and 25 of the items would not 
qualify for the exception. 

During the audit, Sundstrand objected to Figure 1, stating that it did not 
represent commercial sales at the time the DLA orders were placed. Sundstrand 
stated that at the time orders were placed all items qualified as commercial 
catalog items under the percentage-of-sales test. However, the commercial sales 
data were open for interpretation. For example, for NSN 3110-01-009-8144, 
Sundstrand sold 1 part at the catalog price to a non-Government customer in 
May 1993 and there were no sales of the part in 1994. DLA then purchased 
334 of the pans at the catalog price (less.percent) on order TZP5 in 
November 1995. Looking at 1993 and 1994 Sundstrand sales data, 1 part<.
percent) was sold to a non-Government commercial customer and the part 
qualifies as a commercial catalog item. However, DLA also purchased 400 of 
the parts in 1992 and there were no non-Government commercial sales in that 
year. Consequently, if the 1992 sales data are included with 1993 and 1994 
sales data,~rcent of the sales were to DoD and the item would not qualify 
for the commercial catalog item exception. 
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Importance of Recent Sales of Similar Quantities and Substantial Sales. 
Projected sales quantities is a significant factor in determining the catalog price. 
For example, if a contractor was selling only 2 commercial items per year and 
the contractor's cost to manufacture the 2 items was $400, the contractor's 
catalog unit price may be about $250, assuming a 25 percent profit. However, 
suppose $200 of the costs to manufacture the items were nonrecurring or setup 
costs, and recurring costs to manufacture the items were $100 per item. If a 
customer procured 100 of the items the $250 catalog price would not be fair and 
reasonable. The contractor's costs to manufacture 100 items would be $200 for 
nonrecurring costs plus $100 times 100 items (assuming no learning curve on 
recurring costs) for a total cost of $10,200 or $102 per item. Add a 25 percent 
profit and the fair and reasonable price would now be $127 .50, or about half of 
the catalog price. 

Conversely, if a contractor was selling a large quantity of a commercial item to 
other customers and DoD wanted to procure a smaller quantity of the item, the 
contractor's catalog price would most likely be based on the cost to manufacture 
the larger quantity. The catalog price for the smaller quantity procured by DoD 
would most likely be fair and reasonable. Consequently, although current 
guidance qualifies most items as commercial items, the commercial prices for 
those items may not be fair and reasonable. For commercial items to qualify 
for the exception from cenified cost or pricing data and to qualify for 
commercial pricing, recent non-Government sales of similar quantities to the 
proposed quantities or substantial non-Government sales at least greater than the 
proposed quantities is important for fair and reasonable prices. The Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology needs to provide 
additional guidance and training to the DoD acquisition community on the 
importance of ensuring non-Government commercial item sales of similar 
quantities or substantial non-Government sales at least greater than the current 
procurement quantity before contracting officers accept commercial item prices 
as fair and reasonable. 

Commercial Item Delivery. One of the advantages of procuring commercial 
items is that normally the items are stocked by the contractors, thus reducing 
lead-times for customers to obtain the items. Reduced lead-times mean 
commercial customers can stock fewer items, thus reducing inventory costs. 
Because these costs are borne by the vendor, the price would be expected to be 
higher. However, DLA did not receive reduced lead-times for Sundstrand 
commercial items. 
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Figure 2 shows thatflpercent of the commercial items procured from 
Sundstrand required greater than~o be si:d. The items shipped in 
less than 30 days represented one panial order ot.tems where DLA paid the 
full catalog price. The remainder of the order was shipped within -and 
DLA paid the catalog price lestl percent. 

• 
Figure 2. Days for Sundstrand to Ship Commercial Catalog Items 

Potential Cost Avoidance 

To calculate the potential cost avoidance, we compared total 1997 catalog 
prices (lesslloercent) for the commercial items purchased in CY 1996 
($4,528,330)i~ the cost-iiiasedrices for the same items ~s 
inflated to 1997 dollars ( for a cost increase of 
(- Using the 1996 cost increase, we originally calculated that DLA 
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could reduce costs bJ ~t least . during CY s 1998 through 2003 
if fair and reasonable prices are paid for cbmmercial items ( 

) Our ~cu~ation ~id not ccinsider 1 ~Act that comme~cial 
item orders were steadily mcreasmg (doubled each year from 1994 through ; 
1996) Also, our calculation waJ· llased upon only 17 .3 percent of the DoD., .... 
after-market purchases from SundStrand in CY 1996. According to DLA, 
substantially more savings will be realized as a result of the Phase I 
corporate contract for commercial items, about $83.8 million for the 6-year 
period. The difference between our calculations and DLA's fi~es is 
attrlutable primprily to the inclusion ofmore commercial spare 'arts in t.he 
corf"orate contract than we reviewed and the use ofhigher annual demand 
quantities to be purchased over the next 6 years. 

Summary 


The audit indicated that the DoD was not reaping the anticipated benefits of 
commercial item procurements in the case of the DLA,procurements from 
Sundstrand under contract N00383-93-G-Ml l l. The i>oD needs to learn how 
to deal more effectively with the nuances of commercial pricing. For example, 
a major customer can often negotiate huge discounts off catalog pri~es. The 
issue of price-based versus cost-based negotiations will need to be dosely 
monitored and more data will be required on DoD experience in buying 
commercial items. Ongoing work by the GAO, this office, and other DoD 
components should be helpful in that regard. 

Progress and Results of Negotiations with Sundstrand 

Summary of Negotiations. After an intensive multiround negotiating effort 
between the DCMC team and Sundstrand, Phase I of a two phase effort was 
completed with award of a DoD corporate (fixed-price) contract for commercial 
catalog items. The DCMCfitegotiating team and Sundstrand began negotiations 
on October 15, 1997. Final agreement on prices for 216 of the items was 
reached on No".ember, 10, 1997, when. Sundsfcmd accepted the Goveriunent's 
fourth offer. The resulting contract SP0700-98-D-9701, an indefinite delivery 
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type contract (1 year with 2 option years), was awarded on December 8, 1997. 
The total not-to-exceed value of the contract for the 3 years is about $46.6 
million and the negotiated prices represented a JIpercent discount from the list 
catalog prices. Phase Il of the negotiations will seek a similar pricing 
arrangement for 1,567 noncommercial sole-source Sundstrand pans. 

Market Research. For Phase I, the negotiating team conducted market 
research to better understand the customary practices of the commercial 
marketplace. Interest letters were mailed to a cross section of aerospace 
indystry consumers and their agents and site visits were conducted. In 
sun!mary, the market research found that few long term supplier agreements 
existed in the commercial marketplace. Most companies interviewed made their 
purchase decisions based on forecasted demand and production lead time, 
similar to the Government. These companies attempt to purchase in economic 
order quantities because "Storage costs are considered, but the company's 
experience has been that the value of the inventory increases at a much higher 
rate than the cost of storage; namely, the value of the pans increases frequently 
at up to 10 percent annually, while the cost of stocking the pans is much lower. 
(Stockage policy - Provisions of a 3-5 year basis)." 

The market research also showed that most companies tried to avoid dealing 
with sole-source original equipment manufacturers because the companies had 
little or no success negotiating more favorable prices. The companies did use 
pans that were reverse engineered from the original equipment manufacturer 
and certified by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

Sundstrand's Proposal. Sundstrand's proposed prices represented various 
proposed decrements from their commercial catalog price. Prices offered 
ranged from a.rcent discount off the list catalog price for direct vendor 
delivery support to -percent off list for stock purchases. When quantity 
breaks were offere!,they' were approximately aercent additional discount 
from the catalog list price. 

Government Price Objective. A price analysis report was prepared with 
participation by DISC, DSCR, DCMC Rockford, and Air Force pricing 
personnel. This price analysis was performed to develop discrete pricing targets 
for each of the National Stock Numbers (NSNs). The targets were developed 
using historical pricing prior to Sundstrand' s implementation of its commercial 
pricing strategy. Additionally, items with no previous price history were 
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referred to DCMC for pricing suppon. The DCMC price analyst reviewed 
prior production information in deriving recommended targets. The analyst also 
considered recommended prices in this audit repon. These cost- based estimates 
were also incorporated in arriving at the overall targets. The targets for each 
NSN were selected from various methods of price and cost analysis. The lowest 
reasonable price was used as the Government minimum and the highest 
reasonable price as the Government maximum. Price negotiations were 
expected to be difficult given the depth of price cuts needed to arrive at fair and 
reasonable prices. 

Measuring Success Of The Negotiating Team. We believe the DCMC 
negotiating team obtained adequate prices in the FASA/F ARA (price-based) 
pricing environment where cost analysis and reliance on obtaining cost or 
pricing data are strongly discouraged. The price-based negotiations for the 
216 NSNs were difficult, required significant resources, and resulted in none of 
the administrative burden reductions normally associated with procuring 
commercial items. The DoD needs to internalize the lessons learned from this 
experience and develop a more efficient and systematic approach to replace the 
ad hoc approach necessitated by the need to react to this audit's findings. 

One of the main benefits of procuring commercial items is the ability to reduce 
DoD inventory levels and associated infrastructure by using direct vendor 
delivery. However, Sundstrand basically does not provide direct vendor 
delivery; the commercial prices negotiated with Sundstrand are prices associated 
with DoD stocking and procuring items giving consideration to production lead 
time. Sundstrand offered only a~cent reduction from its catalog list price 
for direct vendor delivery (aboutampercent increase from the actual 
negotiated prices) so direct vendor delivery was not an option. Further, 
although DoD is procuring items for stock, negotiations resulted in only a II 
percent economic order quantity discount (only llitems). 

Even though the items being procured from Sundstrand were spare parts that 
had been developed and procured many times before (end items include B-52, 
E-3A, F-15, and F-16 aircraft), Sundstrand's initial offer for the base year was 
~r .ercent =.r than the Government's first offer. Further, 
the final ~tiated price was ~ercent higher than the initial Government 
offer and ~rcent higher than the Government prenegotiation maximum 
position. 
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Request for Cost or Pricing Data. On November 5, 1997, we sent a 
memorandum to the Director, DLA, expressing concern that the team 
negotiating prices with Sundstrand for sole-source commercial items had not 
requested uncertified cost or pricing data. On November 7, 1997, the 
contracting officer for the negotiating team sent a letter to Sundstrand requesting 
uncertified cost or pricing data for 73 items where the negotiating team had 
been unable to support the prices as fair and reasonable. On November 10, 
1997, Sundstrand accepted the Government's last offer (fourth offer) instead of 
providing the cost data. Prior to this correspondence Sundstrand' s last offer 
(fifth offer) was.percent higher than the Government's last offer. We 
cannot prove a causal relationship between the team's letter and the changed 
Sundstrand position. We do not fault the team for accepting Sundstrand' s 
agreement to settle at the Government's forth offer level, but it should be 
recognized that the Government's understanding of the basis for Sundstrand' s 
commercial pricing remains incomplete and any analysis of the reasonableness 
of the agreement can only be subjective. 

Summary of Negotiations for DLA Contract SP0700-98-D-9701 

Maximum 

10ffer accepted by Sundstrand (actual value of contract is due to rounding 
differences). 

2Base amount represents the annual demand value for 216 NSNs covered under the contract. 

3Maximum amount represents the not-to-exceed contract amount for the base and two option 
years (base year amount was also multiplied by .rcent to accommodate first year pent up 
demand and surge requirements). 
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Management Comments on the Finding and Audit Response 

Management Comments on Award of the Corporate Contract. The Under 
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology commented that it was 
unlikely that Sundstrand would have entered into the negotiations for the 
recently awarded corporate contract for commercial items if FASA and Clinger
Cohen had not been in place. The contractor may well have preferred to 
continue selling to DoD through many small purchases, rather than accept a 
single, corporate contract requiring cenified cost or pricing data. 

Audit Response. During the audit, we discussed multiyear contracts with 
Sundstrand representatives and they stated that although they were interested in 
such an arrangement, previously the Government was not. The 1997 DSCC 
price list was basically such an arrangement where (with the assistance of 
DCMC, Rockford) the Government obtained uncenified cost or pricing data for 
a sample of items and negotiated fixed prices for a large number of NSNs. 
Negotiating each individual small purchase was neither in the Government's nor 
Sundstrand' s best interest. In fact, DoD had a pricing agreement with 
Sundstrand to simplify negotiations for these small purchases. The pricing 
agreement provided that selling prices would be based on historical costs with 
profits ranging from .percent for pass through items to,percent for labor. 
Consequently, locking in prices on a multiyear contract woul have allowed 
Sundstrand to earn higher profit margins through increased efficiencies. 

Management Comments on Cost-Based Pricing and Commercial Pricing. 
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology commented 
that nothing in the report demonstrates that the prices DoD paid would have 
been any different had cost-based pricing been used and that all distinctions 
between cost-based and commercial catalog pricing should be deleted from the 
report. 

Audit Response. During the audit, Sundstrand stated that prices for individual 
items increased because the items were now priced commercially instead of cost 
based, but that in the big picture this would save DoD money. In a 
memorandum dated September 11, 1996, Sundstrand also cited the policy shift 
of FAR Part 15 (as a result of FASA) with respect to determining price 
reasonableness. Sundstrand stated that the policy shift made obtaining cost or 
pricing data an undesirable last choice. Accordingly, Sundstrand withdrew 
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from the pricing agreement and significantly reduced the amount of information 
submitted to the Government on all proposals below $500,000. An example of 
the difference between cost-based and commercial catalog pricing can be shown 
for a pan that was just negotiated on the Phase I corporate contract and also 
included on the 1997 DSCC price list. The corporate contract commercial unit 
price for the part is $354.10, the price for the pan on the DSCC 1997 price list 
(where uncertified cost or pricing data was obtained) was 

Management Comments on the Need for Cost Data. The Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology commented that uncenified cost or 
pricing data were not needed to establish price reasonableness. The contracting 
officer's tools should primatily be market research and price analysis, and that 
cost data should not be needed. 

Audit Response. We agree that market research and price analysis are 
sufficient for determining price reasonableness in a competitive commercial 
market. However, as shown by the audit, DLA contracting officers were using 
market research and price analysis but were unsuccessful in obtaining fair and 
reasonable prices for sole-source commercial items from Sundstrand. We 
believe that contracting officers should use all the tools available, including 
obtaining uncertified cost or pricing data, when necessary to determine price 
reasonableness for sole-source commercial items. 

Management Comments on Prices DLA is Paying for CommerciaJ Items. 
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology commented 
that DLA conducted a survey of the prices paid for commercial items on 
contracts over $25,000 awarded under FAR Pan 12. DLA found that in these 
contracts prices have decreased approximately 12 percent after adjusting for 
inflation. 

Audit Response. We reviewed the computer-processed data that DLA used to 
calculate the decrease in prices for commercial items. Our initial conclusion is 
that the data are seriously flawed and cannot be used to show savings relating to 
commercial items. We have discussed the data problems with DLA and will 
work closely with them to verify the reliability of future data provided to the 
Under Secretary. 
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Although DLA has subsequently determined that the database used for the 
survey was flawed, the main problem we identified with the data related to 
individual orders with multiple line items for different NSNs. On those orders, 
the total number of NSNs on the order and the total order amount were 
averaged, causing the quantities of commercial items to be overstated and the 
unit prices to be understated. Consequently, when those quantities and prices 
were compared to previous quantities and prices the results showed large 
savings relating to commercial items, when in fact, prices had increased. 

Management Comments on Calculation or Unreasonable Prices and 
Potential Monetary Benefits. DLA concurred that the prices paid for 
commercial items were more than the fair and reasonable prices, but 
nonconcurred with the methodology used in the audit (cost·based) to calculate 
the extent to which the previous Sundstrand prices were unreasonable. DLA 
believes that the "less costly to implement" FASAIFARA pricing methodology 
(price·based) should be used to calculate fair and reasonable prices. In essence, 
DLA believes that the prices negotiated by the DLA negotiating team with 
Sundstrand for commercial items using the price·based methodology are fair and 
reasonable, and that these recently negotiated prices should be used to calculate 
previous overcharges. DLA stated that it now has a valid basis for calculating 
the extent of excessive price growth for most of the items in question ($2. 6 
million) and will initiate appropriate recoupment action with Sundstrand. 

DLA management also concurred that prices for commercial items could be 
reduced during CY s 1998 through 2003. 

Audit Response. We commend DLA for its effon in negotiating a fixed·price 
corporate contract for 216 sole·source commercial items from Sundstrand 
(Phase 1). After an intensive multiround negotiating effon between the DCMC 
team and Sundstrand, we believe that the negotiating team obtained generally 
acceptable prices. Measuring the acrual success of the team and classifying the 
negotiated price as fair and reasonable in a sole·source environment without 
historical cost data is somewhat subjective. The price·based negotiations for 
only 216 NSNs were difficult and required significant resource~. and we see no 
basis for DLA stating that these price·based negotiations were less costly than 
cost-based negotiations would have been. 
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We take no exception to DLA using the newly negotiated commercial prices to 
calculate the proposed refund of $2.6 million. Likewise, we agree with the 
DLA adjustment to our estimate of future cost avoidance as a result of the new 
pricing agreement. Comparing the Sundstrand catalog price (less.ercent) to 
the negotiated prices for the base-year annual demand quantity (216 NSNs) 
shows an annual potential cost avoidance of about $11.2 million. With the 250 
percent contract maximum surge, the annual cost avoidance is about $27. 9 
million. When the annual potential cost avoidance is calculated over the 3-year 
contract period, the total cost avoidance ranges between about $33.5 million 
(base-year annual demand quantity) and $83.8 million (maximum contract 
amount). Should DLA negotiate a similar pricing arrangement for an additional 
3 years, the total potential cost avoidance for a 6-year period would be between 
$67.1 million (minimum) and $167.7 million (maximum). After discussions 
with DLA, we agreed that a reasonable calculation of the 6-year potential cost 
avoidance would be $83.8 million (first year at maximum contract amount and 
subsequent years at annual demand quantities). 

Management AsRrtion of Misstated Audit Results. DLA commented that 
Appendix G of the draft report disclosed a $5,949,656 total for Market-Based 
Catalog Delivery Order Prices. This is the total amount escalated to 1997 
dollars, not $6.1 million as reported in Finding A. As a result, the markup for 
catalog-priced items over previous cost-based items is.rcent not. 
percent. 

Audit Response. The $5,949,656 total for Market-Based Catalog Delivery 
Order Prices was not escalated to 1997 dollars. The figure escalated to 
1997 dollars was $6.1 million as reported, resulting in thellllJ>Crcent price 
increase stated in the audit. Appendix G was omitted from•mrrma1 report to 
decrease the complexity of the report. 
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Finding A. Catalog Prices For Sole-Source Commercial Items 

Management Comments on Commercial Item Breakout. DLA also 
commented that follow-on action was being initiated, for instances where it 
appears cost-effective, to pursue approval from the cogniz.ant military design 
control offices of alternative items (reverse engineered pans) to enable future 
competitive buys of sole-source Sundstrand commercial items. 

Audit Response. We commend DLA for its follow-on action and believe this 
may be the best means to determine fair and reasonable prices for the pans. 

Management Comments on Savings From Commercial Buying Practices 
and Streamlining of Government Rules and Policies. DLA commented that 
"the audit failed to address, much less monetize, the substantial improvements 
that have been achieved over the last several years through the Government's 
adoption of commercial buying practices and the stream.lining of Government 
rules and policies; and failed to quantify the savings the Government has made 
as a result of the enabling legislation and regulation changes." DLA then cited 
various in-house studies that supponed an annual procurement administrative 
cost and administrative lead-time cost avoidance of $0. 992 million. The cost 
avoidance was for 180 of the DLA managed items covered by the corporate 
contract because: "(i) future orders under the corporate contract will be 
automatically processed and placed using DLA's automated ordering systems, 
and (ii) having these items under contract enables a significantly reduced 
investment in the stockage levels otherwise needed to cover the normal 
procurement lead time. " 

Audit Response. We agree that the Navy BOA previously used to procure 
commercial items from Sundstrand (where each individual order was negotiated 
separately) was ineffective, and that the new fixed-price corporate contract 
(indefinite-delivery-type contract) is measurably better. Indefinite-delivery-type 
contracts are not new and this more effective contracting vehicle is responsible 
for the annual procurement administrative cost and administrative lead-time cost 
avoidances. 

Management Comments On Overall Price Increases and Savings From 
Commercial Contracts. DLA provided figures on overall yearly price 
increases for approximately 100,000 NSNs out of a total universe of 950,000 
different NSNs purchased from FY 1992 through FY 1997. The data showed 
various annual price increases that ranged from a low of 2.0 percent (FYs 1992 
to 1993) to a high of 6.0 percent (FYs 1995 to 1996). 
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DLA also provided figures that showed price comparisons for items purchased 
during FY s 1994 through 1995 with prices paid for the same items on FAR Pan 
12 Commercial Contracts in the subsequent 2-year period (FYs 1996 through 
1997). The comparison showed price decreases using absolute dollars of about 
6.5 percent (nearly 10 percent when adjusted for inflation). The value of the 
items included in the study was about $150 million of the $900 million (400 
contracts) identified where FAR Part 12 procedures were used for FYs 1996 
and 1997. 

Audit Response. As previously stated, we have reviewed the computer
processed data used by DLA to calculate the decrease in prices for commercial 
items and have determined that the data are unreliable and unusable. 

Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit 
Response 

A.l. We recommend that the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and Technology: 

a. Provide additional guidance and training to the DoD acquisition 
community on how contracting officers should obtain fair and reasonable 
prices for commercial items from a sole-source supplier when there is no 
commercial market to ensure the integrity of prices and the commercial 
items are exempt from certified cost or pricing data. 

b. Provide guidance and training to the DoD acquisition community on 
the importance of ensuring non-Government commercial item sales of 
similar quantities or substantial non-Government sales at least greater than 
the current procurement quantity before contracting officers accept 
commercial item prices as fair and reasonable. 

Management Comments. The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and 
Technology concurred with the recommendations, stating additional training and 
guidance in commercial pricing were needed as the keys to resolving the 
problems identified in the audit. 
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Audit Response. We hope to have the opponunity to ensure that the training 
package being prepared by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition Reform) and industry will be adequate to resolve the commercial 
pricing problems identified by this audit. We ask that the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology provide additional comments in 
response to the final repon on what specific guidance and training are 
contemplated, especially regarding acquisition of sole-source commercial items. 

A.2. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency require 
tlµlt contracting officers insist that contractors provide uncertified cost or 
pricing data for future commercial item procurements when needed to 
determine the reasonableness of prices. 

Management Comments. The Defense Logistics Agency concurred, stating 
that guidance was issued which specifically underscored that the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation provides that contracting officers must obtain pricing, 
sales, cost information, or other information excluding (certified] cost or pricing 
data, as necessary to determine price reasonableness when it cannot be based on 
adequate price competition. 

The Defense Logistics Agency contracting officer for the Sundstrand corporate 
contract deferred from requesting information other than cost or pricing data 
(uncertified cost or pricing data) until exhausting all other information sources. 
Finally, on November 10, 1997, the contracting officer requested uncertified 
cost or pricing data, but an agreement on substantially reduced prices was 
achieved shortly thereafter, which the contracting officer concluded obviated the 
need for such information. 

Audit Response. The Defense Logistics Agency comments are responsive. 
Although we believe a detenninition of price reasonableness for the sole-source 
commercial items on the Sundstrand corporate contract is too subjective without 
cost data, we do believe that the Defense Logistics Agency contracting officer 
obtained acceptable prices in a price-based pricing environment. We should 
also note that substantially reduced prices for the commercial items may have 
been achieved just by requesting cost data from Sundstrand and believe that it 
may not be possible to negotiate fair and reasonable prices for sole-source 
commercial items without historical cost data in many instances. 
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Source Noncommercial Items 
DLA contracting officers did not effectively negotiate prices on orders for 
(noncommercial) sole-source items procured from Sundstrand Sole-source 
prices were not effectively negotiated because DLA 

• did not adequately consider economic order quantities when 
placing individual orders, 

• used price analyses of questionable prior prices to determine 
price reasonableness and performed inadequate cost analyses because 
DCMC, Rockford was not used to verify labor and material costs on data 
that was submitted by Sundstrand; and 

• procured items from Sundstrand using a Navy basic ordering 
agreement (BOA) that utilized over 75 different contracting officers to 
negotiate and award about 1,800 individual orders totaling over 
$36 million, without the benefit of certified cost or pricing data 

We determined that DLA paid about -orover 9percent more 
than the fair and reasonable price on 59 orders on which we performed cost 
analysis We were unable to calculate a savings associated with using 
economic order quantities or reducing the resources needed to manage the 
Sundstrand contract The goals of the DCMC negotiating team to 
negotiate the Phase II corporate contract for noncommercial items should 
help address our concerns 

Laws and Regulations 

10 U .S.C. 2384a. "Supplies: economic order quantities," provides guidance on 
procuring items in economic order quantities. 

(a)(l) An agency referred to in section 2303(a) of this title shall 
procure supplies in such quantity as (A) will result in the total cost and 
unit cost most advantageous to the United States, where practicable, 
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and (B) does not exceed the quantity reasonably expected to be 
required by the agency. 

(2) The Secretary of Defense shall take paragraph (1) into account in 
approving rates of obligations of appropriations under section 2204 of 
this title 

(b) Each solicitation for contract for supplies shall, if practicable, 
include a provision inviting each offeror responding to the solicitation 
to state an opinion on whether the quantity of supplies proposed to be 
procured is economically advantageous to the United States and. if 
applicable, to recommend a quantity or quantities which would be 
more economically advantageous to the United States Each such 
recommendation shall include a quotation of the total price and the 
unit price for supplies procured in each recommended quantity 

FAR 15 .402, "Pricing policy," provides guidance and an order of preference 
for contracting officers in determining the type of information required when 
negotiating prices for supplies and services. 

Contracting officers shall 

(a) Purchase supplies and services from responsible sources at fair 
and reasonable prices ln establishing the reasonableness of the 
offered prices, the contracting officer shall not obtain more 
information than is necessary To the extent that cost or pricing data 
are not required by 15 403-4, the contracting officer shall general!) 
use the following order of preference in determining the type of 
information required 

(I) No additional information from the offeror, if the 
price is based on adequate price competition, except as provided b) 
15 403-3(b) 

(2) Information other than cost or pricing data 

(i) Information related to prices (e.g. 
established catalog or market prices or previous contract prices), 
relying first on information available within the Government, second, 
on information obtained from sources other than the offeror, and, if 
necessary, on information obtained from the offeror When obtaining 
information from the offeror is necessaf), unless an exception under 
15 403-l(b)(l) or (2) applies. such information submitted by the 
offeror shall include, at a mirumum, appropriate information on the 
prices at which the same or similar items have been sold previously, 
adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of the price 
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(ii) Cost information, that does not meet the 
definition of cost or pricing data at 15 401 

(3) Cost or pricing data The contracting officer should 
use every means available to ascenain whether a fair and reasonable 
price can be determined before requesting cost or pricing data 
Contracting officers shall not require unnecessarily the submission of 
cost or pricing data, because it leads to increased proposal preparation 
costs, generally extends acquisition lead time, and consumes 
additional contractor and Government resources 

(b) Price each contract separately and independently and not

(1) Use proposed price reductions under other contracts 
as an evaluation factor, or 

(2) Consider losses or profits realized or anticipated 
under other contracts 

(c) Not include in a contract price any amount for a specified 
contingency to the extent that the contract provides for a price 
adjustment based upon the occurrence of that contingent:) 

FAR 15 .404-1, "Proposal analysis techniques," provides guidance for 
contracting officers reviewing contractor proposals. 

(a) General The objective of proposal analysis is to ensure that the 
final agreed-to-price is fair and reasonable 

(1) The contracting officer is responsible for evaluaung the 
reasonableness of the offered prices The analytical techniques and 
procedures described in this subsection ma) be used. singly or in 
combination with others, to ensure that the final price is fair and 
reasonable The complexity and circumstances of each acquisition 
should determine the level of detail of the analysis required. 

(2) Price analysis shall be used when cost or pricing data are not 
required (see paragraph (b) of this subsection and 15.404-3) 

(3) Cost analysis shall be used to evaluate the reasonableness of 
individual cost elements when cost or pricing data are required Price 
analysis should be used to verif) that the overall price offered is fair 
and reasonable 

(4) Cost analysis may be used to evaluate information other than 
cost or pricing data to determine cost reasonableness or cost realism 
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(S) The contracting officer may request the advice and assistance 
of other expens to ensure that an appropriate analysis is performed 

FAR 15.404-l(b), "Price analysis, .. defines price analysis as the process of 
examining and evaluating a proposed price without evaluating its separate cost 
elements and proposed profit. The Government may use various price analysis 
techniques and procedures to ensure a fair and reasonable price, given the 
circumstances surrounding the acquisition. Examples of such techniques 
include, but are not limited to the following: 

(i) Comparison of proposed prices received in response to the 
solicitation 

(ii) Comparison of previously proposed prices and conuact prices with 
current proposed prices for the same or similar end items, if both the 
validity of the comparison and the reasonableness of the previous 
price(s) can be established 

(iii) Use of parametric estimating methods/application of rough 
yardsticks (such as dollars per pound or per horsepower, or other 
units) to highlight significant inconsistencies that warrant additional 
pricing inquiry 

(iv) Comparison with competitive published price lists, published 
market prices of commodities, similar indexes, and discount or rebate 
arrangements 

(v) Comparison of proposed prices with independent Government cost 
estimates 

(vi) Comparison of proposed prices with prices obtained through 
market research for the same or similar items 

Negotiating Prices for Sole-Source Items 

DLA contracting officers did not effectively negotiate prices for sole-source 
items procured from Sundstrand. Prices were not effectively negotiated because 
DLA contracting officers did not always consider economic order quantities, did 
not use price analysis of reliable data or perform adequate cost analysis, and 
used over 75 different contracting officers to negotiate and award about 1,800 
individual orders during CY s 1994 through 1996. 
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Economic Order Quantities 

Requesting Economic Order Quantities. DLA contracting officers did not 
adequately consider economic order quantities when placing individual orders. 
During CYs 1994 through 1996, DLA requested that Sundstrand provide 
proposals for economic order quantities on 44 of 248 orders (totaling more than 
$25,000 each) reviewed (or about 18 percent). We could not determine whether 
economic order quantities were requested for the remaining 30 orders reviewed 
(278 total orders reviewed). DISC contracting officers requested economic 
order quantities for the highest percentage of orders 31 of 62 (50 percent). 
DSCR requested economic orders quantities for 10 of 34 orders (29 percent), 
and DSCC requested economic order quantities on only 3 of 152 orders (2 
percent). Although the BOA provided for Sundstrand to recommend economic 
order quantities, we found no cases where this occurred. 

Price Difference for Economic Order Quantities. DSCC contracting officers 
negotiated two different price lists with Sundstrand for 1996 and 1997 . Each 
price list allowed DSCC to negotiate prices for various high usage items for a 
given period during one negotiation. Although the 1996 price list did not 
consider price differences associated with different quantities, the 1997 price list 
showed significant price differences for economic order quantities. 

The 1996 price list negotiated with Sundstrand was based on a single order 
quantity of 10 items. Consequently, when DSCC contracting officers used the 
price list to procure large quantities of items the prices were not reasonable. 
Also, DCMC Rockford (responsible for providing pricing services to DSCC) 
was not requested to review the proposed prices. DSCC was reluctant to use 
the 1996 price list because the proposed prices were much higher than previous 
prices. In fact, DSCC continued to issue quotations to Sundstrand after receipt 
of the proposed price list in lieu of using the price list; however, Sundstrand 
responded to the quotations referring DSCC to the price list. Negotiations were 
conducted with Sundstrand for some of the pans on the price list based on cost 
data and quantity with assistance from DCM C. 
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Table 3 shows several examples where DSCC purchased items from the 1996 
price list without negotiations where prices paid were not fair and reasonable. 
We determined the reasonable price for the items using actual Sundstrand cost 
data for the items and the negotiated indirect rates and profits factors on the 
individual orders. 

Table 3. Prices For 1996 Sundstrand Price List Items 

Were Higher Than Reasonable Prices• 


1996 Sundstrand 
Price List 

NSN Quantit~ Unit Total 

1650-00-463-7658 101 252.87 $ 25,540 

1650-00-97 8-1569 29 1,008.87 29,257 

3020-00-798-7165 49 1,193.64 58.488 

3040-00-073-2815 18 1,573.58 28.324 

Total $141,610 

• -.r.. 
- II 

*Totals reflect rounding of values to the nearest whole dollar 

••-r 
The 1997 price list negotiated with Sundstrand did provide prices for various 
quantities of items and identified significant savings associated with economic 
order quantities. DCMC Rockford was also involved in the negotiations and 
performed a cost analysis of a sample of items from the price list. 
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Table 4 shows 10 of the items with significant savings associated with economic 
order quantities. In fact, for the three of the bolded items Sundstrand pan 
numbers 684588GA, 706261, and 713806, the total price for 25 of the items is 
less than the total price for 9 of the items. For pan number 46494-1, the total 
price for 7S of the items is less than the total price for 9 of the items. 
Accordingly, it would never make sense for DLA to purchase less then 25 or 75 
items, even if only 9 of the items were needed. 

Table 4. 1997 Sundstrand Price List Shows Substantial 
Savings for Higher Quantity Purchases 

Sundstrand 
Part No. Descrintion 

02-15574 Cover 


101920-0 Valve 


46494-1 Valve 


5008439 Liner 


5902524 Clutch 


684S88GA Liner 


694215 Piston 


695516 Seal 


706261 Piston 


713806 Gear 


The DoD needs to organize its purchasing plans and activities better so that 
DLA contracting officers procure economic orders quantities on all Sundstrand 
orders where practicable. The DCMC negotiating team should address 
economic order quantities in its corporate contract with Sundstrand. 
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Price Analysis and Cost Analysis 

Price Analysis and Reasonablenm of Prior Price. DLA contracting officers 
used price analysis of questionable prior prices that were not reliable to 
determine price reasonableness. When using price analysis any comparison is 
invalid unless the reasonableness of the prior price was established as provided 
in FAR 15.404-l(b)(2)(ii) [formerly FAR 15.805-2(b)]. Nonnally, if the prior 
price was based on competition and the quantities of items being procured were 
similar, price analysis would be very effective. However, when items are 
procured from sole-source manufacturers, many factors such as quantity 
differences, insufficient procurement history, and a manufacturing switch from 
make to buy can significantly influence the price for an item. For example, for 
NSN 2520-00-149-9254, order UBGS, the contracting officer determined the 
proposed unit price of ~o be fair and reasonable based on price anal.' sis 
of a previous buy of 9 items with a unit price of - However. the current 
buy was for 612 items. Based on cost analysis, we determined that the 
reasonable unit price for the larger quantity was - therefore, DLA paid 
about than the fair and reasonab~for the item. Further. 
once an unreasonable price is established for an item, that price becomes the 
basis for future prices. DLA contracting officers need to determine the 
reliability of previous prices before using price analysis to determine prices are 
fair and reasonable on future procurements not covered by the DCM C 
negotiating team. 

Cost Analysis by DCMC Rockford. DCMC Rockford was used to verify 
labor and material costs on only 16 of the 278 orders reviewed. On 12 of the 
16 orders DLA contracting officers negotiated prices lower than the prices 
proposed by Sundstrand. DLA contracting officers can only verify indirect 
rates and profit factors. DCMC Rockford has access to Sundstrand cost and 
pricing information and is needed to verify labor and material costs on 
uncenified cost or pricing data submitted by Sundstrand. For example, for 
NSN 1650-00-463-7677, order UBHT, the contracting officer determined that 
the unit price of-was fair and reasonable based on the forward pricing 
rate agreement u~direct labor and material costs proposed from 
Sundstrand. Based on ciiistanal sis, we determined that the reasonable unit 
price should have been therefore, DLA paid than the 
fair and reasonable price for the item. 
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We judgmentally selected 80 orders for which Sundstrand had provided 
uncenified cost or pricing data and obtained cost information from Sundstrand 
on the actual labor and material costs. Using actual cost data and the negotiated 
indirect cost rates and profit factors on the individual orders we determined that 
the reasonable prices for the items reviewed were about 
llllthan the negotiated prices. Appendix H. "Cost Analysis of Sundstrand 
'l'ric'es," of the draft repon (deleted from the final repon) showed the negotiated 
and reasonable price for 59 orders; actual cost information was not yet available 
for 20 of the orders. The appendix also shows the major reasons that the actual 
costs were less than the negotiated costs. These reasons included no 
procurement history, item quantity sensitive, manufacturing switched to 
Singapore, and manufacturing changed from make to buy or buy to make. 

Interpretation of Cost or Pricing Data. During a meeting with Sundstrand on 
May 20, 1997, we provided Sundstrand officials documentation for 6 of the 
orders in Appendix H (bold items) and requested an explanation for significant 
differences between the negotiated prices based on uncenified Sundstrand cost 
or pricing data, and the reasonable prices based on our cost analysis of actual 
labor and material costs. Again, Appendix H was deleted from the final repon 
Our interpretation of the cost data available at the time the orders were proposed 
showed that the proposed and negotiated prices should have been lower for five 
of the six items. Sundstrand stated that it would review the data and on June 9. 
1997, provided the following explanation. 

Sundstrand conducted a review of the pricing data utilized in the 
preparation of the six proposals identified on the schedule and found 
no estimating system deficiencies All of the six proposals were under 
the $500K TINA threshold and were developed utilizing our standard 
estimating practices Each proposal was submitted with price 
breakdowns and priced Bill of Material. For the above reasons, 
Sundstrand would disagree with an clssessment which concluded that 
the proposal data was inaccurate · 
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Table S shows a comparison of the negotiated prices and the reasonable prices 
based on our cost analysis of acrual Sundstrand labor and material costs for the 
items. 

Table S. Comparison of Negotiated and Reasonable Prices 
for Sundstrand Items* 

NSN Quantitv 

Negotiated Price -Unit Total 

1650-00-463-7677 133 422.59 $ 56,204 

2520-00-149-9254 612 215.58 131,935 

3010-01-054-3970 259 99.12 25,672 

3010-01-054-3970 420 93.11 39,106 

3020-00-463-7723 59 662.58 39,092 

3040-01-083-3886 118 409.10 48,274 

Total $340.284 

...-
*Totals reflect rounding of values to the nearest whole dollar. 

- ... - • 
Although Sundstrand believes there were no problems with its estimating system 
and its interpretation of the data, the 
between the negotiated price and the reasonable price shows the importance of 
DCMC Rockford perfonning cost analysis of proposed labor and material costs 
from Sundstrand and providing its interpretation of the Sundstrand cost data. 
The DCMC negotiating team needs to obtain cenified cost or pricing data for its 
proposed corporate contract with Sundstrand and use DCMC Rockford 
personnel to perfonn cost analysis of proposed Sundstrand labor and material 
costs. The value of the corporate contract with Sundstrand should be 
significantly higher than the $500,000 threshold for cenified cost or pricing 
data. DLA contracting officers need to use DCMC Rockford to perform cost 
analysis of proposed Sundstrand labor and material costs for items not covered 
by the DCMC negotiating team. 

Sundstrand Internal Restructuring Costs and Single Process Initiative. 
DCMC has approved both internal restructuring costs and single process 
initiatives for Sundstrand that are designed to provide savings for DoD. Both 
programs are designed to reduce contractor costs to manufacture items which in 
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tum, should provide savings to DoD. However. price anaJysis aJone will not 
identify the potential monetary benefits associated with these initiatives. onl) 
through cost anaJysis will DoD realize these monetary benefits. 

On May 8. 1995, Sundstrand submitted a proposal to amonize of 
internal resuucturing costs over a three year period · g in 1997. These 
costs were for the ~ant site in 
for approximately -and 
During negotiations, the severance costs 
administrative personnel were removed for various reasons. DCMC negotiated 

spread over four years staning in 1996. The costs are to be 
recovered through the Sundstrand general and administrative pool. Since DoD 
accounts for abou.rcent of Sundstrand sales. the DoD share of the 

and for severance costs 

or the engineers and marketing and 

resnucturing costs should be about 

On December 8, 1995, the Secretary of Defense and the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology announced implementation of the 
Single Process Initiative. 

SPI fSmgle Process lrutiauve] transitions contractor facihues from 
muluple govemment-uruque management and ma.nufactunng systems 
to the use of common. facilny-wide processes 

SPI is the key to DoD Acqwsiuon Reform cffons. It provides a method 
to implement acqumuon reform goals m contracts lt is intended to 
reduce conuactor opcraung com and achieve cost. schedule. and 
pcrfonnance benefits for the government The benefits of SPI are 
more efficient. consistent. stable processes, with greater case of 
conuact adnurustrauon for both contractor and government, and 
savings for the iaxpayer 

As of May 1997. DCMC had approved two single process initiatives for 
Sundstrand. 

Disjointed Purchasing Practices 

Contracting Officers. For CYs 1994 through 1996, DLA used over 75 
different contracting officers to negotiate and award about 1,800 individual 
orders totaling over $36 million with Sundstrand. Because the orders 
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individually did not exceed the threshold for requiring cenified cost or pricing 
data, this acquisition strategy precluded .the contracting officers from obtaining 
the valuable data. A Navy BOA was the primary vehicle used by DLA to 
obtain pans from Sundstrand. Since a BOA is not a contract but an instrument 
for placing orders which basically become contracts, DLA had to negotiate 
1,800 individual orders which basically became contracts. The Navy BOA was 
issued to allow for ease of ordering spare parts. 

Requirement or lndefmite-Quantity Contract. A better contract vehicle may 
be a requirements contract or an indefinite-quantity contract. Fixed prices for 
various quantities similar to the DSCC 1997 price list could be negotiated in the 
contract with only one negotiation. This would enable contracting officers to 
select economic order quantities and greatly reduce order time since prices were 
already negotiated. Negotiating one contract instead of 1,800 different contracts 
should also significantly reduce the DLA and Sundstrand resources needed for 
negotiations. In addition, the contractor would be required to submit cenified 
cost or pricing data with its proposal and the data could be review by DCM C 
Rockford. This w1uld enable DLA to determine the fair and reasonable prices 
for sole-source Sunastrand items. If the contract also provided fixed prices for 
options years Sundstrand would also have greater incentive to improve 
manufacturing processes to increase profits while DLA would receive these cost 
benefits on future contracts. The DCMC negotiating team should negotiate 
some type of requirements or indefinite-quantity contract with Sundstrand. 

Summary 

DoD wants contracting officers to rely more on priced-based pricing instead of 
cost-based pricing. Priced-based pricing works well when the previous buys 
were based on competition of similar quantities. However, for sole-source 
items, with limited or nonexistent competitive markets, cost analysis needs to be 
perfonned periodically because of quantity changes, manufacturing changes, 
internal restructuring, single process initiatives, and other changes that affect 
contractor costs to ensure the reasonableness of the prices paid by DoD. The 
goals of the DCMC negotiating team (Phase II) to negotiate a corporate contract 
for noncommercial items should help address our concerns. 
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Management Comments on the Finding and Audit Response 

Management Comments on Price Negotiations for Sole-Source 
Noncommercial Items. DLA nonconcurred that contracting officers did not 
effectively negotiate prices on orders for noncommercial sole-source items 
procured from Sundstrand. DLA then addressed the problems negotiating 
prices for commercial items cited in Finding A and stated that contracting 
officers negotiated in good faith and in accordance with the laws and regulations 
in effect at the time. 

Audit Response. Finding B relates only to noncommercial items and has 
nothing to do with the problems associated with commercial items addressed in 
Finding A. The remainder of the DLA comments indicated at least panial 
agreement with Finding B. 

Management Comments on Economic Order Quantities. DLA nonconcurred 
that contracting officers did not adequately consider economic order quantities 
when placing orders. DLA then states that the comments from the inventory 
control points indicate that greater attention could have been given to the 
potential for a price break on some buys. DLA states that the negotiating team 
was able to achieve volume price breaks on only 28 percent of the commercial 
items negotiated in the Phase I corporate contract and that unless the eff ons to 
negotiate volume price breaks on the Phase II corporate contract for 
noncommercial items is more successful, the significance of this issue is 
substantially lessened. 

Audit Response. From the text of the comments, it appears that DLA 
management has agreed that contracting officers did not adequately consider 
economic order quantities. We agree that obtaining volume price breaks on the 
Phase I corporate contract for commercial items using a price-based negotiation 
was not fully successful. However, as shown on the 1997 price list for 
noncommercial items previously negotiated by DSCC (using cost-based 
pricing), there should be significant price breaks for economic order quantities 
in the Phase II negotiations. 

Management Comments of Price Analysis. DLA comments that the type of 
cost analysis performed by the audit team ("exhaustive level of in-depth 
review") is not contemplated by procurement rules, practical, or even possible 
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in the current operational environment. DLA also states that cost information 
will not be available for validation in connection with future buys and that the 
Government no longer has access to this information (except for the few buys 
exceeding $500,000). 

Audit Response. We agree that our audit entailed an in-depth review of the 
costs associated with noncommercial items to determine fair and reasonable 
prices, but the effon was not exhaustive. In fact, we had no problem obtaining 
cost history information from Sundstrand (in contractor format) and performing 
the cost analysis to determine fair and reasonable prices was not difficult. 
DCMC Rockford performed similar cost analysis for a sample of parts 
negotiated on the 1997 price list. We believe that the procurement rules do 
contemplate the Government assuring itself of price reasonableness by creating 
provisions to obtain certified (exceeding $500,000) or uncenified cost or pricing 
data for sole-source procurements. Furthermore, we see no means for DLA to 
negotiate fair and reasonable prices in the Phase II negotiations of 
noncommercial sole-source parts from Sundstrand without performing cost 
analysis of at least a sample of items. Furthermore, the Phase II contract will 
be significantly greater than $500. 000, and is subject to certified cost or pricing 
data. 

Management Comments on the Number of Contracting Officers. DLA 
nonconcurred that the number of different contracting officers and the number 
of individual negotiations had any impact on excessive prices being paid. DLA 
also commented that cost and pricing data would not have been provided by 
Sundstrand for any commercial items. 

Audit Response. The DLA comments appear to contradict previous comments 
that praise the Phase I negotiations as a success because total requirements were 
combined and negotiated in a single negotiation. Also, once again the parts 
discussed in Finding B are noncommercial only, so uncertified cost or pricing 
data was available to contracting officers and would have been of value. 

Management Comments on Fair and Reasonable Prices. DLA commented 
that actual cost information for yet to be awarded and performed contracts does 
not exist at the time prices are negotiated. Very rarely does a cost estimate 
materialize as an exact projection of the costs. The only valid way to determine 
whether overpricing occurred is to perform a review of available data and the 
data that was provided by the conclusion of price negotiations. 
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DLA also comments that the audit shows Sundstrand generally was able to 
underrun the contract price but that the audit does not indicate why this 
occurred. 

Audit Response. Price analysis alone in a sole-source noncommercial market 
may not result in fair and reasonable prices. Many factors affect prices, and 
periodic cost analysis is necessary to ensure that the contractor's interpretation 
of cost information used to calculate prices is in agreement with the 
Government's interpretation of the data. However, on those orders where our 
interpretation of the cost information available at the time the orders were 
placed does not support the prices as fair and reasonable, they should be 
reviewed further by DLA. 

The audit clearly explained why Sundstrand was able to underrun the contract 
prices. The main reason that contract prices were underrun was that negotiated 
prices were based on Sundstrand' s interpretation of the cost data without review 
by the Govenunent. 

Management Comments on Price Variance. DLA commented that when cost 
or pricing data is submitted, -percent variance between forecast and 
acrual cost should be expec~n lower contract amounts are involved, less 
effon is spent by the offeror in estimating, and by the Govenunent in 
evaluating, the procurement. Typically, in such cases, which included the buys 
in question, greater variability of as much as ~r 9percent should be 
expected. DLA commented that 27 of the aw~question fell within the 
-percent bounds and another 11 could be added using a -percent 
range. Based on this data, DLA concluded that the variance was insufficient to 
suggest that Sundstrand provided misleading cost data for negotiations of these 
awards. Apart from these 38 buys, DLA believes that there are 21 remaining 
buys that warrant further review. 

Audit Response. We agree that DLA does not need to review all the 
questioned buys, especially those with minor variances. However, we have 
provided DLA with the cost data for all the items and agree that those items 
with significant variances should be reviewed further. 
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Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit 
Response 

Added Recommendation. As a result of management comments, we added 
Recommendation B.3. to provide that the Defense Logistics Agency address 
economic order quantities, obtain certified cost or pricing data, and perform 
cost analysis for at least a sample of items negotiated on the Phase Il corporate 
contract for sole-source noncommercial items with Sundstrand 

B.l. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency require 
contracting officers for future procurements to procure economic order 
quantities on all orders placed with Sundstrand when practicable . 

Management Comments. The Defense Logistics Agency nonconcurred, 
stating that contracting officer should not be required to procure economic order 
quantities for commercial items because this area was not addressed in 
Finding A. Various factors must be considered by the item manger and 
contracting officer on stock replenishment procurements. 

The Defense Logistics Agency then stated that reorder points are automatically 
calculated and updated by an inventory management program within the 
Requirement Subsystem of the Standard Automated Material Management 
System. The system issues purchase requests for stock replenishment buys in 
time to result in award and receipt of stock, based on the procurement 
administrative and production lead time of record for each individual stock
managed item. "Any decision to manually override the system-determined 
stockage and safety levels to increase order quantities must be based on a supply 
control study by the item manger, which includes consideration of design 
stability and a determination of the extent to which a stable demand pattern has 
existed and whether there is any reason to expect demand quantities will 
increase (or decrease) in the future." 

The Defense Logistics Agency also stated that the Government incurs additional 
expense in determining whether price breaks are sufficiently economically 
advantageous and economic order quantities could result in holding years of 
inventory that would exceed total future demands. 
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Audit Response. The Defense Logistics Agency comments are not responsive 
Finding B relates only to noncommercial items and as previously discussed, the 
Government negotiating team for the (price-based) Phase I corporate contract 
(commercial items) with Sundstrand was less than successful in negotiating 
economic order quantities. However, as shown in Finding B, the quantity price 
breaks for noncommercial sole-source items from Sundstrand when using cost
based negotiations have been significant and must be considered by the Defense 
Logistics Agency. The Defense Logistics Agency needs to determine which 
pans have economic order quantities and manually override the system 
determined stockage levels to procure economic order quantities when it makes 
good business sense. Finally, we do not consider procuring large quantities of 
items that will exceed future demands the same as procuring economic order 
quantities. Clearly, it is not economic to procure items that will never be used 
under normal circumstances. However, as shown in the fmding, there may be 
instances where the total cost to procure a larger quantity of items is less than 
the cost to procure a smaller quantity. In these instances, we see no reason to 
procure the smaller quantity because there is always a possibility the items may 
be used. We request that the Defense Logistics Agency reconsider its position. 
and provide additional comments in response to the fmal repon. 

B.2. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency 
require contracting officers for any future procurements with Sundstrand 
not covered by the Defense Contract Management Command negotiating 
team to: 

a. Determine the reliability of previous prices before using price 
analysis to establish prices are fair and reasonable. 

Management Comments. The Defense Logistics Agency partially concurred, 
stating that it would be inappropriate to establish the recommended review 
requirements for purchases of any residual items not covered by the Phase l and 
Il corporate contracts. The residual and unanticipated requirements would 
likely all be below the simplified purchases threshold, and many below the 
$2,500 micro-purchase threshold. The Defense Logistics Agency then states 
that the validation of the reliability of previous prices is not ~ prerequisite 
except when the analysis is based on comparison to prior contract prices (or 
proposed prices) (FAR 15.805.2(b)) [currently FAR 15.404-l(b)(2)(ii)]. 
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Audit Response. The Defense Logistics Agency comments are responsive. 
We agree that determining the reliability of previous prices used in price 
analysis for micro-purchases may be insignificant and that the Phase I and II 
corporate contract should cover most DLA requirements. 

b. Use Defense Contract Management Command Rockford to 
perform cost analysis of proposed Sundstrand labor and material costs. 

Management Comments. The Defense Logistics Agency nonconcurred, 
stating that data for buys is stored in its automated procurement system. This 
buy history data includes coding to identify the nature of the price or cost 
analysis accomplished in arriving at the price reasonableness determination. 
Contracting officers review purchase history data to identify the nature and basis 
of the price reasonableness determination. 

The Defense Logistics Agency also states that contracting officers are accorded 
substantial discretion on requesting data reflecting current or prior actual cost 
experiences or estimates and that this flexibility should not be abridged. 

Audit Response. The Defense Logistics Agency comments are not responsive. 
The fmding showed that the prices paid for noncommercial Sundstrand items 
were not adequate (sole-source environment) to make a determination that future 
prices were fair and reasonable based on a price analysis. Periodic cost analysis 
is necessary in a sole-source environment to establish and re-establish a fair and 
reasonable price baseline. The comments raise concerns about the extent of cost 
analysis that the Defense Logistics Agency plans to perfonn for its Phase II 
negotiations with Sundstrand or whether price analysis will be primarily used to 
establish fair and reasonable prices. We fail to understand why DLA wants to 
limit the tools available in a sole-source market to ensure prices are fair and 
reasonable. We request that the Defense Logistics Agency reconsider its 
position, address the extent that cost analysis will be used for the Phase II 
negotiations with Sundstrand of the noncommercial sole-source items, and 
provide additional comments in response to the final repon. 

B.3. We recommend that the Director, Defense Logistics Agency require 
that the contracting officer for the negotiating team on the Phase n 
corporate contract for sole-source noncommercial items with Sundstrand: 

a. Address economic order quantities. 
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b. Obtain certified cost or pricing data and perform cost analysis for at 
least a sample of items negotiated. 
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Appendix A. Audit Process 

Scope 

Work Performed. We reviewed DLA procedures and suppon contract 
documentation for delivery orders issued by DSCC, DSCR, and DISC to 
Sundstrand under contract N00383-93-G-M 111. During CY s 1994 through 
1996, DLA issued 300 delivery orders over $25,000 to Sundstrand totaling 
$24,372,583. We reviewed 278 of the orders totaling $22,639.215 (22 orders 
could not be located for various reasons). We also reviewed comparison buys 
of the same pans on other contracts with Sundstrand. We reviewed Sundstrand 
sales information for commercial items for CY s 1992 through 1996 and 
reviewed Sundstrand cost information on a judgmental basis for selected items 

Limitations to Audit Scope. We did not review orders under $25,000. For 
CY 1996, we reviewed 162 orders totaling $13,561,139, or only 17.3 percent 
of the total Sundstrand military after-market sales of about $78.5 million. 

Methodology 

Use of Computer-Processed Data. To achieve the audit objectives we relied 
on computer-processed data from the DoD DD 350 data base for contract 
actions over $25,000. The computer-processed data were determined reliable 
based upon the significant number of contract actions we reviewed and 
compared to the DD 350 output. Although we did not perform a formal 
reliability assessment of the computer-processed data, we determined that the 
contract delivery order numbers, award dates, and amounts generally agreed 
with the information in the computer-processed data. We did not find errors 
that would preclude use of the computer-processed data to meet the audit 
objectives or that would change the conclusions in the repon. 
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Universe and Delivery Orders Reviewed. Table 5 summarizes the DLA 
delivery orders reviewed on Sundstrand Contract N00383-93-G-M 111. 

Table S. DLA Delivery Orders Reviewed on 

Sundstrand Contract N00383-93-G-Mlll 


Over $25 ,000 

Total Deliverv Orders Delivery Orders Reviewed 

CY Number Number 

1994 36 29 

1995 JOO 87 

1996 164 162 

Total 300 278

Under $25.000 

Total Deliverv Orders Deliven· Orders Reviewed 

CY Number Number Amount 

1994 378 0 0 

1995 sos 0 0 

1996 655 0 0 

Total 1,538 0 0 

Audit Type, Dates, and Standards. We perfonned this program audit from 
October 1996 through June 1997 in accordance with auditing standards issued 
by the Comptroller General of the United States, as implemented by the 
Inspector General, DoD. Accordingly, we included tests of management 
controls considered necessary. 

Contacts During the Audit. We visited or contacted individuals within the 
DoD and Sundstrand Aerospace. Further details are available on request. 
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Appendix B. Summary of Prior Coverage 

General Accounting Office 

General Accounting Office Report No. GAO/NSIAD-93-1 (OSD Case No. 
9034-B), "Contract Pricing: A Low Percentage of Contractors are Responsible 
for Most Reponed Defective Pricing," November 24, 1992, states that because 
there was only one supplier for many of DoD's needs, those needs were 
contracted for noncompetitively. Prices for noncompetitive contracts are 
generally determined through extensive negotiations. For competitively 
awarded contracts, it is assumed that market forces result in fair and reasonable 
contract prices. Recognizing the government's wlnerability in noncompetitive 
contracting situations, the Congress passed the Truth in Negotiations Act in 
1962 to protect the government against overstated contract prices. 

The report also states that audits conducted by the Defense Contract Audit 
Agency identified $3 billion in defective pricing in fiscal years 1987-90. GAO 
reponed that relatively few contractors (including Sundstrand) were responsible 
for most of the defective pricing. GAO made no recommendations in this audit. 

Inspector General, DoD 

Report No. 97-145. Inspector General, DoD, Report No. 97-145 ...Purchasing 
Commercial Products." May 23, 1997, indicates that DoD buying commands 
were purchasing commercial products when practicable. The report contained 
no findings or recommendations. 

Report No. 94-004. Inspector General. DoD, Report No. 94-004, 
"Contracting Officer Price Analysis." October 15, 1993. indicates that DoD 
contracting officers did not always perform and adequately document the use of 
price analysis on contractor proposal prices, resulting in inadequate assurance 
that fair and reasonable prices were obtained in negotiated contracts. 
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Contracting officers and negotiators lacked knowledge of price analysis 
techniques as well. The repon recommended that the Military Depanments and 
DLA issue written management control objectives and techniques to verify 
performance and documentation of price analyses by contracting officers. The 
repon also recommended that the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
(Acquisition Reform) restructure training requirements to emphasize the 
performance and documentation of price analysis techniques. 

The Navy, the Air Force and DLA had all complied with the recommendations 
as of March 1994. The Anny believed that existing guidance was adequate 
The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Reform) restructured 
acquisition courses as recommended by August 1994. 

Report No. 90-062. Inspector General, DoD, Repon No. 90-062, "Spare Pans 
Pricing Agreements," May 3, 1990, indicates that spare pans pricing 
agreements were misused and often resulted in overpricing. Spare pans pricing 
agreements were used to place nonrecurring, high dollar value orders without 
satisfying the FAR requirement for the submission of cenified cost or pricing 
data. As a result, four buying commands could have saved $15.3 million by 
consolidating and pricing orders with cenified cost or pricing data. The audit 
also projects that DoD could avoid costs of at least $4.8 million and as much as 
$39 million over two years by requiring the submission of cenified cost or 
pricing data at the time of agreement on contract price. The repon 
recommended that the military depanments consolidate the same or similar 
purchase requirements into a single procurement action and establish adequate 
internal controls to ensure implementation and compliance with that policy. 
Management generally agreed with the recommendations. 
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Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act. F ASA section 1202 describes a catalog 
or market price exception from the requirement to submit cenified cost or 
pricing data for commercial items sold in substantial quantities to the general 
public. In section 1204, an additional exception was provided for commercial 
items procured on a competitive basis with adequate price competition. Another 
exception was described where, lacking a competitive procurement or 
catalog/market prices the contracting officer was nonetheless able to obtain 
sufficient price information to assess the reasonableness of the price. Failure to 
obtain the information needed to assess price reasonableness was a basis to 
direct certified cost or pricing data. Although FASA provided exceptions from 
the requirement to submit certified cost or pricing data. the head of a procuring 
activity could require other than certified cost or pricing data (to include 
uncertified cost or pricing data) to the extent necessary to determine the 
reasonableness of the price. See Appendix D. "FASA Excerpts, FARA 
Changes, and Legislative History ... for the complete text on commercial items 

F ASA section 8001, "Definitions, .. also provided the definition for commercial 
items The same F ASA definition for commercial items was also included in 
FAR 2.101, "Definitions." 

(a) DEFINITIONS -Section 4 of the Office of Federal 
Procurement PoliC) Act (41 U.S C 403) is amended b) adding at the 
end the following new paragraphs 

"(12) The term 'commercial item' means any of the following 

"(A) Any item. other than real property. that is of a type 
customarily used by the general public or b) nongovernmental entities 
for purposes other than governmental purposes. and that

"(i) has been sold. leased. or licensed to the general 
public, or 

"(ii) has been offered for sale, lease. or license to the 
general public 

F ASA also required the use of fixed-price contracts for commercial items and 
prohibited the use of cost-type contracts, eliminated the requirement for 
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contractors to identity the actual manufacmrers or suppliers of commercial 
items, and provided for a presumption by DoD that technical data under 
contracts for commercial items was developed exclusively at private expense 
and was the property of the contractor. Although data rights could be 
challenged and the challenge upheld in certain circumstances. 

Federal Acquisition Reform Act. FARA significantly changed the F ASA 
exception to cost or pricing data requirements for commercial items. The 
FARA changes eliminated the requirements that commercial item prices be 
based on established catalog or market prices and that commercial items be sold 
in substantial quantities to the general public. FARA did specifically include 
the word "cenified" whenever cost or pricing data was used. FARA provided 
that when cenified cost or pricing data were not required because of an 
exception, the contracting officer shall require submission of data other than 
cenified cost or pricing data to the extent necessary to detennine price 
reasonableness. See Appendix D for the complete text. 

FARA Changes to the Federal Acquisition Regulation. Implementation of 
FARA resulted in corresponding changes to FAR 15.403, .. Obtaining Cost or 
Pricing Data," [fonnerly FAR 15.804 ...Cost or Pricing Data and Information 
Other Than Cost or Pricing Data."] FARA resulted in changes to FAR 15.403
l(c)(3), "Commercial Items," which now provides that ..any acquisition for an 
item that meets the commercial item definition in 2.101, or any modification. as 
defined in paragraph (c)(l) or (2) of that definition, that does not change the 
item from a commercial item to a noncommercial item, is exempt from the 
requirement for cost or pricing data." FAR 15.403-l(b), "Exceptions to Cost 
or Pricing Data Requirements," provides that for a commercial item ..the 
contracting officer shall not require submission of cost or pricing data to support 
any action (contracts, subcontracts, or modification) (but may require 
infonnation other than cost or pricing data to suppon a determination of price 
reasonableness or cost realism)." FAR 15.403-3, "Requiring Infonnation Other 
Than Cost or Pricing Data," provides that .. to the extent necessary to determine 
the reasonableness of the price, the contracting officer shall require submission 
of inf onnation from the offeror. " The section also provides that requests for 
sales data relating to commercial items shall be limited to da~ for the same or 
similar items sold during a relevant time period; and to the maximum extent 
practicable, limits the scope of the requests for information relating to 
commercial items to include only information that is in the fonn regularly 
maintained by the contractor in commercial operations. 
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Appendix C. Laws and Regulations Relating to Commercial Items 

Appendix E, ..Changes to FAR 15.804, 'Cost or Pricing Data and Infonnation 
Other Than Cost or Pricing' Data Made as a Result of FARA,., shows the 
complete text of the FARA changes relating to commercial items. Effective 
October 10, 1997, FAR Part 15, Contracting By Negotiation, was rewritten. 
FAR 15.804 was incorporated into FAR 15.403, with no significant changes 
relating to commercial items. 

As provided by Congress, FAR 15.403 exempts commercial items from the 
requirement to submit cenified cost or pricing data. Contracting officers are 
still permitted to obtain information other than cost or pricing data. which 
includes uncenified cost or pricing data. FAR 15.401, "Definitions,., defines 
cost or pricing data as certified cost or pricing data and information other than 
cost or pricing data to include uncenified cost or pricing data 

"Cost or pricing data" (10 U.S.C. 2306a(h)(l) and 41 U.S.C. 254b) 
means all facts that, as of the date of price agreement or, if applicable, 
an earlier date agreed upon between the panics that is as close as 
practicable to the date of agreement on price, prudent buyers and 
sellers would reasonably expect to affect price negotiations 
significantly. Cost or pricing data are data requiring certification 
in accordance with 15.406-2. [emphasis added] Cost or pricing 
data are factual, not judgmental, and are verifiable While they do 
not indicate the accuracy of the prospective contractor's judgment 
about estimated future costs or projections. they do include the data 
forming the basis for that judgment Cost or pricing data are more 
than historical accounting data; they are all facts that can be 
reasonably expected to contribute to the soundness of estimates of 
future costs and to the validity of determinations of costs already 
incurred They also include such factors as vendor quotations; 
nonrecurring costs; information on changes in production methods 
and in production or purchasing volume; data supponing projections 
of business prospects and objectives and related operations costs; unit
cost trends such as those associated with labor efficiency; make-or
buy decisions; (g) estimated resources to attain business goals; and 
information on management decisions that could have a significant 
bearing on costs. 

"Information other than cost or pricing data" means any type of 
information that is not required to be cenified in accordance with 
15.406-2 and is necessary to determine price reasonableness or cost 
realism. For example, such information may include pricing, sales. 
or cost information, and includes cost or pricing data for which 
certification is determined inapplicable after submission. 
[emphasis added) 
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Fonner FAR section 15.804-l(b)(4), provided that cost or pricing data may be 
obtained for commercial items only if the contracting officer made a written 
detennination that the pricing inf onnation was inadequate for perf onning a price 
analysis and detennining price reasonableness. Fonner FAR section 15.804
l(d), .. Requesting an exception" provided that the offeror must submit a written. 
request for an exception from the requirement to submit cost or pricing data and 
that the contracting officer was required to detennine whether an exception 
applied. The FAR section also provided that the solicitation provision 52.215
41, "Requirements for Cost or Pricing Data or Information Other Than Cost or 
Pricing Data," may be used, however both sections were eliminated as pan of 
the FARA changes to the FAR. 

Because of FARA changes, the contract clause FAR 52.215-20 ...Requirements 
for Cost or Pricing Data or Inf onnation Other Than Cost or Pricing Data. ·· 
[fonnerly FAR 52.215-41] was modified to incorporate new guidance for 
requesting an exception to the requireJ:!lent to submit cost or pricing data. 
However, the new guidance appears-10 be inconsistent with the provisions of 
FAR 15.403. The changes added guidance for requesting an exception, and 
states that for a commercial item exception, the offeror shall submit. at a 
minimum, infonnation, on prices at which the same item or similar items have 
previously been sold. that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of the 
price. In addition, the new guidance also requires an explanation on how the 
proposed price relates to the price of recent sales in quantities similar to the 
proposed quantities. The pan on recent sales in quantities similar to the 
proposed quantities appears to be inconsistent with the FARA change that 
eliminated the requirement for commercial items to be sold in substantial 
quantities. If the offeror is not granted an exception, the offeror shall submit 
cost or pricing data. 

See Appendix F, "Changes to FAR 52.215-41, 'Requirements for Cost or 
Pricing Data or Information Other Than Cost or Pricing Data,' Made as a 
Result of FARA" for the complete text. The FAR Pan 15 rewrite changed 
FAR 52.215-41 to FAR 52.215-21 but did not significantly change the text 
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This text in this appendix had been edited to show the FARA changes to FASA. Words with a 
line through were deleted and bold text with a venical line in the margin was added based on the 
legislative changes. 

SUBTITLE B-TRtml IN NEGOTIATIONS 

Part I-Armed Services Acquisitions 

SEC. 1202 EXCEPTIONS TO COST OR PRICING DATA 

REQUIREMENTS. 


(a) EXCEPTIONS STATED. Subsection (b) of section 2306a of title 10. 
United States Code, is amended to read as follows: 

"(b) EXCEPTIONS.-
" (1) IN GENERAL.--Submission of certified cost or pricing data shall 

not be required under subsection (a) in the case of a contract, a subcontract. or 
modification of a contract or subcontract-

"(A) for which the price agreed upon is based on-
"(i) adequate price competition; or 
"(ii) prices set by law or regulation; esEaelisfieel eMaleg er merk:el 

f'Fiees ef eeftilHereiel items t:Rel ere selel iH s1::1estftfttial l.ltleftlities te the gefteral 
f'ttBlie; er 

"(iii) f'Aees set ey le1N er regttletieft; er 
"(B) for the acquisition of a commercial item; or iH e:H e:M:eeJ'tieftal 

eese "Nfteft the Be&el ef the J'fSetlfiftg aetivity, wit:fteHt eelege:tieft, eeleflftifteS 
lft!M t:fte rellt1iremeftls ef t:ftis seetieH may ee wai¥eel &ftel j1::1stifies iB writiRg the 
reasefts fer sttefi eeEef!ftiftfltieft. 

"(C) in an exceptional case when the head of the procurement 
activity, without delegation, determines that the requirements of this 
section may be waived and justifies in writing the reasons for such 
determination. 

"(2) MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS AND SUBCONTRACTS FOR 
COMMERCIAL ITEMS.--ln the case of a modification of a contract or 
subcontract for a commercial item that is not covered by the exception 
J3refiieitieH to ef the submission of certified cost or pricing data in paragraph 
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(l)(A) or (l)(B), submission of certified cost or pricing data shall not be 
required under subsection (a) if-

11 (A) the contract or subcontract being modified is a contract or 
subcontract for which submission of certified cost or pricing data may not be 
required by reason of paragraph (l)(A) or (l)(B); and 

11 (B) the modification would not change the contract or subcontract, as 
the case may be, from a contract or subcontract for the acquisition of a 
commercial item to a contract or subcontract for the acquisition of an item other 
than a commercial item. 11 

• 

11 (3) FAR STA~4'DARDS. The Federal Acquisition Regulation shall 
provide clear standards for determining whether the exceptions prm·idcd in 
paragraph (l)(A) apply. In the ease of the mweption proYided in paragraph 
(l)(A)(i), the regulations shall specify the criteria to be used to determine 
•.vhcther adequate price competition exists. In tfie ease of the eJtccption 
provided in paragraph (1 )(A)(ii), tfic regulations sfiall prm·idc that the cJcccption 
ap13lies to items tfiat arc sold in substantial quantities to the general 13ublic, 
•.vithout regard to tfic quantity of items that may be sold to the Federal 
Government.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO REFERENCE.--Subsection (a)(5) 
of such section is amended by striking out "subsection (b)(2)" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "subsection (b )(1 )(B)". 

FASA Legislative History. Exceptions to cost or pricing 
data requirements (sec. 1202) [H R Conf Rep No 103-712, 
103d Cong. 2d Sess 186, reprinted in 1994 U.S. Code Cong & 
Admin. News 2616] 

(4)Regulations.--The house amendment contained a 
provision that would require the issuance, in the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation, of clear standards for determining 
whether the exceptions to the cost or pricing data 
requirements apply. In the case of the 11 adequate price 
competition 11 exception the regulations would specify the 
criteria to be used to determine whether adequate price 
competition exists. In the case of the "catalog or market 
pricing 11 exception, the regulations would preclude 
consideration of sales to federal agencies in determining 
whether an item has been sold in substantial quantities to 
the general public. 
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The conference agreement would adopt the House 
provision. The existing regulations apply a "percentage 
of sales test", which compares a company's sales to the 
general public to the company's sales to the federal 
government, for the purposes of determining whether a 
product is sold in substantial quantities to the general 
public. Under this approach, two companies that sell 
precisely the same number of an identical item to the 
general public are treated differently, depending on the 
quantity of items they sell to the federal government. The 
conferees intend that the "percentage of sales" test no 
longer be used. •The provision recommended by the conferees would 
require equal treannent of the two companies. Under the 
new approach, the determination whether sales to the 
general public are "substantial" could be made by 
comparison to the size of the market for the item as a 
whole (including small businesses). but could not be made 
by comparison to sales of a panicular company to the 
federal government. Standards regarding the percentage 
of sales made on the basis of catalog prices would still be 
permissible. 

SEC. 1203. RESTRICTIONS ON ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY TO 
REQUIRE COST OR PRICING DAT A OR OTHER INFORMATION. 

Subsection (c) of section 2306a of title 10, United States Code, is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(c) Cost or Pricing Data on Below-Threshold Contracts.- 
RESTRICTIO~JS O~J ADDITIO~lAL AUTHORITY TO Jl:BQUIRE COST OR 
PRICI~JG DATA OR OTHER l~JFOR:MATION. 

"(1) AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE Submission.-- COST OR PRICING 
DATA O~J BELO\V THRESHOLD CO~JTR:ACTS. (A) Subject to 
Mparagraph (2)f81, when cenified cost or pricing data are not required to be 
submined by subsection (a) for a contract, subcontract, or modification of a 
contract or subcontract, such data may nevertheless be required to be submined 
by the head of the procuring activity, but only if the head of the procuring 
activity determines that such data are necessary for the evaluation by the agency 
of the reasonableness of the price of the contract, subcontract, or modification 
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of a contract or subcontract. In any case in which the head of the procuring 
activity requires such data to be submitted under this subsection, the head of the 
procuring activity shall justify in writing the reason for such requirement. 

"(2) ~EXCEPTION.- The head of the procuring activity may not 
require certified cost or pricing data to be submitted under this paragraph for 
any contract or subcontract, or modification of a contract or subcontract. 
covered by the exceptions in subparagraph (A) or (B) of subsection (b )(1)fA:7. 

"(3) f61 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY PROHIBITED.--The head 
of a procuring activity may not delegate functions under this paragraph. 

"(d) a1 SUBMISSION OF OTHER INFORMATIO:S.-
"(l) AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE SUBMISSION.- Ul"FOIU+4ATIOI>:t 

OTHER THA.'>J CERTIRED COST OR PRICING DATA. When certified 
cost or pricing data are not required to be submitted under this section for a 
contract, subcontract, or modification of a contract or subcontract, the 
contracting officer heae ef the J'Feet1riftg aetiviEy shall ~ require submission 
of data other than cenified cost or pricing data to the extent necessary to 
determine the reasonableness of the price of the contract, subcontract. or 
modification of the contract or subcontract..!!..:- Exr' ~t in the case of a contract 
or subcontract covered by the exceptions in subsection (b)(l)(A). the data 
submitted shall include, at a minimum, appropriate information on the 
prices at which the same item or similar items have previously been sold 
that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of the price for the 
procurement. 

"(2) LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORITY .-The Federal Acquisition 
Regulation shall include the following provisions regarding the types of 
information that contracting officers may require under paragraph (1): 

(A) Reasonable limitations on requests for sales data relating to 
commercial items. 

(B) A requirement that a contracting officer limit, to the maximum 
extent practicable, the scope of any request for information relating to 
commercial items from an offeror to only that information that is in the 
form regularly maintained by the offeror in commercial operations. 

(C) A statement that any information received relating to 
commercial items that is exempt from disclosure under section 552(b) of 
title 5 shall not be disclosed by the Federal Government.". 

F ASA Legislative History. Restrictions on additional 
authority to require cost or pricing data or other 
information (sec. 1203) [HR Conf Rep No 103-712. I03d 
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Cong. 2d Sess 186, reprinted in 1994 U.S Code Cong & Admin 
News 2617.] 

The Senate recedes with an amendment. Under the 
conference agreement, an agency would be prohibited 
from requiring the submission of full, certified cost or 
pricing data where one of the statutory exemptions 
applies. However, a contracting officer would be 
authorized to require the submission of information (less 
than full, cenified cost or pricing data), if such 
information would be necessary to determine the 
reasonableness of price. Such inf onnation need not be 
cenified by the offeror as current, accurate, and complete, 
and would be limited to the minimum of information that 
would be necessary to determine price reasonableness. 

FARA Legislative History. Title XL/I-Commercial item 
exception to requirement for cost or pricing data (sec. 
4201) [H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-450, 104th Cong. 2d Sess. 966. 
reprirued in 1996 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 452.) 

The conference agreement includes a provision that 
would amend section 2306a of title 10 and section 254b of 
title 41, United States Code, to exempt suppliers of 
commercial items under contracts and subcontracts with 
federal agencies from the requirement to submit cenified 
cost and pricing data. The provision would include the 
requirement that, in the cases of such contracts or 
subcontracts, contracting officers shall require the 
submission of data other than cenified cost or pricing data 
to the extent necessary to determine price reasonableness. 
In recognition of the authority of the General Accounting 
office to audit contractor records, the conferees have 
removed the specific audit authorities in the Federal 
Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994 (Public Law 103
355) that relate to information supplied by commercial 
suppliers in lieu of cenified cost and pricing data. 
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SEC. 1204. ADDITIONAL SPECIAL RULES FOR COMMERCIAL 
ITEMS. 

Section 2306a of title 10, United States Code, is amended-
(1) by redesignating subsections (d), (e), (f), and (g) as subsections (e), (f). 

{g), and (i), respectively; and 
(2) by insening after subsection (c) the following new subsection (d): 
"(e) ADDITIO~lAL EXCEPTION PRO\QSIO~~s REGAllDI~JG 

CO:MME.aCIAL ITEMS. 
"(l) PR:OCUREME~1TS BASED ON ADEQUJJE PIUCE 

COMPETITIO~J. Te Hie fft&:X:HBttffi e:Kteftt J'f8:etieele, f:fte :Bea:e ef &:B a:geRe:i· 
sha:ll eeft8Het J'feettreme:MS ef ee!ftfflei:eia:l items eft a: ee!BJ'etith·e easis. IR lift~' 

J!lreeHi:emeBt ef e eeftlftlei:eia:l item eeftEittetee eB e ee!BJ'etiti'i'e eesis a:H6 ea:seel 
't:IJ'eR eeeEl'ti&te )'riee ee!BJ'etitieft, £Be :Bees ef me ageBe)· eeBStieting f:fte 
J'reettremeBt sha:ll Ret reE1ttire eest er J'Fieiftg eete te ee st1effii&ea ttneer 
StteseetieB (e) fer £Be eefttfB:et, st1eeefttf8:et, er meeifieatieR ef me eeftffaet er 
StteeeBtF&et HftEier the )'reeHFemetU. If eeeitieM:} ifl:feF!B&tieB is Beeessa~· to 
eetef!Btne me i:easemeleBess ef the J'Fiee ef the eeMFaet, stteeemreet. or 
meeifieatieB, £fte heae ef £fte egese;r shs:il, te the m~ etieBt J'Flietieaele, 
OBlein the aeaitieM} iftf.ef!BB:ll0ft treffi Setti:ees ether tha:B £fte efferer. 

"(2) PR:OCUREME~lTS NOT BASED O~J ADEQU/·,TE PIUCE COMPETIT 
10~1. A(i) IR any ea:se iB w:Biefi it is Bet J'f'&etieaele te eenElttet e J3reettremeBt 
ef e eeffl!Bereiel iteffi ee'i'erea B)' st1eseetieB (e) eH e ee!BJ'etiti'<'e eesis. eel me 
J'FeettremeBt is Bet eeveree B)' e eX:eef3tioB ta stiBseetieB (e), the eefttfeetiBg 
effleer shell seelc te ee£eiB freffi the efferer er eefttfB:eter inf.eF!BetieB eeserieeel 
iB el&ttSC (ii). V,'flefl Sttefi infef!B&tiefl is Bet 8:'1'8:iJ8:ele tfB!B mat S6tlFeC, the 
eeB:tfB:etisg effiee shall seek te ee£eiB stteh iftfeF!BatieB freffi eB:etfter setlfee er 
seHrees. 

"(ii) The infeF!Ba:tieB i:efeFFea iB elese (i) is ifl:feF!Ba:tieB eB J'Fiees a:t 
wfiie:h £fte sB:ffle item er seila:F iteffis :Rave eeeB: sele ta me eefftlBeFeiel ffiB:Fltet 
that is a:EieE1'ti8te fer e·1a:ltta:tieB thfettgfi }'riee BRB:lysis, the reaseM:eleBess ef the 
J'Fiee ef the eefttf'&et, StleeefttFa:et, er meaifiea:tieft ef the eeMFeet er stteeefttfeet 
ttHEier t:he J'fOeHreffieftt. 

"(B) The eeBtF&:etisg effieer shall e>te!BJ'l e eeBtf'&et, stteeefttreet, er 
ffieSifiea:tieB ef a: eefttf'&et er stteeeMFaet ttneer the J'FOel:lreffteftt freffi t:he 
reEtttiretBeB:ts ef stteseetieB (a) if £fte eefttfaetisg effieer ee£eim £fte ift:fef!Batiea 
eeserieeel iB stt'BJ'&fB:gFBJ'h (A)(ii) iB aeeereaaee with s£eaea:Fes BBS J'Feeeal:lres 
set feflh iA the FeaeFel AeEtttisitieB R-egttletieft. 
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"(C) A eefttHeang effteer ma'' Fefltiire s"ttemissieB ef east er J!IAeiBg 
Elate eBEler Sl:teseetieB (a) eniy if tfie eeMFeetiftg effteer HHMEes a wriRefl 
eeteffftiMtieB t:ftM £fie ageBey is t1naele te eeteiB the iftfeffftatieB Eieserieeel ifl 
s"tteparagf&J!lh: (A)(ii). 

"(3) AUTIIORlTY TO AUDIT. (A) IB aeeereanee with J'Feeefi"ttres 
J!lreserieeel ifi the Federal AeEteisitiea R:egttlatieft, the heae ef e ageBe,· is 
eathefii!eel te e:itamifte all infeffftatieft :ruevieee e'' e efferer, eefttffeter, er 
S't!BeeMFeeter JJtlfStl&ftt te J'M'&gffiflh: (2)(A) ane au eeelEs ea reeeras ef st1efi 
effefer, eefttfaeter, Bf st1eeeeaeter that elireeHy relate te Stlefl iftfeffftatieft ifl 
ereer te aetetmi:Be waelfier ate ageftey is reeeiving aeett!'ete i:ftfeffft8tiefl 
reEtairee eftfier this Stl'BseetieB. 

"(B) The rigfti eaef MJ!lfiffigt'llJ'B (A) sftall e)tJ!lire 2 yeM"s after the 
Elate ef aware ef the eeBtFaet, er 2 years &Her the Elate ef £fie meElifieatieH ef tfie 
eefttfaet, with respeet te wftiefi the iftfef!ft&tiefl was J!lreviaea. 

"(4) LIMITATIONS ON REQUESTS FOR DATA. The Feaeral 
Ae(iaisitieft :R:egttlatieft sft&ll inelt18e reesemele limitetiens eB re£1ttests t1fteler 
iftis seetieft fer sales aate relati:Bg te eefflfftereial items. 

"(S) F0~4 OF INF0~4ATIO~J. IB reftt1estiBg ifl:feffftatieB freffi aA 
efterer t1aEier tfiis Sl:t'Bseetieft, a eefttfaetiag effieer sft&H, te the Hl8:M:Hfttlffi exte1u 
J!lr&etieaele, limit the seeJ!le ef the reftttest te iaelt1Eie efti,· iftfeffftatieB £fiat is iR 
!Se f:effft reg:ttlM"ly Bl&ifttaineel "'' the efferer iB eeHUBereial Bf'eratiefts. 

"(ii) CO~lRDE~lTIALITY. ldly iBfeffftatieH reeeir,·es ttftcief iftis 
st1eseetieH that is e:N:effiJ3t fpeffi Eliselest1re aftcier seetieft SS2(e) ef title S shall 
Bel ee Eiiseleseel "'' tfte Federal Ge¥effl:ffteftt.". 

FASA Legislative History. Additional special rules for 
commercial items (sec. 1204) [H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 103-712. 
103d Cong. 2d Sess 187-188. reprinted in 1994 U.S. Code Cong. & 
Admin. News 2617-2618.] 

The senate bill contained a provision (sec. 1204) that 
would create a new exception to cost or pricing data 
requirements in 10 U.S. C. 2306a for commercial items. 

The House amendment contained a similar provision 
(sec. 7104). 

The Senate recedes with an amendment, which would 
address the differences between the two provisions as 
follows: 
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(1) Competition. --The Senate bill would require that. to 
the maximum extent practicable, agencies shall conduct 
procurements of commercial items on a competitive basis. 
The House amendment would provide that if a 
commercial item is purchased on the basis of adequate 
price competition or established catalog or market prices, 
the procurement shall be exempt from cost or pricing data 
requirements and, to the maximum extent practicable, the 
agency may not require any additional information from 
the offeror to detennine price reasonableness. 

The conference agreement would combine the language 
of the Senate and the House bills. Under the conference 
agreement, agencies would be required to conduct 
procurements of commercial items on a competitive basis 
to the maximum extent practicable. It is the intent of the 
conferees that requirements for commercial items should 
be structured, wherever possible. so that multiple 
commercial items can compete for the same requirement. 
Where a commercial item is purchased on the basis of 
adequate price competition, the purchase would be exempt 
from cost or pricing data requirements. If data not 
obtained through the competition is needed to determine 
the reasonableness of price, it must be obtained, to the 
maximum extent practicable, from sources other than the 
offerer. 

(2) Authority to require cost or pricing data. --The 
Senate bill would authorize contracting officers to waive 
cost or pricing data requirements when they are able to 
obtain adequate information on commercial pricing to 
determine that the price is fair and reasonable. The 
House amendment would permit the waiver of cost or 
pricing data requirements where price analysis is sufficient 
to determine whether the price of a contract for a 
commercial item is fair and reasonable. 

Under the conference agreement, the contracting officer 
would be required (in any case in which it is not 
practicable to purchase a commercial item on a 
competitive basis) to seek information on prices at which 
the same or similar items have been sold in the 
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commercial market. Such information must be sought 
from the offeror or contractor, or when such information 
is not available from that source, from another source of 
sources. If the contracting officer is able to obtain 
information of this type that is adequate to evaluate, the 
reasonableness of contract price through price analysis, 
the contracting office must exempt the procurement from 
cost or pricing data requirements. If the contracting 
officer makes a written determination that the ag~ncy is 
unable to obtain adequate information for this purpose, 
the contracting officer must require the submission of cost 
or pricing data. 

(3) Right to audit.--The Senate bill would authorize 
audits to determine whether the agency was receiving 
accurate information under this section. The House 
amendment would authorize audits for any purpose other 
than detennining the completeness of the data supplied 
In addition, the Senate bill would provide for audit 
authority up to three years after the date of award, while 
the House amendment would limit the authority to one 
year after the commencement of performance (or any 
other date agreed upon in the contract). The conference 
agreement would adopt the Senate language. with a 
modification to limit the audit authority to a period of two 
years after the date of award. 

(4) Requests for data and forms of information. --The 
House amendment contained three provisions addressing 
the infonnation that may be requested under this section. 
The first provision would require the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation to establish reasonable limitations on requesb 
for sales data on commercial items. The second would 
provide that a contracting officer may request information 
from an offeror of a commercial item only in the form 
regularly maintained by the offeror in commercial 
operations, adequate to demonstrate the market price of an 
item, or otherwise needed to establish a fair and 
reasonable price. The third would provide that all 
documentation received from an offeror under this section 
and marked as proprietary shall be treated by the 
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Government as confidential. The Senate bill contained no 
similar provisions'. 

The conference agreement would adopt the House 
language with a modification to clarify that: (a) any 
information received under this section that would be 
exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information 
Act may not be disclosed by the agency; and (b) 
contracting officers should, to the maximum extent 
practicable, request information from offerors in a fonn 
that is regularly maintained by the offeror in its 
commercial operations. 

SEC. 1205. RIGHT OF UNITED STATES TO EXAMINE CO!\~CTOR 
RECORDS. 

Section 2306a of title 10, United States Code, is amended by striking out 
subsection {g), as redesignated by section 1204(1), and insening in lieu thereof 
the following: 

"(g) RIGHT OF UNITED STATES TO EXAMINE CONTRACTOR 
RECORDS.--For the purpose of evaluating the accuracy, completeness, and 
currency of cost or pricing data required to be submitted by this section, the 
bead of an agency shall have the authority provided by section 2313(a)(2) of this 
title.". 

SEC. 1206. REQUIRED REGULATION. 

Section 2306a of title 10, United States Code, as amended by sections 1204 
and 1205, is further amended by insening after subsection (g) the following 
new subsection: 

"(h) REQUIRED REGULATI01'J5. The FeEleral A:e~ttisitieft R-egttlatieA 
shell ee1uaiB previsiefts eeBeef'fting £fte types ef iBfef'fftatieB tfiat efferers mttst 
sttefftit fer e eefttfaetmg efaeer te eeBSiEler msetef'fftiftiB:g Vlftet:her £fte priee ef 
a preettremeftl te £fte GevefflffteBt is fair IHlEI reasenaele wheB eeftiaes eest er 
J'Fieiftg Eiat& &Fe Bet Pe~ttifeS le ee SttBfftifteS ttBEieF th:is seetieft eeeattse tfte priee 
ef !fte pPeettPemeBt te £fte Unites St&tes iB Bet e*f'eetes ta eJteeea lfl:e applieaele 
weshelEI emettftl set fetth ifl: stteseetieB (a) (as aEljttstea pttHtitlftl te paregFBph 
(7) ef s1:1eh stteseetieB). Stteh i:nfeffftatieB, et e mifl:HfttltB sltall inelttae 
appPe:priate i!lfeffftatien en th:e f!Piees at Wftieh £fte same item eP similar items 
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}ta·..e J'ft?Yietisly heeft sele tftat is eeefiti&te fer eveltietiftg f:fte feeseft86leBess ef 
the J'Fiee ef the J'fe)'esee eefttf'eet er s1:teeefttf'eet fer the J'FeatremeBt. " . 
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Appendix E. Changes to FAR 15.804, "Cost or 
Pricing Data and Information Other Than Cost 
or Pricing Data" Made as a Result of FARA 

The FAR Pan 15, ..Contracting by Negotiation," rewrite, effective October 10. 
1997, incorporated FAR 15.804 into FAR 15.404 with no material changes. 
FAR 15.804 was materially changed by FARA and those changes are shown. 

15.804-1 Prohibition on obtaining cost or pricing data. 
(a) Exceptions to cost or pricing data requirements. The contracting officer 

shall not, pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 2306a and 41 U.S.C. 254b, require submission 
of cost or pricing data (but may require information other than cost or pricing 
data to suppon a determination of price reasonableness or cost realism)-

(1) If the contracting officer determines that prices agreed upon are based 
on-

(i) Adequate price competition (see exception standards at paragraph 
(b)(l) of this subsection); or 

(ii) Prices set by law or regulation (see exception standards at 
paragraph (b)(l) of this subsection). Estelishee eMeleg er merket J'riees ef 
eefflft'tereial items sele is s1:1estfmfial fltHtBHties te £fte generel f'l:lelie (see 
exee)'tieB sE&neeres at f'M&gr&f3B (e)(2) ef lftis s1:1eseetieB); ef 

(iii) Pfiees set ey law er regttlatieB (see exee)'tieB s~s at )'Magr&)'A 
(e) (3) ef £ftis saeseeties) . 

(2) For acquisition of a commercial item, (see exception standards at 
paragraph (b)(3) of this subsection). if the eeBtr&etiftg effiee sees set ft&ve 
Sl:lftieieBt inf.eflft!tieB te St!f')'eft e exee13ties ttBEier )'&r&gr&)'h (a)(l) ef lfiis 
s1:1eseetieB, eat the eefttf'&etiftg e:ffieer ee Eietefftlise tfte f'Piee is fair an8 
reaseneele (4) ans f'Pieittg FeflttiremeBts at 1S.894 S~e)); 

(3) For exceptional cases where a waiver bas been granted (see exception 
standards at paragraph (b)(4~f this subsection).t-ef 

(4) For modifications to contracts or subcontracts for commercial items, if 
the basic contract or subcontract was awarded without the submission of cost or 
pricing data because the action was granted an exception from cost or pricing 
data requirements under paragraph (a)(l) or (a)(l) of this subsection and the 
modification does not change the contract or subcontract to a contract or 
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subcontract for the acquisition of other than a commercial item (see exception 
standards at paragraph (b)(S) ~of this subsection). 

(b) Standards for exceptions from cost or pricing data requirements--(1) 
Adequare price competition. A price is based on adequate price competition if-

(i) Two or more responsible offerors, competing independently, submit 
priced offers responsive to the Government's expressed requirement and if-

(A) Award will be made to a responsible offeror whose proposal offers 
either-

(1) The greatest value (see 15.605(c)) to the Government and price is 
a substantial factor in source selection; or 

(2) The lowest evaluated price; and 
(B) There is no finding that the price of the otherwise successful 

offeror is unreasonable. Any such fmding must be supponed by a statement of 
the facts and approved at a level above the contracting officer; 

(ii) There was a reasonable expectation, based on market research or 
other assessment, that two or more responsible offerors, competing 
independently, would submit priced offers responsive to the solicitation· s 
expressed requirement, even though only one offer is received from a 
responsible, responsive offeror and if-

(A) Based on the offer received, the contracting officer can reasonably 
conclude that the offer was submined with the expectation of competition, e.g .. 
circumstances indicate that-

(1) The offeror believed that at least one other offeror was capable of 
submitting a meaningful, responsive offer; and 

(2) The offeror bad no reason to believe that other potential offerors 
did not intend to submit an off er; and 

(B) The determination ~t the proposed price is based on adequate 
price competition and is reasonable is approved at a level above the contracting 
officer; or 

(iii) Price analysis clearly demonstrates that the proposed price is 
reasonable in comparison with current or recent prices for the same or similar 
items purchased in comparable quantities, under comparable terms and 
conditions under contracts that resulted from adequate price competition. 

(2) E:Hahlishee etHalB~ BF ma;r:ke1 JJFices fi) Esfa6lishe6 caEalB~ JJFiee. 
Es!:ftelishee ee!:ftleg priees ere priees (iBehtElittg EliseettHt priees) reee!'Eiee iH e 
ee!:ftleg. J!lriee list, se9eettle. er ef.fter vefifteele ee esitiehs9ee reeere tb&t (A) 
ere reg1:1lerly meim&iftee ey f.fte fftllfttlfaeauer er veBEler; ene (B) Me pttelis9ea 
er et:ftef\vise e¥aileele fer ettsteffter imJ!leetieB. 
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(ii) ESNlblislte81ftamet JJ,,fee. A:B es!&Slished !Mf'lEet priee is e priee !ftat is 
esf:Beli:sfted iB !fte eet1PSe ef eftiiB&fy B:Bti 11Stlti lt'aee e~eeB ettyers and selleFs 
free te B&flaiB lft8 tft&t e8fi Be StlBSt:&BtiMed ey Hf:B frem settFeeS iftdepeftEieBt 
ef !fte effeper. 

(iii) &Bee 81!. A priee IB&Y else ee easee BB llB es!&Slished e&tfHeg er 
ff>:&fiEet priee if !fte item er elass ef items eeiftg pttrehased is aet itself e eaf:Bleg 
er lftS:fket pfieed ee!:BIBereial item ettt is Sttffteie&tly similM te !fte eef:Bleg er 
!BMket pfieed ee!B:lftereial ileff! te emttFe !ftat en,· tli:fferenees in priees eaft ee 
ieefttiffee ane jttSliiiee \\'itfteet resefff:Bg te eest eB&J,·sis. 

(i•1) &ski i" atll!J.sffllffial tf*ltMlifies. !dl item is seld iB sttests:ntiel Ejttantities 
if there Me sales ef mere tBaB e &em!ftal EjtHl:Bti.,· easee 8ft me ft8fff! ef the 
ift6tts~· segmeBt. IB deteftBiftiftg what eemtiaffes e esamtiel Ejtt&nti~', me 
eeftlt'aetiftg efffeer shettle eemiser stteh llHBgs as the see ef Mie merltet; eBd 
hew reeestly !fte iteftl was iftlt'etilleee iftte !fte !M:f*et. Metiels, S&lftf'les, 
"rete.,,,es' ane e*!'efimeft!el HRits Me Bet Nesf:BBtiel EjtlS:fttities. Fer SeFiiees £0 

Be seld Ht S\t8st&B£iel Ejtl&Bf:itieS, tfte'' !Bl:lSt else ee ettstef!Utfily previeed ey !he 
efferer, tlSHtg perseBBel regttlMly empleyed ene eEjttipmeftt (if &fl)' is fteeesser;·) 
regttlMly meiBteffted prifteipally te pre'liEle lite seF¥iees. 

(A) Tfte memee asee te esf:Belisfi saies IB&Y 8e seles eFEler, eeftt:fflet, 
shil'mest, ift1t•eiee, aefttel reeeFEled seles, er ellter FeeeFEls, se Ieng as the 
methee 'tlsed i-s eemisteftt, J'reviees e aeearate iftdieatieft ef seles aetivity, e:ne 
is vefi§eele. If the item wettld aet etBef\li·ise f.!Hlify fer e e:1teept:ieB:, sales ef 
!fie item ey effiH:1tt:es Hlll)' ee eemieered. lB: eeditieB:, seles ef essefttien,, ate 
same ee!B!ftereiel item ey .emer mMltlfaeatrers er veftEiers may .ee eemieered ia 
eet:ef!Biftiftg wheM\er sales Me Nestemial, J'Pevieee !ftat the J'Fiee ef lltese sales 
is else eeesiaeree. Def:& ce StlflpeR seles f.!tlftfttities me,· else eeme frem ethef 
mentttaeatrers, inettsfl)· asseeiatiens er fftilt'lceti:Bg gretlfls, ftBIH:Hll fitlefteial 
FeJ'BflS, et:e. 

(B~ 2\B e:1teel'tiea Hlll~' llJ'l'l'' fer en item eased ee ate mafltet priee ef !fie 
item regaraless ef me Ettl&Bf:ifY ef sales ef the item previettsly maEle ey the 
effeFer er the fYpes ef eastemeFS fer !ftese seles, pre·1iEle8 that sales ef the seme 
er similM items l9'' eM\er sellePS meet tfie e:KeeJ'tieft erit:efia. 

(v) GeneMl J1Wllie. Tfte geaerai }'ttelie ereiBarily eemists ef Btiyers ether 
H1ttft the U.S. Gevefft!Beftl er its insll'tHftefttelities, e.g., U.S. ge·tefftffleftt 
eefl'eFBtieBS. &!Hes t:e tfie geBeFBl pttelie ee Bet iBel'tlee seles te affiliates ef the 
efferePS er J'ltfeheses ey me U.S. GevefftlBeBt eB eeft&lf ef fereiga 
ge1t'emmefttS, Stteh es Fereiga Milif:Bry Saies. If me eefttreetiftg efiiee eea 
8etef!Bifte witfieBt re1:1'tliriftg weftftetieft ffem the efferef that seles Me fer 
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Gevemme1u eft6 ese, £ftese sales Bees Bet ee eeBsiaeFea sales te Hie geftere:l 
f3ttelie. 

(2) ~Prices set by law or regulation. Pronouncements in the form of 
periodic rulings, reviews, or similar actions of a governmental body, or 
embodied in the laws are sufficient to set a price. 

(3) f41 Commercial items. An acquisition for an item that meets the 
commercial item definition in 2.101 is excepted from the requirement to 
obtain cost or pricing data. Per ae~l:lisifieB ef a ee!B!ftePeiel item, if the 
eeftff&eting effieer eees Mt ft&ve Sl:lffieieftt illfeffftlltiefl te Sl:lf'f'8Ft llfl eX:ee1nieR 
ttnaer lS.89-4 l(a)(l) er (e)(4), tfie eefttfllettftg effieer sft&ll gf&ftt &fl eKeef3tieH 
fer e: eeaa=eet, Sl:l8eeMfllet, er meaifieetiea ef a eeMfeet er sl:leeefttl'Bet if the 
eeafl'aeting effieer eeteias the J'rieiftg infeffM:tieB aesePieea ifl lS.894 S(e). 
Gest er J'fieing Eiate: lft8j' ee eeteinea fer Sl:left 8: eeHHBefeiel item eftly if Ebe 
eeBtraetiBg effieer makes e: wfitteft aeteffftift&tieft tftat the J'Heing iflfef!BatieH is 
iBBSe~l:l8£e fer J36rfeffftiftg 8: f3Fiee EtB8lysis 8BS eeteffftifl:ing f3Piee 
reasenaeleftess. 
-(4) ~ Exceptional cases. The head of the contracting activity may. without 
power of delegation, waive the requirement for submission of cost or pricing 
data. The authorization for the waiver and the reasons for granting it shall be in 
writing. A waiver may be considered if another exception does not apply but 
the price can be determined to be fair and reasonable without submission of cost 
or pricing data. For example, if cost or pricing data were furnished on previous 
production buys and the contracting officer determines such data are sufficient, 
when combined with updated information, a waiver may be granted. If the 
head of the contracting activity has waived the requirement for submission of 
cost or pricing data, the contractor or higher-tier subcontractor to whom the 
waiver relates shall be considered as having been required to make available 
cost or pricing data. Consequently, award of any lower-tier subcontract 
expected to exceed the cost or pricing data threshold requires the submission of 
cost or pricing data unless and exception otherwise applies to the subcontract. 

(5) fe-7 Modifications. This exception ~ applies when the original contact 
or subcontract was exempt from cost or pricing data based on adequate price 
competition, eeteleg er market J'riee, er price set by law or regulation, or was a 
contract or subcontract for the acquisition of a commercial item ( 15. 804
1(a)( 1) or (a)(2)). For modifications of contracts or subcontracts for 
commercial items, the exception at 15.804-l(a)(4) applies if the modification 
does not change the item from a commercial item to a noncommercial item. 
However, if the modification to a contract or subcontract changes the nature of 
the work under the contract or subcontract either by a change to the commercial 
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item or by the addition of other noncommercial work, the contracting officer is 
not prohibited from obtaining cost or pricing data for the added work. 

(e) Ef'eeial eiFeNm:YEanees when pttreheain-g ee"'11te,-eial items. (1) It is ftBt 
aeeessery te eet:aifl ifl:feflftetieft sappe!'lisg &ft eJteeptieft fer eaefi lifle item. 
Sampling teeMHEfttes may ee asee. 

(2) If lhe U. S . G eveffiffieftt has aetee favef&Bly eft &ft eJteeptiea reftttes't fer 
the same er similar items. me eofttffletittg ef'fieer may eofl:Siaer me prier 
saemissioBS as S'l::lflflBf't fer f:Be e'l::lffeftt eJteeptieB reEfttest. Relief frem l:Ae 
saemissieH ef tte'N iftfeflftaaea sees ftet relier,·e the eeH:a=aeti:ng effieer frem £fte 
reftttiremeftt to aeteflftiae reaset'lflBleaess ef priee ea f:Be e'l::lffeftt &eE1t1isitiea. 

(3) Wltea &eElairifig ey sep&f&te eefttfBet e i£em i:ftelttaeEI ea an aeti¥e 
Feaeral St:1pply Sert'iee er lflf.effftatiea Teebfteleg)· Serviee Maltiple 2&iware 
Se8eElttle eeftfftlet, f:Be ee:fttraeting effiee shetilEI gf8:ftt &ft eJte~tieH aftti Hot 
reEtttire aee'l::l!Beftt8tioe if the offerer has provides preof that an eJtee13tiee has 
eeee gf&fttea fef tfte seheatile item. Priee &Mlysis sft&ll ee peffeffftea ia 
aeeerse:nee with lS.895 2 te aetefffiiHe reasot'lflBleftess ef priee. 

(4) The eoHtreeting effieer IHiS offerer may mlMEe speeial arrattgemeftts fer 
the st1emissiea ef exeeptioa reE1t1ests fer repetitive aeEfaisitioBS. These 
arraHgemeBtS eaB te:l£e asy feHB as leBg as l:ftey set f:efth &ft ef:feeti·1e J'erioa aaa 
the eKeeptioH eriterie at lS.894 1 are satisfiea. Stteh ~emefttS may ee 
eX:teaaeEI te other Go¥ef'flffteBt offiees wiffi !heir eeaettffeftee. 

(8) Retjtxesling an aeef'Iiem. le eraer to t:tttBlify fer 8ft eJtee13tioa, ether ffian 
aa eX:eeptioa fer aEieftttete priee eempetitioH, ffom £fie ret:tttiremeHts te sttemit 
east er prieiag eata. me efferer mttst sttemit e writtea reEfttest. The selieit:atiea 
13revisieH at 52. 21 S 41 er ether me£ftees ma)· ee t1sea. It is the respeBsieilit)' of 
l:fte eoruraeti:eg eftieer ta aetef'ffiiee, easeEI eH the iBfef'fftatieft st1emiRea. &Ha 

ttA; affier iBfefffiatieA e\·ailaele ta lhe eefttraetiBg ef'fieer, ·.v!iiefi exeeptieB, if 
ttA~. &flplies. 

15.804-S Requiring information other than cost or pricing data. 

(a) General (1) If cost or pricing data are not required because an exception 
applies, or an action is at or below the cost or pricing data threshold, the 
contracting officer shall perform fftalte a price analysis to determine the 
reasonableness of the price and any need for further negotiation. 

(2) The contracting officer shall ~ require submission of information other 
than cost or pricing data only to the extent necessary to determine 
reasonableness of the price or cost realism. Unless an exception under 
15.804-l(a)(l) applies, the contracting officer shall obtain, at a minimum, 
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appropriate information on the prices at which the same item or similar 
items have previously been sold that is adequate for evaluating the 
reasonableness of the price. The eeftlflleteF' s fefftlet fep stteftliftiftg st1:eh 
infefftletieft shell 8e t1:see t1:Bless the eefttftlettng effieeF Elete:rmiBes lft&t t1:se ef e 
speeifie fermet is essemiel. The eeBtfeetiftg efffeeF shall efl:Stlre thet 
infeffftetiefl ttSee te st1:ppefl f3Fiee BegetiatieBS is st1:fffeieBt:ly ettffeftt te peABil 
aegetiatiefl ef e faiF ea reeseneele pFiee. Rettt:1ests fep ltJ3Setee effereF 
iBFeffB8tiefl Sftettle ee limited te iftfeffB&tieB tftet &ffeets t:fte &Setjtieey ef me 
J'Fepesal fep negetietiees, Stlel\ as ehaftges in priee lists. Stteli Eiete she:ll Bel ee 
eeRifiee in aeeeFEleee witft IS . 89 4 4 . 

(3) The contractor's format for submitting such information shall 
generally be used (see 15.804-5(c)(2)). Whefl &ft &etj'tlisitieB is eased ea 
edetj'ti&le f!Fiee eempetitieB, geBeFally ae aEIElitienel iftfef'fftetieH is aeeessar;· te 
eeteffBifte the reaseneeleftess ef J'Fiee. Hewevef, if it is Eletef'fftiBee thal 
aeaitienel iBfeFfft8tieft is Beeessar;· te SeteftB:iBe the Fe&Seft88leBeSS ef the J'fiee, 
the eetUf&etiHg eff1eeF shtHl, te the 1BttJti:tln1m eKteftt fJF&etieaele, eeteiB £fte 
aclaitieftfl] iBfefftl&tieA freffi SetiFees ethef theft the effefef. IB eeaitieH, the 
eetureetiHg effieeF may FStjtiest iftfeffB&Uefl te eetefftiiBe tfte eest realisfft ef 
eefftpetiBg eff.eps er te ev&lti&te eefftpetiBg 8f3f1Feae'hes. 

(4) The contracting officer shall ensure that information used to support 
price negotiations is sufficiently current to permit negotiation of a fair and 
reasonable price. Requests for updated off eror information should be 
limited to information that affects the adequacy of the proposal for 
negotiations, such as changes in price lists. Such data shall not be certified 
in accordance with 15.804-4. \\'heH eest eF J!IFieieg date &Fe Bet Fetjtiiree 
eeeatise &ft aetieB is at eF eelow me eest er f!Fieing date thfes:helEl, iftfefftletieB 
reEJtiesteel shall iBelt1ee. as a fftiHimtim. appffipriate iBfefftletieB eB the fJriees 
ttHEI ftl::l&fltities at wkieh the s8ffie er similar items have f!Fe,·ie'tisly eeeB sela, iftal 
i:, a8eEJl::le:te fer eveh:1atiag the FeeseneeleRess ef the f!Fef'esee J'Fiee. Cesl 
iHk:>f'ffietieA mey else ee rettttiFee. Fer e:1tM!'lple, eest iftfefffletiea might ee 
Heeesser:i· te StiJ'pefl &fl analysis ef fft&teFial eests. 

(b)&t Adequate price competition. When an acquisition is based on 
adequate price competition, generally no additional information is 
necessa11· to detennine the reasonableness of price. However, if it is 
determined that additional information is necessary to determine the 
reasonableness of the price, the contracting officer shall, to the maximum 
extent practicable, obtain additional information from sources other than 
the off eror. In addition, the contracting officer may request information to 
determine the cost realism of competing offers or to evaluate competing 
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approaches. V.lfteB &eftHir..:Hg ee!ft!Befeial itelftS fer wh:teh &ft exeeJ'tieB ttft6er 
lS.894 l(a)(2) may &J'J'ly, £fte eeftff'&etiftg effieer shall seek t:e eet:&iH frem the 
effeper er eewter iftfef'H'lfltteB eB J'f'iees at w:hie:h the SMfte er similar it:ems 
ft&ve eeeB sale Hi t:fte eeHmtefeial mMket, lft&t is &6ef1'ti&le fer e·.,,ahtetiftg. 
t:hfeHgh J'riee &Ml,·sis, tfie reesenaeleftess ef the f'riee ef the aetteB. 

(2) If sHeh: iftfef'!ftatieH is Bet eveiieele frem tfie ef.fefer er eefttf'aeter, t:fte 
eefttfaetiftg effieer sft&ll seek te eet:eiB sl:ieh iftfetmatieB frem &nether seHree er 
seHrees. 

(3) R:ef11:ieSf5 fer sales &8l:8 relating t:e ee!Bftlereiel items sftall ee li:!ftitee te 
eat:& fer £fte same er similar items Elt:tring a relevfiftt time J'eriee. 

(4) lB Peftttesf:tftg iftfef'!ftat:iea frem &ft ef.fefer t:t:sdef this J'8:FBgf'8J'H (e), t:fte 
eeftff'&etiftg effieer sft&ll, t:e tfie mH:i:!ftl:i!ft eJEteftt f'F&et:ieeele, limit £fte seel'e ef 
the reftttest t:e iftelttae 8lH)' iftfefff)ftliBB tMt is iB t:fte fef!ft regttlMJ,· maiMeiBee 
a,· the efferer ifl ee!Bftlereial epel'8tie:BS. 

(S) l.wf intef'!ftatteB eet:eiBee J'l:tFSt:tant te this J'are:gre:f'h (e) t:Mt is exemJ't 
frem siselesttfe HBaer t:fte Freeeem ef lftfef'H'lfltieft Aet (S U.S. C. SS2(e)) shall 
Bet ee aiselesee a,· the Gevemmeftt. 

(c) Limitations relating to commercial items. (1) requests for sales data 
relating to commercial items shall be limited to data for the same or similar 
items during a relevant time period. 

(2) The contracting officer shall, to the maximum extent practicable, 
limit the scope of request for information relating to commercial items to 
include only formation that is in the form regularly maintained by the 
offeror in commercial operations. 
(3) Any information relating to commercial items obtained pursuant to this 
paragraph (c) that is prohibited from disclosure by 24.202(a) or exempt 
from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552(b)) 
(see 24.202(b)) shall not be disclosed by the Government. If, after reeei13t ef 
effers. the eeH:lf'&etiBg effieer eeH:elHses there is i:Mt:tffieieBt iftfef'ftl8:tiea 
&Yailaele te set:ef'!ftifle J'riee reaseneeleH:ess efte aeH:e ef t:h:e exeeJ'tiem 8f3J'lies, 
tftefl east Bf f!rieing eat:& shall ee eet:eiftee. 
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The FAR Pan 15, "Contracting by Negotiation," rewrite, effective October 10, 

1997, changed FAR 52.215-41 to FAR 52.215-20 with no material changes. 

FAR 52.215-41 was materially changed by FARA and those changes are 

shown. 


52.215-41 Requirements for Cost or Pricing Data or Information Other 

Than Cost or Pricing Data. 

As prescribed in 15.804-S(h), insert the following provision: 

REQUIREMENTS FOR COST OR PRICING DATA OR INFORMATION 

OTHER THAN COST OR PRICING DATA (JAN 1997 OCT 1995) 


(a) Exceptions from cost or pricing dala. (1) In lieu of submitting cost or 
pricing data, offerors may submit a written request for exception by submitting 
the information described in the following subparagraphs. The Contracting 
Officer may require additional supporting information, but only to the extent 
necessary to determine whether an exception should be granted, and whether the 
price is fair and reasonable. 

(i) Identification of the law or regulation establishing the price offered. 
If the price is controlled under law by periodic rulings, reviews, or similar 
actions of a governmental body, attach a copy of the controlling document, 
unless it was previously submitted to the contracting office. lnf.effftatiefl 
reie:ti ..·e te &H exee13tieH gratuea fer 13rier er re13etitive &eEJHisitieHS. 

(ii) For a commercial item exception, the offeror shall submit, at a 
minimum, information on prices at which the same item or similar items 
have previously been sold that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness 
of the price for this acquisition. Such information may include Cataleg 
f3Fiee iftf°EJFfftatieH as fEJUer;,.s: 

(A) For catalog items, a copy of or identification of the catalog Attaefi 
s ee,,;· ef er iee1uify the eataleg and its date, or the appropriate pages for the 
offered items, or a statement that the catalog is on file in the buying office to 
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which this proposal is being submitted. maae. Provide a copy or describe 
current discount policies and price lists (published or unpublished), e.g., 
wholesale, original equipment manufacturer, or reseller. Also explain the 
basis of each offered price and its relationship to the established catalog 
price, including bow the proposed price relates to the price of recent sales 
in quantities similar to the proposed quantities. 

(B) For market-priced items, the source and date or period of the 
market quotation or other basis for market price, the base amount, and 
applicable discounts. In addition, describe the nature of the market. 
Pre1t·ieie a ee)'y er eeseriee et1rrem aiseet:tffi )'elieies ea J'fiee lisES (J'tiBlisheEi er 
ttftfltielishea), e.g. , whelesale, origiMI eE1t:1iJ'1Beftt !B&ffilfaea:lfer, aBEi reseller. 

(C) For items included on an active Federal Supply Service Multiple 
Award Schedule contract, proof that an exception has been granted for the 
schedule item. Aaaitieftally, fer eae:h eeatleg item thet eJteeeas ....!.. te:itte1tEiee 
valt:te Bet Hnit J'fiee), J'feviee e·t'ieeftee of sttesmmiel seles to the geBerel }'t1elic. 
This may iflelt:1ae seles ereer. eefttfflet. shiJ'mem. iB'toiee, eeS:ial reeereea sa:les 
or other reeeres that ere verifiaele. IH aEieitioft, if the es.sis ef the J'fiee 
J'FOJ'OSa:I is sales of esseHtially the same eeftlftlereiel item ey affiliates, other 
maHtifaeEUrers er ve1teiers, those seles may ee ifteltteee. The offerer shell 
e:itl'laift the easis ef es.eh effereei J'Fiee e.Bei iES reletieft5hiJ' to the esatelishee 
eeta:log J'fiee. '.VheH stiesta:Htial geHerel J'tielie sales have also eeee ma:Eie at 
f3riees other thaH eeta:log or J'Fiee list J'riees, the offerer shall iHeieate how the 
J'FOJ'OSea J:Jriee relates to the priee of stieh reeeftt sales ie EltlB:fttities similar to 
the J'rOJ'osee Elti&Btities. 

(iii) Maf'ke; p1riee ir.}8ffl'tflEi81'1:. l1teltiEie the set1ree &HS sate er J'eriee of the 
market Ej\:lOta:tiOH Of other ea sis fer mafif:et J'fiee, the BB:Se &!BO\:lftt, &fte 
af3J:Jlieaele eiscOtiffiS. The ftflR::IFe ef the marlcet shetilEi ee Eieserieee. The 
S\:lf'f'I)' er serviee eeieg ptire:Aasee shot1la ee !:he same as er similar to the ma:rlcet 
J'Fiee Stif3J'l)' or serviee. Da:t:! StiJ'J'OfliHg St:1esta1uial sa:les te tfie geeerel J'tielie 
is else reqt1irea. 

tiv) M:tmEijieaEi81'1: ef fhe Jew 8T 1¥-gt:tklEi81t esEa8Jishing Ehe pf'iee 8ffereti. If 
the price is eoHtrollee t1Haer lew ey perioaie FHliHg:s, or similer a:etieHs of a 
gevefflffieftt eeEiy, ellB:eA a eepy of the eoHlfelliHg aeet1meHt, Hnless it was 
J'Feviettsl~· st1emiuea to the eeftlfeetiHg offiee. 

(v) For 8 cefflffieFeial itefft e:itee}'tioft, iftfef'ffl&tieft 68 priees et whie:A the 
same item er similar items ha1t·e eeeH sela ie !:he eofftfttereiel marltet. 

(2) The offeror grants the Contracting Officer or an authorized representative 
the right to examine, at any time before award, books, records, documents. or 
other directly peninent records to verify any request for an exception under this 
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provision, and the reasonableness of price. Access does not extend to cost or 
profit infonnation or other data relevant solely to the offeror's determination of 
the prices to be offered in the catalog or marketplace. 

(b) Requirements for cost or pricing dala. If the offeror is not granted an 
exception from the requirement to submit cost or pricing data, the following 
applies: 

(1) The offeror shall submit cost or pricing data on Standard Form (SF) 
1411, Contract Pricing Proposal Cover Sheet (Cost or Pricing Data Required), 
with supporting attachments prepared in accordance with Table 15-2 of FAR 
15.804 6€eH2)4. 

(2) As soon as practicable after agreement on price, but before contract 
award (except for unpriced actions such as lener contracts), the offeror shall 
submit a Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing Data, as prescribed by FAR 
15.804-4. 

(e) B~· st:te!ftittiftg imeHBetiea te ~t:lfllify fer en eJteel'tiea aft efferer is Bet 
re:preseHti:Bg lhet !ftis is the eQly eJtee:ptieB H1fM mey e:p:rdy. 
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Appendix G. Sundstrand Commercial Items 


NSN 
Sundstrand 


Part Number 

Buying 

Center 
 Item Description 

1650-00-286-2358 710511 DSCC Wobbler, Fixed 

1650-00-295-2352 712006 DSCC Guide, Retainer, Constant 

1650-00-445-8095 709637 DSCC Retainer, Matched 

1650-00-910-9818 693601 DSCC Ring, Quick Attached 

1650-01-210-6719 718092 DSCC Shaft Assembly, MATC 

1650-01-211-2078 717328 DSCC Stem and Sleeve Set 

1650-01-211-2081 722600 DSCC Retainer, Slipper 

1650-01-234-4058 740981 DSCC Retainer. Slipper 

1650-01-246-7063 733754AGD DSCC Piston, Hydraulic Motor Pump 

1650-01 -246-9069 733754GE DSCC Piston, Hydraulic Motor Pump 

1650-01-246-9070 733754AGE DSCC Piston, Hydraulic Motor Pump 

1650-01-247-4210 725940 DSCC Retainer, Guide 

1650-01-248-8591 758640 DSCC Cylinder Block, Hydraulic Motor 

1680-00-624-7087 713879 DSCR Gearshaft, Multiple Gears 

I 680-01-003-6885 706578 DSCR 
 Stator Motor 

:?835-00-963- I 175 26966-0 DSCR 
 Screen Assembly 

2835-01-057-3413 117558-0 DISC 
 Air Inlet Screen Assembly 

2835-01-191-8:?3 I 162690-1 DISC 
 Disk, Turbine 

2910-01-057-5186 43951-100 DSCC 
 Valve Assembly, Power Unit 

2915-00-654-3553 02-12312 DISC 
 Coupling, Drive Shaft 

2915-00-654-3609 02-11935 DISC 
 Suppon, Gearshaft 

2915-00-813-9411 102-1447 DISC 
 Ring and Seal Assembly 

3020-00-248-8956 902-160A DSCC 
 Gear Se~. Spur, Matched 

3020-00-463-7768 695048 DSCC 
 Gear Cluster 

3020-01-003-0975 713920 DSCC 
 Gear Cluster, Internal Spur 

3020-01-011-7563 713921 DSCC 
 Gear, Spur 
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Appendix G. Sundstrand Commercial Items 

NSN 
Sundstrand 


Pan Number 

Buying 

Center 
 Item Description 

3040-01-003-6888 710563 DSCC Shaft Assembly 

3040-01-008-4447 713919 DSCC Journal, Bearing 

3040-01-115-4905 952451Cl DSCC Shaft, Driver 

3110-00-282-0355 712152 DISC Retainer. Roller Bearing 

3110-00-282-0408 712153 DISC Retainer, Roller Bearing 

3110-00-282-0491 706595 DISC Retainer. Roller Bearing 

3110-01-009-8144 4333-04APG DISC Retainer, Roller Bearing 

3120-00-484-6165 902-148 DISC Bearing Set, Sleeve 

3120-00-877-3765 02-13638 DISC Bearing Set, Sleeve 

31:?0-01-080-5047 728485 DISC Bearing, Sleeve 

3130-01-034-0707 706812 DISC Housing, Bearing Unit 

5305-01-122-4505 160652-1 DISC Bolt 

5340-00-126-0470 690775-8 DISC Insen, Screw Thread 

5360-00-653-4505 683841 DISC Spring, Helical Compression 

5365-01-210-0933 729918 DISC Retainer, Guide 

6105-00-457-7063 11937-1 DSCR Stator Motor 

6105-00-847-8199 4414-3 DSCR End bell, Electrical 
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Appendix H. Report Distribution 

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology* 
Deputy Under Secretary ofDefense (Acquisition Reform)* 
Deputy Under Secretary ofDefense (Logistics)* 
Director, Defense Procurement* 
Director, Defense Logistics Studies Information Exchange 

Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 

Deputy ChiefFinancial Officer 

Deputy Comptroller (Program/Budget) 


Department of the Army 

Auditor General, Depamnent of the Anny 

Department of the Navy 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management and Comptroller) 
Auditor General. Depamnem of the Navy 

Department of the Air Force 

Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller) 
Auditor General, Air Force Audit Agency 

Other Defense Organizations 

Director. Defense Contract Audit Agency* 
Director. Defense Logistics Agency* 

Commander, Defense Contract Management Command* 
Commander, Defense Contract Management Command Chicago-Rockford* 

*For Official Use Only and sanitized versions. Other addressees will receive the 
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Commander, Defense Supply Center Columbus* 

Commander, Defense Supply Center Richmond* 

Commander, Defense Industrial Supply Center Philadelphia* 


Inspector General, National Security Agency 
Inspector General, Defense Intelligence Agency 

Non-Defense Federal Organizations 

Office of Management and Budget 
Technical Information Center, National Security and International Affairs Division. 

General Accounting Office 
Office of Federal Procurement Policy 

Chairman and ranking minority member of each of the following congressional 
committees and subcommittees: 

Senate Committee on Appropriations* 

Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Conuninee on Appropriations* 

Senate Committee on Armed Services* 

Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs* 

House Committee on Appropriations* 

House Subcommittee on National Security, Committee on Appropriations* 

House Committee on Government Reform and Oversight* 

House Subcommittee on Government Management, Information and Technology, 


Committee on Government Reform and Oversight* 
House Subcommittee on National Security, International Affairs. and Criminal 

Justice. Committee on Government Reform and Oversight* 
House Committee on National Security* 
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The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition 
and Technology Comments 

• 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 


3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C 20301·3010 


ACQ\JISITION AND 
Tl'.CHNO&..OGY 

..'.:;,'J 1 3 1998 

MEMORANDUM FOR INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: 	Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items Procured on Contract 
N000383-93-G-M111 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject report We also appreciate the 
opportunity you provided us to work with you in resolving this matter I know that you share our 
commitment to reforming our acquisition system, so that we can be smarter, work faster and 
buy better and cheaper products which meet the warfighter's needs We have only a few 
overall comments with regard to the report which follow More specific comments are attached 

Generally the report is very well written and provides a thorough discussion of the Truth 
in Negotiation Act (TINA). the changes that were made to TINA resulting from the Federal 
Acquisition Streamlining Act (FASA) and the Clinger-Cohen Act (Clinger-Cohen) Many of the 
items reviewed were contracted for before the changes to TINA became eHective In fact, it is 
unlikely that Sundstrand would have entered into the negotiations for the recently awarded DoD 
corporate contract for commercial items if FASA and Clinger-Cohen had not been in place. The 
contractor may well have preferred to continue selling to DoD through many small purchases, 
rather than accept a single, corporate contract requiring certified cost or pricing data 

Given the !oregoing we do not believe it is relevant to the discussion ol the issues to 
make a distinction between cost based pricing and commercial pricing Nothing in the report 
demonstrates that the prices we paid would have been any diHerent had we used cost based 
pricing In fact, we know the government had substantial information about the prices 
previously paid for these items, and that contracting officers knew prices were too high but were 
unable to negotiate lower prices. We recommend that you delete all distinctions between cost 
based pricing and catalogue or commercial pricing within the report. since the distinctions do 
not appear to have any relevance to the problem or its ultimate resolution 

We agree with your recommendations that additional training and guidance in 
commercial pricing are needed and are the keys to resolving the problems you have identified 
We also agree that DLA should require contracting officers to procure economic order 
quantities on all orders placed with this company, and should determine the reliability of 
previous prices before using price analysis to determine whether prices are fair and reasonable 

We do not agree that contracting officers should use as a past performance evaluation 

factor the fact that a contractor did not comply with acquisition reform legislation and Federal 

regulations regarding the submission of uncertified cost or pricing data tor commercial items 

when needed to establish price reasonableness Based on the facts presented in the report, it 

does not appear that this particular contractor tailed to comply with acquisition reform legislation 

or Federal regulations 
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We also do not agree that uncertified cost or pricing data or access to contractor cost 
data is necessarily needed to establish price reasonableness tor commercial items The 
contracting officer's tools should pnmarily be market research and price analysis, and they must 
focus on hoW comparable their needs are to those of commercial customers in order to 
determine whether they should pay the same price as commercial customers. They must 
decide whether they need the same terms and conditions as commercial customers. if they are 
buying comparable quantities, and whether they are buying spares for inventory or for direct 
delivery to a location that needs a part immediately - each of these factors will affect the 
determination ol Wl'lat constitutes a reasonable pnce. Cost data should not be needed. 

At my request, DLA conduCted a survey of the prices it is paying for commercial items 
on contracts over S25.000 awarded under FAR Part 12. DLA found. that in these contracts. 
pnces have decreased approximately12 percent after adjusting tor inflation (8.9 percent before 
inflation adjustment). These contrads were tor the purchase of over 6.000 national stock 
numbers and were valued at 5167.2 million. I believe that the results of the DLA survey 
demonstrate that the changes made by FASA and Clinger-cohen have served to reduce prices 
to the govemment generally. that purchasing commercial items will represent overall lower 
pnces for the Department in the tuture. and further support a conclusion that the situation 
identified in the instant report is an aberration. 
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Defense Logistics Agency (Headquarters) 
Comments 

DEFENSE LOGISTIC:S AGENC:Y 

HEADQUARTERS 


872S JOHN J. KINGMAN ROAO, SUITE 2533 

FT. BEL.VOIR. VIRGINIA~ 1 

ti D£C 1997 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR AUDITING 

SUBJECT 	 Draft Audit an Cammcrml llld Nair:..-11:111a&I Sole-Sour= brms Prmnd cxi Comrac:t 
N00383-93-G-Ml I l 

We agn:e with the lmpcdor Ucncnl !bat gram uvmgs mi be llCbimld by die Dcfmse Lopaics Agency 
(Dl..A) m proc:unng c:allllllllll:i 11a11S dlen was evllk:m m die lllliit ofSUllllstrwl ilam condaa"' by the 
DaDIG We also lgn!C Wt DI.A oould ave lllCft c:fl'a:ovdy ~ oar buymg powa' by combming 
RqWremCmS inlo value-addl:d laag-cam basiai:ss amngemclllS We IR cumatly in an ac:a:lcra&ed process 
to do JUSl that llld have already done so mdie case or the Slllldsumld m:ms awa'ed in the audit AJl!iousfl 
this Midn:ul:s the Ulllllailal.c issue ofthe Sundsnnd m:ms. tt aves imaddressed the q\lliStlon ofwhahcr 
addinanal $WlltCllY gwdlll'C is rcqund to prcvmt such llQllllOG5 from m:arnag in the f'uun We bebeYc 
.id.luooal gwclul:e is llDl re.quired m11us ume 

We 1iDd &hat Ux: current laws m:I rqulallom tpwe us the lm11aadc to tab: adYamage of the efI'u:imcies of 
the COllllllCl'C&al ~while cnsurmg bcsl·valuc lllTIDgcmam for our CUSIOIDC:rS It is INC dw our 
shift ID this DeW Wiy ofacquirmg goods mf srrYICCI bas rcqinn:d some adJllSUllC:llU and a lcamiag CUl'YC: for 
our work force These adJt&mnaltS mcludc lhc RqWranCllt IO evaluate c:calrKUJr proposals on the basis of 
the touJ cost of goods and SCl'Yia:s IO our QtSlQlllCl'S. l'lllw:r tbln the cost ofgoods alone We Ccx:I we arc 
maluns lhllt uans1UOD IS r111>idly 11111 efliamtly IS can be: expcc:lt:d uncb- the ~ In SllpPOrt of 
U11s suu:mcnt. n:cau s&udJeS of uc:ms pRJQll'Cd under Fedcnl AcqlllSIUOn Regulauoas (fAR) Pan 12 
QOlllllll:mal pnicuc:e:i mdlcale cm::rall pnce ralucuom or 10-12 percm1 Wl:IT: acblevcd after infiauon 

We c:onc1udc !hat additioaal SUllllOI)' guidmnc:e IS DDl ftX!Wl1xl at &Im LUDC In panicular. we feel &hat 
a raqwn:mmt IO re111m ID certified cost or pncmg dlll ~do nxn: hlr1n tilln good in &hat It IS likely 
ID n:ducc the number ofcoauaaors williDg to iqou11e under die eammi:raal pnu.:uces provisions of the 
Foder.II Acqwswon Sl1Qllllmmg Act (FA.SA) llld chc Fcdcnl Acquzsiucn Reform Al:l (FARA) We will 
CCllll.IDUe ID develop our use of these: new pncua:s lllldcr c:mwig IWlllOry auahority with the iDcn:.ascd 
v1pl&aci: pmvcd DCl:CSSlrY &om tbc Suadslnnd audit Shaald a need far smuaory dwigc surface at a 
lalc wnc. - will ldilra.s at II lb:lt point 

Tb.ank you for the apponu!llt)" IO offer --=alS and I dll'OllS 

,.,_
-------w---·
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TYPEOFREPORT: Draft DATE OF POSITION: December 19, 1997 

SUBJECT: Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items Procured on ContraC'! 

}ll00383-9J.(j..t.illl.6CF-0068 


FINDING A: Cataici Prices for Sole-Sourc:e Commercial Items 

The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) paid c:atalog prices for sole-source commercial items 
from Sundstrand Aerospace (Sundstrand). The catalog prices paid were significantly higher 
than the cost-based prices DoD previously paid for the items. Higher prices were paid for 
commercial items because: 

• As a sole-source supplier with technical data rights. Sundstrand set .. market-based" 

c:atalog prices for commercial items at "What the market would bear," and there was no 

competitive commercial market to ensure the reasonableness of the prices; 


• Sundstrand refused to negotiate caia.log prices for commercial items based on price 

analysis of previous cost-based prices. refused to provide DLA contracting officer.; with 

..1mccrtified'' cost or pricing data for commercial catalog items, and terminated Government 

access to the Sundstrand cost history system; and 


• Guidance on commercial items qualified any item ..offered for sale, lease. or license lo 

the general public,"' as a commercial itein without addressing commercial pricing, even though 
DoD was the primary customer procuring significantly larger quantities than other commercial 
customers. 

As a result, DLA paid about-in 1997 constant dollars), or an average of about 
percent, more than the fair and reasonable prices for the $6.1 million ofcommercial items 

• based from Sundstrand during CYs 1994 through 1996. Bas-on!ata reviewedo 
for CY 1996, we calculate that DLA could reduce costs by at leiw during CYs 
1998 through 2003 if fair Ind reasonable prices arc paid for the 1 items. DLA 
through DCMC bas established a negotiating team that is trying to negotiate a pricing 
arrangement with Sundstrand for commercial items that should address most of our concerns. 

DLA COMMENTS: Partially coacar. 

DLA POSITION 

• Concur in the statements made in the first paragraph and the subsequent three bulletized 
subparagraphs oftrus Finding A (stated above). DLA contracting officers negotiated in good 
faith and in accordance with the laws and regulations in effect at the time. The JG bas 
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documented difficulties that were cncouni.crcd in procuring sole-source Sundstrand items at 
fair and reasonable prices, and actions DLA initialed to overcome these difficulties. DLA 
concurs in the aforementioned causes the JG ciu:s, which boil down to the fact that Sundsuand 
had an improved negotiation position under the streamlined rules. In some instances, even 
with the involvement oflCP executives. reasonable pricing was not attainable and the 
requirement could not be forgone. Established procedures were followed in docwncnting the 
exigent circumstances rc:qujriDg award and the contractiDg officer's dctcnnination that the 
price was unfair and wircasonable. 

•Partially concur in the DoD Inspector General (IG) conclusion (fillllJ paragNlpil oft/ee 
f111ding) that DLA paid more than the fair and reasonable prices for the buys the IG deemed 
excessive; b111 aoaeoacar in the JG 's c:alculation methodology and results. 

•• The JG used pricing methodology that existed prior to the 1994-1996 period to 
measure price reasonableness achieved during that period Our calculations for that same 
J)Criod measure price reasonableness for the period using pricing methodology consistent with 
laws and regulations in existence during that period. The net effect of using pricing rules 
consistent with those in effect during the period of contracting (which are less costly to 
implemenl) is the substantial n:duction in the calculation of overpayment discussed below. 

•• Using the currcnl rules, a DLA-led initiative (with the Services• strong 
panicipation) adapted the commercial business practice of establishing long-range business 
arran~ments with major suppliers in sinsularly successful negotiations with Sundstrand 
wtuch: 

••• Resulted in award on December 8, 1997 by DLA 's Defense Supply Center 
Columbus (DSCC) of a DoD corporate conuact covering the combined requirements not 
only of DLA conttactiog offices, but those of the Military Dc:panmcnts as well, for solc
sourcc Sundstrand commercial pmts; 

••• Substantially ndllUllpricn (1.c.• the quantities of the $4.1 million total 
expcndjwrcs during CYs 1994 through 1996 on the 31 items- the JG which 

included in the corporate contract were reduced by o a cost o~ 
dcr the corporate contract). flbc 9 remaining lG en items, valued P-' 

• on, were bOt covered by the award because Sunstrand declined to quote, 
anticipated future demands wen: non-existent or minimal, and/or the commcrc:iality of the 
item was questionable.); 

••• Demonstrates that reasonable prices ore achievable for acquisition ofsole
suurcc Sundstrand commcn:ial items under current, streamlined Government procurement 
procedures; and 
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••• Provides a wz/Ui basis for calculating the extent of excessive price growth 
on most ofthe items in question, which DLA will now use in initiating an appropriate 
rccoupment action with Sundsttand. 

• Panially coacar in the IG's conclusion (second smlDICe,jilllllptUagr11ph of 
Filldbtg A) that DLA could reduce costs during CYs 1998 through 2003 if fair and 
reasonable prices arc paid for the commercial items; blll aoacoacur in the IG' s calculation 
methodology and results. 

•• To calculate funU'e cost avoidance amounts, the IG priced out quantities of items 
purchased in CY 1996 using the diffc:rc:nccs in unit prices between Sundstnmd's current 
( 1997) discounted catalog prices available to the Government, and old prices (escalated to 
1997) awarded Wider the prior (substantially more stringent, rigid, and costly) rules of 
Govcmmcnt procurements 

•• The IG's projection substantially inflated to -~ua! 
amount, which it then multiplied by 6 to produc:c: its 6 year estimate - of 
potential future cost avoidance available on the items in question. 

•• The projection of potential cost avoidance for future periods under the 
Government's streamlined rules for commercial procurements should be based on any 
differences between comparable priccs-i.e., prices achieved under these same. current 
rules To do otherwise would totally discount the additional cost of implementing the old 
rules, as well as other non-pricc-n:lated cost avoidances 

•• The success of the ICam in leveraging the Government's buying power to achieve 
a DoD corporate contract with substantially reduced pricing, provides a proper basis for 
comparison, which: 

••• Has assured that ofthe: 

in CY 1997 dollars) of the I -rcpon annua excess in pur cost "" 1 ew 


•	 c 31 itemS on the new eotporate contract (out ofthe 40 IG-cballcngcd it.ems) over the 
3 year period cnd~Decembcr7, 2 . (DLA calculated a more realistic. albeit smaller 
cost avoidance of based on deducting the S1.3 milliun total value: of 
individual CY l a or e G-qucstioned items if they had been ordered at 
corporate contract prices, from the $2.8 million acwally expended for these quantities in 
CY 1996 on individual DLA awards using the: current. streamlined commercial pricing 
rules.); 
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••• Has assuml that an additional SI.JS millio• """"""" ofpurc:hasc cost 
increases which will be mioitkdthrough December 5, 2000, on the 185 other sole-source 
commercial items managed by DLA and the Miliwy Dcpanments on the DoD corporate 
contract that were not covered by the JG audit. (Some ofthese items had not been 
purchased during CY I 996 and/or purcbase history was not available (i.e.. on the 47 items 
included on the corporate contraet that arc managed by the Servic:cs). Ac:cordingly. DLA 
calculalal this projected cost avoidance by exicnding the S1.5 million annual savings (see 
prnioasf'lll'llK'aph) times the ratio oflhe esUmalcd annual conttact value of the remaining 
185 items, to the annual value ofthe afon:mcntioned 31 items ($3.022 million/S3.942 
million).}; 

••• Has guaranteed that an additional S0.992 millio• turnlllllly ofDLA 
procurement personnel and other costs wUI be IWOiikd through December 7, 2000, on the 
180 items managed by DLA that arc covered by the DoD corporate contract because: (i) 
future orders under the corporate contract will be automatically proc:essed and placed using 
DLA 's automated ordering systems, and (ii) having these itemS under contract enables a 
significantly reduced investment in the stockagc levels otherwise needed to cover the 
nonnal procurement leadtime. [We believe that similar cost avoidance savings should also 
accrue to the Services on their 36 items included Oil the: corporate contract.. but time did not 
permit foUow-up to learn whether cost factors applicable to their contracting offices arc 
available to quantify the magnitude ofthese additional future savings.]; and 

• •• Suppons the expectation that cost avoidances at similar rates to those 
addressed in the prcc:cding bulletizcd subparagraphs. should continue after conclusion of 
the c0f'Pll?'31e contract, for the remainder of the IG's 6 year projection period (December 8, 
2000 -1'eccmbcr 31. 2003). 

• Concur in the IG's conclusion that the DLA-established negotiating team that the 
recently completed negotiation of the Phase ( DoD corporate conttact with Sundstrand for 
commercial items, should address the IG's concerns. However, an airline industry survey 
that was conducted in preparation for establishing the Government's negotiating position 
identified numerous examples where sole-source parts had been reverse cnginccrcd and 
were being used in the commercial marketplace. DLA is initiating a follow-on action for 
instances where it appears cost-effective. to pursue approval from the cogni7.ant Military 
design control activities ofthese alternate items. to enable future competitive buys on 
currently-sole-source c:ommcrcial parts. 

Details of these corrective actions, along with some backgrowid information, rationale, and 
calculations supporting the DLA position. arc contained in the Anachmcnt to this Finding 

ACTION OFFICER: Jerry C. Gilbart. DLA-MMPPB. Ol:cembcr 16, 1997. 
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REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO, DLA-MMP, December 18, 1997 

COORDINATION: 	JEFFREY A. JONES 
Principal Executive Director 
Materiel Management, December 19, 1997 

TIMOTiiY P. MALISHENKO 
Brigadier General. USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

lliOMAS M. HILLIN 
Deputy General Counsel 
(Acquisition), December 18, 1997 

DLA APPROVAL: E. R,..if::g:.i~~t.Jt.1'18'-v 
RADM. SC. USN 
Deputy Director. December 19, 1997 

I Anachmcnt 
Baclr::up for DLA 

Position-Finding A. 
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BACKUP FOR DLA POSmON-FINDING A. 

BACKGROUND INFOBMADON 

The .. Audit Background" ponion of the report touches on relevant fcmne:r imd present 
acquisition policies effecting the audit results. Hisumcally. the Govemment's procurement 
rules constrained the substmti.cion of commercial prices to awards exceeding the pn::scnt 
simplified acquisition threshold ($100,000) using a process invol\ling otreror submission and 
certification. and Government validation. of currc:m. accuralt, imd complete cost or pricmg 
data. absent competition or a catalog or market pric:e for an ican sold in subswttial quantities 
to the general public. 

The minimum threshold for this labor-intensive evaluation process was subsequently raised 
to SS00,000. More recently, the rcqujn:mcnt to utilize: c:ost analysis for commercial item 
)>W'Chascs became rec:ogni7.ed as largely unnecessary. Accordingly. it was supplanted by 
enabling legislation in 1994 and 1996 and rcgulalory implementation that adopted best 
commc:n:ial practices for use in Govr:rnment proc:urcmcnt. As noted by the IG (~ Fut.ding 
A., third bMIJa), the definition of commercial items was also expanded to qualify any item 
offered for sale, lease, or license to the general public 

Commercial market purchase principles Commercial product pric:ing is largely market 
driven with c:um:nt cost of sales md shon-tmn profitability playing lesser roles than other 
marker considerations. Pricing decisions made by c:ommcn:ial businesses n:sult from 
corporate philosophy and from SU'llegic goals and objectives. This includes consideration of 
the firm's competitive posinon in the marltct, market share goals that may vary by produc:t 
line, degree of c:ustomcr acceptance, alternative choices available to customers, and the 
ahil.ny to rec:oup the costs ofpast invcsunents in new tccbDology end products 

The Government's decision to adopt commcrcial practices bas presemed significant 
challenges for procurement professionals attc:mpting to assure price rcasouablc:ness of items 
available in the commercial market place The absolute assunnce of price reasonableness 
that was hemoforc gained through audits and other reviews of cost or pricing data has given 
way to a changing business CDVironmeDt wbcrc Govcmmc::nt proc:urc:ment professionals arc 
chaJleoged ro pursue alrenwivc, less definiovc. means of assuring price reasonableness 

Govcmmc:nt proc:un:mcnt managers recognized the c:onvcrsion would eotail a new learnmg 
expc:nencc as contracting officers cncoumcrcd. and responded to. the lesser degree and 
nature ofprice suppon data available under streamlined commercial practices. The need for 
traiDmg and the development of new skills required to function effectively in the commercial 
marketplace has DOW been confirmed by the lG (R~n A-1). 
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Cost •void!gces via commercial Practices The decision to stRamliDc procurrmeat rules 
and adopt commcrc:ial buying practices was bued in part on tbc recognilion that rcduc:ed 
procurement admiuis1ratM savings and lead time cost savings will accrue to the Govcrmncnt 
as a RSUlt of the rece:Dl streamlining changes 1bat have been made. As noted in the draft (set! 

JG report, paragraph C6pliane.d ""Industry Study on Cost Premiam for Cost or Pricin& 
Data," 11nda tllr: .. Aadit Baclq:ro1111d" •bset:don oftlae wrlutMp ofFouling A.), the 
practice of requiring submission and certification of cost or pricing data was the second 
largest cost driver, having m average cost impact of 1.3 pcrcc:ut of~ acquisition costs. 

JG approach shortcomings the IG c:ompan:d award prices paid during the Govcmmc:nt's 
policy tnnsition, to award prices achiewd through the more immsivc audit validation 
process formerly rcqumd. The tcmponuy abaoaaal cost growdi on Sundsnnd commercial 
pans is arypical of expcriCDCcs DLA has bad with vinually all ocher suppliers. Further, as 
the JG notes, the cxcessi\le pricing problem is being cam:cted (w tliscus:sio" in Ille section 
e11dlld "'RESOLtnlON OF JG-REPORTED EXCESSIVE PRICING (CYs 1994 
1996)" below). 

the IG did not recognize that the Govemmc:nt's conversion to commcrcial marltct practices 
would necessiwe adjusunc:nts in some instances, from the prior le'Yd.s at which the 
Government regularly purchased after substantiating the validity of contractor cost 
projections. The audit comparison also failed ID address, much less monetize, the substantial 
improvements that have been achieved over the last sever.] years through the Govcmment's 
adoption of commercial buying practices and the stmun!ining ofGoVC111J'DCDl rules and 
policies; and failed to quantify the savings the Govemment has made as a result of the 
enabling legislation and regulation chanscs. DLA has quantified some of the additional cost 
avoidance savings 1bat will accrue as a result of the newly award DoD corporate comract 
(.r« reap 11nda Ille ua1nd bllllet ofIlle sec:Don enJJzW "'DLA POSmON" in F'111dlng A 
and the discKmon in l"""l:'llPh entitloi .. Procaremeat admiaistratin cost and 
administratin iadtime cost avoidances (S0.992 miUionlyear}" ander tbe section entided 
..RESOLUTION OF IG-REPORTED POTENTIAL COST AVOmANCE (CYs 1998 
2003)" Hlow}. 

DLA purchase price growth studies. In tight of the SUDdstnmd long-term contract and 
questions regarding use of FAR Pan 12 c:ommc::rcial comracting procedures, we looked at 
price changes in various subsets of DLA business. The subsets were Commercial Contracts, 
NSNs on lhc Sundsa'and corporalc: CODU'aet and the total universe ofawards by the DLA 
Hardware lnvcnuny Control Points OCPs) (the same three involved m procuring Sundstrand 
pans) plus the Dc:fcmc PctSOD11el Suppon Center, for clothing and acxtile items. Results 
were: as follows· 

1 Qvenll DLA About 950,000 different NSNs had been purcbascd from FY 1992 
through FY 1997 Due to an unacceptable data loss that would occur with any comparison 
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methodology that would be restricted 10 items that were bought in all 6 FYs. it was decided 
instead to make five scparale paired dam sets to measure price growdl from I year to the 
succeeding year as shown below. Each 2-year comparison would be computed using 1st 
year quantities for CODSWlt weighting purposes. A filter was employed to preclude bias 
arising from c:ompari.soDs that included extended item prices achieved in 1 year of cxttcmely 
small quantity purchases, to prices in the other year where extremely large quantities were 
purchased. The analyst threw out instances where total purchased qU1Dtities for an item 
varied between years of a paired data set, by a factor of 10 or more from each other. All 
comparisons included between 90,000 and 120,000 NSNs available for study. The DLA 
overall price inCrcascs from year to year were as follows: 

FYs 1992 to 1993 - 2.0% 

FYs 1993 to 1994 - 3.3% 

FYs 1994 to 199.S - 4 . .5% 

FYs 1995 ro 1996 - 6.0% 

FYs 1996 to 1997 - 2.5% 


2 FAR Part 12 Coromcrcja! Contn1crin~ Awards for items bought during the 2-year 
period FY 1994 through 1995 (before coding for commercial conttacts was implemented) 
were: compared to prices paid for the same items on FAR Pan 12 Commercial Contracts in 
the: subsequent 2-ycar period (FY 1996 and FY J997). Results show a decrease in prices 
using absolute dollars of about 6 ~percent (nearly 10 percent when adjUSted for inflation) 
There: were about 400 contracts identified awarded using FAR Pan 12 proc:edW'CS, valued 
at over S900 million for FYs 1996 and 1997 and covering about 20,000 items. NSNs bought 
in similar quantities (within a factor often) pre- and post- Part 12 implcmcmatiou were 
included in the study The value of the items included in the study was about S 150 million 
dollars 

3 Sund.smmd cpnD'lll:t items. The experience with Sundsttand is markedly different from 
the experiences our JCPs have encountered to date in dealing with virtually all of our other 
16,000 suppliers Tlus study grouped all buys of the items covered on the DoD corporate 
contract that were: made in periods FYs 1992 through 1995 and in FYs 1996 through 1997. 
lbese groupings were based OD the fact that FY 1992 is the oldest data n:adily available and 
that final enabling legislation became effective in early FY 1996. Unit prices in each group 
were compared to unit prices in the new conttact 

During FYs 1992 through 1995, DLA made 78 procurements against items now covered · 
by the new contraet. These buys were valued at $3.19 million (not adjusted for inflation). 
Using corporate contract prices, the cost would have onJy been $2.37 million; a rcduc:tion 
of25 percent There were 114 DLA procurements on these items in FYs 1996 through 1997 
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at a rotal cost of$9.23 million Under the new CODlr8Ct unit prices. 1be obligations would 
have only been SS.OS million; a reduction of46 percc::nt (again. not adjusted for inflarion). 

Ifthe new conuact unit prices are indexed at 1.0, the prices for FYs 1992 through 1995 
would be indexed at 1.2 (l.34 ifadjusted for 2~ pcrccnt mtlation). lbe prices for FYs 1996 
through 1997 would be indexed at 1.85 (l.93 ifadjust.ed for .inflation). Thus. prices paid on 
Sundstrand iu:ms seem 10 have climbed by SO pcrccnt or so during 1be final round of 
stteamliniDg legislarion implementation. and have now been reduced by nearly half because 
of the DoD corporate conuact. lbese price reductions arc in addition to cost avoidance 
savings we calculated results from ALT reductions and costs associated with repetitive buys 
that have been obviated by the award. 

IG FINDING-CAUSES OF mGBER PRICES 

As noted in the draft report. the large number ofditfcn:nt Sundsmmd commodities 
historically purchased by DLA were made by about least 75 DLA coamcting officers 
throughout various commodity buying units at three DLA lCPs-lhe Defense Jndustrial 
Supply Cemcr. Philadelphia, PA (DISC). 1be Defense Supply Center Columbus, OH 
(DSCC), and the Defense Supply Center Richmond. VA (DSCR). A few of these buys 
involved commercial items and the price was justified based on the across-the-board 
discount that had been negotiated off Sundstrand's commercial price list in 1992 

The IG draft repons that excess pricing occurred because Sundstrand's business strategy has 
been to capitalize OD its position as a sole-source supplier with teclmical data rights, to set 
catalog prices for commercial items at "'wlw lhe market would bear (su Finding A.)... 
Fwthcr, the IG rcponed that there is no competitive commercial market available to enable 
DLA and Military Department buyers to compete SUDdstrand items (su F"uuling A.) 
Additionally. certified cost or pricing dasa can no longer be required as an optional. albeit the 
least preferable, means of obtaining and validating the contraetor's cost projections as a basis 
for price negotiations 

Sundstn111d added more and more pans to its commercial pans catalog that historically bad 
been purchased based OD cost data, and subsram:ially increased its catalog prices. The cost 
growth on Sundstnmd pans became excessive. both in percentage and magnitude. Further, 
as noted by the JG. Sundstrand n:fused to provide DLA conmcting officers with 
Muncertificcf' cost or pricing data for commercial catalog items, and terminated Government 
access to the Sundstrand cost history system (see Fuuling A., UU11d bllUet). Faced with an 
adamant c:onttact0r and having little leverage to obcam gremcr discounts from commerc:ial 
catalog prices that were excessive. individual contracting officers were unable ro sustain the 
lower level of pricing enabled by the fonner procun:mcnt procedures. 
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DLA CORRECl'IVE EFFORTS 

Initial efforts. As a result of isolated but continuing complaints of excessive prices and lack 
of Sundstrand support for prices of itcmS included in the Sundstnmd commercial calalog, the 
DCMC Sundstrand office invited tcpreSeDtativcs ofOLA and Military contracting offices to 
a fact-finding meeting and subsequent meeting with Sundstrud to address the excessive 
price growth ofSundsttand commercial pans (July 15-16, 1996). 

JG audit initiated. Subsequendy, in tbe fall of 1996, DLA learned that the lG bad decided 
to expand an ongoing review of complaints of excessive prices being paid OD commercial 
items, to include a review ofprices bc:iDg paid for Sundsttmd pans. 

Command involvement As individual contraeling ofliccs continued to bailC difficulty in 
determining price reasonableness OD a growing DUIDbcr ofSundslrand commercial parts, the 
matter was brought to the attention ofsenior comracting managers, and subsequently resulted 
in Command involvement at two Centers, and Headquarters DLA. The IG rq>c>rts that a 
SO percent discount from the cmalog price was achieved for some commercial items when 
DLA executive personnel participated in tbe negotiations. However, such intensive efforts 
were impractical for individual buys on a continuing basis. The DLA Deputy Director 
(Acquisition) contacted tbe Sundstrand Chief Opc::nrting Officer in February 1997 to express 
the Government's concerns and to advise ofhis initiation of a special review team. 

DLA command/policy eaiclance. On April 29, 1997, DLA issued a .. heads up" 
memorandum to Commanders ofthe aforementioned three ICPs following an in-process 
statuS briefing on the status of ongoing audits of commercial item pricing that was given by 
the IG to DLA. The memorandum highlighted the need to manage the buys so there is 
consistent visibility and control from which to negotiate on a cmporate bases, and 
recommended managing CCDtCT requirements for Sundstrand parts on a consolidated, 
centralized basis 

The DLA Deputy Director (Materiel Management) issued a comprehc:Dsivc follow-on 
"action.. memorandum to tbe ICP Commanders oa June 9, 1997, requiring a status report 
conccmiDg specific action items. The memorandum provided detailed guidance on data to be 
required ro subsrantiate the validity ofSundsuand's claim of"commcrciality" of items 
appearing in its catalog and additional information to reach a price reasonableness 
det.crmination Contracting officc::rs were to esc:alate instances ofpricing difiiculbcs, and 
apprise requisitioners to expect some decline in supply availability as a result of these 
decisions This guidance was reissued the next day to all contracting offices (Procurement 
Letter 97-17, SUBJECT: Determinations ofCommerciality and Price Reasonableness) with 
additional contracting policy guidance regarding data useful in evaluations of commen:iality 
and data to assist in assuring price reasonableness for commercial items. These memoran
dums should· be cited in the JG report paragraph entitled "DLA Actions During the Audit." 
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DLAJl>CAAISERVJCES JOINT CORRECIJYE ACDON 

Action plan. The report issued by 1hc aforementioned special review team estimated the 
value ofSundstrand's increased prices for spares prime comracu awarded in 1996 and 
addressed strategies for dealing with Sundstnmd on these increases. It led to the invitation 
from Major General Robert Drewes, then DLA Deputy Director for Acquisition, to the 
Military Dcpartmc:nts to join with DLA in a comprc:bc:nsive solution for the pricing problems. 
AD ad hoc DoD Joint Component Negotiating Temn, formed following the May 1997 
mcctiDg, eombincd amicipated defc:nse requiremcms over the next 3 years for items 
appearing in Sundsuznd's commcn:W spare pans catalog that arc indisputably commercial. 
The objective was to levenge the combined buyjng power ofDoD to achieve the fawrabJe 
pricing expected by major customers. A second phase, to consolidate requirements for non
commercial items and other items for which commerciality may be questionable, was 
planned to follow the first phase effort. 

Successful esecution This first phase ofa two phase effort reqWrcd an intc:DSivc muhi
round negotiating effort between the Team and Sundsttand management, but resulted in 
award on Dccc:mbcr 8, 1997, ofa DoD corporate fixed price contract at substantial 
reductions from prices previously achievable under the Government's sareamlined 
procun::ment rules. The award is an indefinite delivery type contract covering future 
requisitions for 216 commercial pans managed by our DLA ICPs and participating activities 
of the Military Departments. The Phase I corporate contract contains firm fixed prices the 
first year Out year prices are subject to prospective adjustment at the start of the second 
and third years based on any changes in a producer price index published by the Bureau of 
Labor Swistics, as provided by an economic price adjustment clause in the contract. 

Phase Il. which is seeking a similar pricing arrangement for about 1,567 other sole-sow-cc 
Sundsttand noo-commercial parts, bas just begun 
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RESOLUTION OF JG-REPORTED EXCESSIVE PRICING CCYs 1994 - 1996) 

Appendix G ( .. Maritet~Based Prices Versus Cost-Based Prices") of the draft audit displays 
the 57 buys from Sundstrand during CYs 1994 through 1996 totaling S6.l million of40 
commercial items upon which the IG CODCluded that DLA paid about in 1997 
c:onsnmt dollars), o~ more than prices paid prior to the scrcunJming revisions to 
Federal procurement rules. A bottom' line cmnparisoo of the IG finding (su JG npon., 
.Appouli.r G) to 1be results of the Phase I corporate c:onttact. demonstrates that the IG 
calculations do not adequately ponray the net benefits of the n:cent procurement policy 
streamlining on the Government's ability to c:onttact effectively for sole-source commercial 
items from Sund.strand. 

Purchase price reductions achieved Yia comonate contracting in a sol~urce 
commercial item environmenL The impact of the Phase 1 award is calculated below: 

(A) (B) CC} 
IG-Repotted Portion of IG

"Exm:SS" PUl'CtlaSe "Excess" Purchase Challenged NSNs 
Cost for NSNs IG Cost of POltiOn Of IG· (COiumn B} 

Challenged in CnaUengecl NSNs Recalcui.ted Using 
Repon Appendix G (column Al Covered Ptices Awarded in 

(Milhons) by DoO Corporate DoO Corporate 
(!JQJ:E) Contract (Miiiions) COntrad (MllllOOS) 

Number of Items 31 31 

Numoer of purcneses 58 42 42 

Purcttase pncc difference flmoag of 

Streamltningl 


Purcnase pnces questioned by IG (columns A $5.950 $4.0'72 $1 498 

& B)lr9CaJcu&Med per DLA (COiumn C) ('97 

GOiia!'$ 1m1111ons)) (I) 

Deduct: PreYIOUS COSl-baed purchase 

pnc:es ('97 aouars (mllions)) 1111 


I DtflentnC41 (Ill CCIHU)) 

- •
~: Reooned audit results are misstated & Apeendix G confusing Review of 

Appendix G discloses a $5,949,656 total for Market-Based Delivery Order Prices. This is 
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the total amount (escalated to 1997 dollars), not $6.1 million as reported in the Finding A., 
for the buys which the audit assens DLA paid aboul 11ore than fair and 
reasonable prices. The total under the column beaded "Pievious DoD Cost-
Bascd Price (Im Dollars)," is the amount the JG deducted from the SS.95 million figure, to 
conclude DLA paid abo11 $ too much. COITCCling the IG's calclllation yields a 
difference o~ C (not •. 1be amount of markup for these caialog-priced 
items over previous cost-based prices ia!Spercent (net o divided by 
......DO~ reported in the finding (nor the 2 jlCICCDt shown at the bottom 

of..Toml Price Increase Pcrcenf' column ofAppendix G). 

Appendix G is confusing because it is used to support the IG's calculations of potential cost 
avoidance in addition to its .. excess pricing" calculations. Append.ix G should be separated 
into separate sections supporting the .. excess pricing" and cost avoidance calculations. As 
presented, it c:oatains comparative data for calc:ulasing reported ..excess pricing." but omits 
columns showing the actual results. A rcadc:r would assume that the column beadings "Total 
Price lnc:n:asc: Amount and Percent" in Appendix G represent the net difference between the 
amounts in the .. Maricet-Based Catalog Delivery Order Price" columns less those in the 
"'Previous DoD Cost-Based Price (1997 Dollars)" col1DDDS, but they do not. ColUD1DS 
showing the results of these calculations should added to Appendix G and a note added to 
clarify the calculation methodology. 

In computing potential cost avoidances, the IG deducted from amounts shown in the 
.. Market-Based 1997 Sundstrand Catalog Price" columns, its recommended amounts (i.e., the 
"'Previous DoD Cost-Based Price (1997 Dollars)" amounts (also used in the aforementioned 
wcxccss pricing" calcularions). Further, note that the total FYs 1994 - 1996) of'"Tota.l Price 
Increase" column total o is a total ofdifferences covering the three fiscal 
years• of awards questioned. However, display of this three year total bas little relevance 
since the IG based its cost avoidance calculations on the otal for FY 1996 
only If separate sections aren't created. the beadings should be annotated and a note added 
to clarify the calculation methodology and eliminate confusion caused by using this 
Appendix for both Mexc~ pricing" and cost avoidances. 

Recoupment pf excessive payments DLA will use the new contra.et prices as a baseline for 
calculating excessive amounts charged on past purchases of these items and requesting a 
voluntary refund Information on this approacii should be used to update Jbc swcmcnt made 
in the final sentence of the "'Management Actions" paragraph of the Executive Swmnauy of 
the IG report 

RESOLUTION OF JG-REPORTED POTENTIAL COST AVOIDANCE 
<CYs 1998 - 2003) 

Final Repor 

Reference 


Appendix G 
was not 

included in 
the final. 
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Item cost avoidances. A portion of Appendix G \Market-Based Prices Versus Cost-Based 
Prices") of the draft audit includes the 36 buys on 26 items from Sundstnmd during CY 1996 
toWin_ upon which the JG calculated a potcntial cost avoidance o 
~in 1997 CODStlDt dollars). The discussion included in the bulleti7.ed statement of the 

DLA position (see F'uulillg A.) explains DLAs nonconc:um:nce in the c:alculation 
methodology and results. A bottom line comparison ofdle IG fiodiDg to the IUDlts of the 
Phase I corporate c:onttact demonssrms that the Govcmment can cmitract effectively for 
sole-source commercial items from SUDdstrand using the Govemment's new. streamlined 
procedures: 

(A) 
TilelG 

Repotted "Emm' 
Purc:Nlse Cost tor NSNs 
IG Challenged in Report 

AiJpendix G (CY '8e 
only) (Millions) 

{B) 
"Exaess' Puft:llase 
Cost of Portion of 

IG-Cnallenged 
NSNs Co11919d by 
Phne I Comnld 

(MUlions) 

(C) 
PortiOn of fG. 

ChllleflOld NSNs 
RecalclUted USlng 
Prices Awanled In 
Phase I Contnld 

(Millio11$) 

Numt>er of hems 26 18 18 

Number of purctlases 36 

Purc!Jase Mee cfifference ompact of 
§treamilmnol. 

CY '96 -m quantllleS umes ainent 
catalOg pnces per IG (columns A & 
B)lt1mes CY '96 -rd pnces per DLA 
(COiumn C) ('97 OOllars (mUlions) (I) 

$3.817 $2.840 

Deoua: CY '96 -"2 quantllleS ttmes 
preVIOUS COSl•based purchaeS ('97 - - -ao111rs) per IG (columns A & B)ltimes 
corporate contr11d prices ('97 dollllS) 
per OLA (column C) (II) 

S Annual cost IVOiOance (W) ((IHH)) - - -% Oiflerence (111)1(11) - - -Procurement administrative cost and administrative lead time cost avoidances ($0.992 
million/year) In addition to the basic unit costs involved in any contract, there are a number 
of other cost considerations involved in deciding whether a change in the method of customer 
support is advantageous to the customer and the taxpayer. The two main areas usually 
affected arc the unpact on the organi7.ation infrastruc:mrc (cost to make pmchases, etc.) and 
the non-matcnal cost involved in managing the items involved (safety level sunk costs, depot 
handling charges. etc ) 
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1. Procurement administrative cost avoiclancc AwlJ'd oftbc DoD corporate contract will 
obviate the need for repetitive manual purchase orders or bilall:ral consracts on the items 
involved. For the 173 DLA managed items proposed on the comract, there were 124 contract 
actions taken in FY 1997. These 124 buys break OUt as follows: BS DcliVCJY Orders (DOs) 
against Basic Ordering Agreemems (BOAs), 34 Purchase Orders (POs), 2 Comracts. and 2 
Calls against existing Blanket Purclwe Agrecmellts (BPAs). 

Based on an Activity Based Costing (ABC) type smdy ongoing at the Defense Supply Center 
Columbus (DSCC), the eost to issue a PO between $2,SOO and $100,000 is about $200. The 
cost to enter imo a coDlraCt over $100,000 is about $2,000. DO against BOAs are not 
specifically broken out in the DSCC Sbldy, but were assumed to be analogous to issuing POs. 
The cost of issuing calls against BPAs will be assumed to be negligible. All of these costs 
include both direct and indirect labor and non-labor costs. but not center-wide general and 
administrative costs. 

Using the estimated S200 cost to either issue a PO or a DO against a BOA for the 119 actions 
in these categories shows an FY 1997 infrastructure cost of$23,800 to purchase the items in 
question. Thc:rc were also 2 contracts awarded in FY 1997, which cost an estima1ed $2,000 
each to process. Cost of issuing the 2 BPA calls was dccmcd negligible. The total cost of 
processing these FY 1997 actions on the proposed Sundstrand items is estimated at $27.800. 
We estimate this amount is represcnmivc of the annual cost of separately-contract 
requirements that bas been avoided by award of the DoD corporate contract. 

2 Procumnent administrative lead time COS! avoidance. 1berc has been no indication that 
the method of managing the DLA Sundstrand items will be altered to any significant degree 
by the proposed contract. Thus, the depot costs to receive and issue these items, along with 
transportation costs, were will be considered a wash for study purposes. However, the 
establishment of this fixed price contract, providing much shorter Administrative Lead Times 
(AL Ts. estimated at JO days), this directly reduces Safety ~l Quantities (SLQs), and also 
contributes to reducing backorder situations. The DLA Office ofOperations .Research and 
Resource Analysis (OORRA) has performed a number of swdies attempting to quantify the 
value ofn:duced lead times, as they affect SLQ SUDk costs, holding costs, storage costs, etc. 
The values generated by these studies arc on a per day basis, as a percemagc of conttact 
demand value They are· DSCC (Construetioo) • 0.134 percent, DSCC (Electronics)- 0.06 
percent. DSCR - 0.081 percent, and DISC - 0.043 percent. 

We multiplied these OORRA valw:s against reductions in the lead time of the Sundstrand 
items (The calculations arc only valid oo replenishment type items where SLQ is actually 
carried) Annual demand values based on item dc:mands in FY 1997 are used. lbe result was 
S0.964 million for the annual ALT savings. It is imponant to remc:mber that these savings arc 
in the form of releasing items for issue that were previously a sunk, SLQ cost, reducing the 
cost of storing these items, and reducing simple shrinkage and obsolescence on the inventory. 
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These projections may actually be c:omc:rvative siDc:c they do not attempt to quantify the value 
of avoiding backorders (which may actually be the driver iD lead time savings). This directly 
reduc:c:s SLQs and also conU'iburcs to Rducing backorder situations. 
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TYPE OF REPORT: Draft DATE OF POSI110N: December 19, 1'97 

SUBJECT: Commercial and Ncmcommercial Sole-Source ltcms Procumi on Conttact 
N000383-93-G-M 111. 6CF-0068 

RECOMMENDATION A.l: We rccommeod that the Under Secretary for Acquisition and 
Technology: 

a. Provide additional guidance and 1raiDiDg to the DoD acquisition community on bow 
contracting officers should obtain fair and reasonable prices for commercial items from a 
sole-source supplier when there is no commercial market to ensure the integrity of prices and 
the commercial items are exempt from ccnified eost or pricing data. 

b. Provide guidance and training to the OoD acquisition community on the imponance of 
ensuring non-Government commen:i.al item sales of similar quantities or substantial non
Govcnunent sales at least greater than the current procurement quantity before contracting 
officers accept commc:rcial item prices as fair and reasonable. 

c Provide guidance that insttucts contracting officers to use as a past performance 
evaluation factor for future contract awards, noncompliance with acquisition reform 
legislation and Federal regulations regarding the requirement for contractors to submit 
uncertified cost or pncing data for commerctal items when needed to establish price 
reasonableness 

DLA COMMENTS: Defer to OSD inasmuch as this recommendation is directed thereto 
VlCC DLA 

MONETARY BENEFITS: None 

DlSPOSmON: 
( ) Acnon is Ongoing ECO 
(X) Ac:aon 1s Considered Complete 


ACTION OFFICER: JerryC. Gilban. DLA-MMPPB, December 16, 1997. 


REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO, DLA-MMP. December 18, 1997. 


COORDINATION: JEFFREY A. JONES 

Principal Executive Director 
Materiel Management, December 19, 1997 

Final Repon 

Reference 


Deleted 
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DISPOSmON: 

( ) Action is OagoiJ18. ECD: 

(X) Action is Considered Complete 

ACTION OFFICER: Jerry C. Gilban, DLA·MMPPB. Dcc:cmber 16, 1997. 

REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO. DLA·MMP, December lS, 1997. 

COORD.INA TION: JEFFREY A. JONES 
Principal Executive Director 
Materiel Management. December 19, 1997 

TIMOTHY P. MAUSHENKO 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

THOMAS M. HILLIN 
Deputy General Counsel 
(Acquisition), Dc:ccmber 18, 1997 

PIERSON KEMP, Management Conttol POC 
Qfli~cr~bcr 17, 1997 

DLA APPROVA~~~-----
RADM. SC, USN 
Deputy Director, December 19, 1997 
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TYPE OF REPORT: Draft DATE OF POSmON: December 19.1997 

SUBJECT: 	Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items Procured on Contract 
N000383-93-G-Ml 11, 6CF.oo68 

RECOMMENDATION A.2: Recommend that the Dircc:tor. Defense Logistics Agency: 

a. Require that comractiDg officers insist that contractOrS provide uncertified cost or 
pricing data for future commercial item procun:mcnts when needed to determine the 
reasonableness ofprices 

b lDsist that Sundstrud n:stor: access to ns cost histmy system. 

DLA COMMENTS: Partially Concur. 

DLA concun in part L of the rccommcndation. and has already issued guidance to this 
effect A copy of this guidance (Procurement Letter (PROCLTR 97-17, June 10, 1997, 
subject. Dctcnninations ofCommerciality and Price Reasonableness) was furnished to tbe IG 
Project Manager for this audit, upon its issuance. It specifically underscored that the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation provides that the conuacting officer must obtain pricing, sales, cost 
information. or other information excluding [certified) cost or pricing data., as necessary to 
determine reasonableness when it cannot be based OD adequate price competition. 

Owing the course of the DoD Joint Component Negotiation Team efforts to reach a pricing 
anangement with Sundstrand for sole-source commercial pans, the Director, DLA, received a 
November 5, 1997, memorandum for the Director, DLA from the Assistant lmpeetor Gcncnt.l 
for Auditing. expressing the belief tbat the DoD needs current uncertified cost or pricing da1a 
because (i) there is no competitive market-place to insure the integrity ofthe commercial 
prices and (ii) the old data is questionable. As~ by the guidance in FAR.15.802, the 
contracting officer deferred requesting information other than cost or pricing data from 
Sundstrand until exhausting other information sources. A written request for such 
information was made on November JO, 1997, dmiDg the course ofnesotiations, but 
agreement OD substantially reduced prices was achieved shortly thereafter, which the 
con&ract:ing officer concluded obviated the need for such information. 

DLA nonconcun in part b. of the recommendation llS written There is no statutory or 
rcgulatoty basis for the Government to demand this access, and such access is rarely granted 
by commercial item suppliers 

MONETARY BENEFITS None 

Final Repo 
Reference 

Renumbere1 
as Recom
mendation 
A.2 

Deleted 

Dele1ed 
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DISPOSmON: 

( ) Action is Ongoing. ECO: 

(X) Action is Considered Complete 

ACl10N omcER: Jcny c. Gilbart, DLA-MMPPB. December 16. 1997. 

REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO, DLA-MMP, December 18, 1997. 

COORDINATION:JEFFREY~JONES 
Principal Executive Director 
Materiel Management, December 19, 1997 

TIMOTHY P. MALISHENKO 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

THOMAS M. HILLIN 
Deputy General Couosel 
(Acquisition), December 18, 1997 

PIERSON KEMP, Management Control POC: 
Qfii~er~ber 17. 1997 

DLAAPPROVA~~~~ 
RADM. SC. USN 
Deputy Director, December 19, 1997 
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TYPEOFREPORT: Dnft DATE OF POSmON: December 19, 1997 

SUBJECT: 	Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items Procured on Contract 
N00383-93-G-M 111, 6CF-<>068 

FINDING B: Negotiated Prices for Sole-Source Noncommercial Items 

DLA contraeting officers did not effectively negotiate prices OD ordc:rs for (noncommercial) 
solc•SOW'CC items procured from Sundstrand. Sole-source prices were not effectively 
negotiated because DLA: 

• Did not adequately consider cccmomic order quantities when placing individual orders; 

• Used price analyses of questionable prior prices to determine price reasonableness and 
pcrformed inadequate cost analyses bcc:ausc DCMC, Roclcford was not used to wrify labor 
and material costs on data that was submitted by Sundstrand; and 

• Procmed items from S1Dldstnmd using a Navy basic ordering agreement (BOA) that 
required over 75 different contraeting officers to negotiate and award about 1,800 individual 
orders totaling over $36 million, without the benefit of certified cost or pricing data. 

W c determined that DLA paid abou than the fair and 
reasonable price on 59 orders on which we performed cost analysis. We were unable to 
calculate a savings associated with using economic order quantities or reducing the resources 
needed to manage the Sundstr.md contract. lbc goals of the DCMC negotiating team to 
negotiate a corponue contraet for noncommercial items should help address our concerns 

DLA COMMENTS: Nonconcur. 

DLA POSITION 

• Nonconcur in the JG finding (first paragraph above) that ..DLA contracting officers did 
not effectively negotiate wices OD orders for (noncqmmcrcial) sole•SOW"CC items procured 
from Swidstrand " DLA conzracting officers negotiated in good faith and in accordance with 
the laws and regulations in effect at the lime lbe JG has documented difficulties that were 
encountered in procuring sole-source Sundstrand items at fair and reasonable prices, and 
acnons DLA initiated to overcome these difficulties. We believe these difficulties principally 
stem from the negotiation position Sundstrand assumed under the streamlined rules (i.e., 
which arc the causes of excessive pricing the IG cited in Finding A). In some instances, even 
with the involvement of ICP executives, reasonable pricing was not attainable and the 
rcqwremcnt could not be forgone Established procedures were followed in documenting the 
exigent circwnsuinc:es requiring award and the contracting officer's determination that the 
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price was unfair and unreasonable. Accordingly, DLA does not agree that mere is sufficient 
substantiation to conclude that DLA camracting ofiicers failed to follow die procurement 
procedures in effect during the period cow:red bytbis audit (FY 1994-1996), with ineffective 
results. The DLA position concerning the n:asons the IG believes that noncommercial sole
sourcc prices were not cf£cetivcJy negotiated (su die drree lnllldf:wl abparogr11plu 
following tlsefU"Sl ptD'ograph oft/tisfinding (Sllltell llboW!,)), follows: 

•• Nonconcur in the IG finding that prices w~ not effectively ncgotiab:d raulted in 
part because our buyers ..did not adequately consider economic order quantities when placing 
individual orders." There are many factors that must be consider= in. reaching a decision as 
to whether a stock rcph:nishmcm proc:urcment, which most or all oftbe buys in question 
~. is being made, or should be made, at an economic order quantity. These considerations 
arc detailed in comments regarding JG recommeuda!ion B.l. Based on comments received 
from our JCPs in response to tbis audit, it mppears greater ane:ntion to this matter could have 
been given to tbe potential of a price break on some of these buys. As we shifted to corporate 
comracts, we have underscored tbe importance of seeking pricing that covers tbe full range of 
quantities anticipated to be ordered, and a price evaluation covering such range {PROCLTR 
96-13, April 10, 1996, SUBJECT: Using Indefinite Quantity Comracts in. the Reengineered 
Business Process Environment). Savings from EOQs will be achieved by pricing in long tcnn 
contracts applicable to the estinwed maximum. Where quantity discounts for individual 
orders arc included., ordering officials will decide at the Ume of ordering whether the overall 
cost of the additional quantity is justified by the attcDdant price reduction. How~. we note 
that the Phase I negotiations were able to achieve volume price breaks on oDJY i8 percent of 
the 216 items on that conttact Unless die efforts to negotiate the Phase D corporate contract 
achieve a greater portion of items with price break pricing, the significanc:e of this issue is 
subswitially lessened 

•• Nonconcur in die IG finding that prices were llOt effectively negotiated oc:curred 
in part because ow- buyers "'used mice analyses of questionable prior prices to determine price 
reasonableness and oer{onned inadeouate cost analyses because DCMC. Rockford was not 
used to verify labor and material costs on data that was submitted by Sundstrand... The 
exhaustive level of in-depth review the JG accomplishes on a post-award audit basis is not 
contemplated by procurement rules governing performance of the proc:un:ment mission. nor is 
it practical. or even possible. in IOday's operational enviromnc:nt The IG used actual cost 
infonnalion to assert that prices negotiated were questionable whenever a cost midemm 
resulted at contract completion. Also, the Govemment no longer bas access to this 
information (except die few buys cxceedibg SS00,000 that are subject to the Truth in 
Negotiations Act cost or pricing dam submission and certification requirements). Therefore, 
such informanon will not be available for validation in connection with buys in the future 
(and would not be necessuy for item.s required aw arc available on the Phase II contract, 
once it is awarded). Thc:sc mancrs arc addressed in further detail in response to audit 
recommendation B.2 However, as noted in the discussion in 1he penultimate paragraph 
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below, we will assure 1bat the items with the gn:atest pc::rcc:ntagc price disparity will be 
subjected to further review to ascenain the degree to which these awards were effectively 
negotiated and whether my overpricing occurred. 

• • Nonconcur in the IG finding that prices were not effectively negotiated in part 
because our buyers "'procured ite:ms from SUDds1nmd usipg a Nayy basic ordering g:reement 
CBOAl that required over 75 dif[rnnt contracting officers to negotiate and •ward about 1.800 
individual orders totaling over $36 miJJion. without the benefit of certified cost or pricing 
~ " Wc recognize that the organization sttueturc at our ICPs, which was designed to 
concentrate expertise in dealing with specific groups of items, did not lend itself to the rapid 
TCCOgnition of the br=dth of items for which pricing problems were being cxpCrienccd. 
However, DLA nonconcurs in the assertion that this was a significant contributor to any 
excessive prices that may have resulted.. More importantly, cost or pricing data would not 
have been provided by Sundstnmd on any of these items which might qualify as 
-commercial" Finally. we should point out that by the time these matters were rcponed 
dunng an JG in-process briefing to DLA management in April 1997, the ICPs and DLA 
management was well aware of the overall pricing issue and bad bec:n working towards the 
compn:hcnsivc solution that is being achieved. 

• Nonconcur in the IG cooclusion (f"uaal paragrt1ph ofthefinding) that .. DLA paid about 
ir ove•percent more thnp lbe fair and reasonable prices on 59 orders;" 

nonconcur in the IG's calculation methodology and results 

•• The JG rcponcd (see /G's suond par"tf'aph of"Cost Analysis by DCMC 
Rockford, under ..Price Analysis and Cost Analysis" section 11ndo- this Fur.ding B.) that 
MUsing actya.! cost da1a and the negotiated indirect cost mtes and profit factors on lbe 
individual orders. we determined that the reasonable wiccs for the items reviewed were about 

r9percent less than the negotiated wices." 

• • Achlal cost information for yet to be awarded and performed colllracts docs not 
eiust at the time (preawardj of pricing Im'. 6nn, fixed price comract (which these BOA orders 
were) 

•• Prices for firm. fixed price contracts, which these BOA orders were, arc negotiated 
before award based on limited information, and arc not laler subject to change The type and 
extent of mformation other than cost or pricing data an ofl'eror furnishes in suppon of any 
offer i.s largely disc:renoaary aod may be the subject of discussion and c:ompromise balancing 
the Govcrmncnt's pcn:ctvcd needs and the offc:ror's willingness to provide such information 

••• Because various unfors=n and unforeseeable circumstances can and do arise 
aft.er preparation of a cost estimate and throughout the period of contract pcrformance, often 
beyond the control of a contractor, cost estimating is not recogniz.cd as an exact science, by 
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any means. Very rarely does a cost estimate materialize as ID c:uct projection of tbe costs 
that uhimarely were incurred during the course of contract performance. Review ofAppendix 
H of the IG dJ:aft, which contains the S9 buys of 46 items rcpor1ed in ibis Finding B, shows 
that in only one instance was there no variance between the award price md the resultiDg 
amount (inc:mred cost plus proje=d profit margin). SUDCislrand's incurred cost-based price 
exceeded the award price oo 12 contracts (and they lost money OD a few). They made a 
greater !ban ncgotialed profit rate on the mn•ining 46 awards. lbis suggests that Sundstrand 
generally has been able to undemm the c:omract price but this fact docs not indicate why this 
has occurred. The JG thus bas not subSUUltiatcd that overpricing bas occurred. 

••• Even in the iDs1ances ofbigb dollar awards for clearly non-competitive, 
noncommercial items where cost or pricing dara is submitted IDd subjected to the most 
thorough ofGovernment audit and evaluation, a wriability (e.~. within I percent), 
between the forecast 1Dd actual incwrcd amounts should be anticiparcd.. When lower contract 
amounts are involved, lesser effort is Spen1 by the otfcror in esrimaring, and by the Go\'Cll
mcnt in evaluating, the procun::meu.t. Typically, in such cases, which includes the buys in 
question, greater variability (e.g., within as much • U 5 •percent) should be expected. 

••• The median award value of these buys was $41,979, for which the IO found 
a price variability of a • percent) in the contractor's favor. This is well withill 
reasonable expectations Nearly one-half (27) of the awards in question fell within th1G11•• 
percent bounds previously discussed., and IDOlbcr 11 would be added using percent 
range as a possibk indicator that the award price was excessively high (or low). DLA 
noncoocurs in the assertion that the variance that occurred in these buys is sufficient to 
suggest that Sundstrand provided misleading cost dam for negotiation of these awards. 
Funhcr, we note that the audited awards includes one where the IG found that the award 
value unden1111 the IG's reasonable price calculllion by9pc:rcent (and thus lost money) 
Appendix H indicates no historical cost information was a'Vailablc for this award. Lower unit 
prices were negotiated for the 2 follow-on audited buys of this item, for which the difference 
dropped tc41ipercent undemm andepcn:ent ovemm, !CSpCctively. 

• •• The only valid way to determine whether CM?pricing occum:d is to perform 
a review of the data available and the data that was provided by the conclusion of price 
negotiations Apart from the 38 buys addressed in the preceding paragraph. there arc 21 
rcmaming buys which we believe warrant such fur1her review. We undcrswid that 1he ICPs 
dad not have the iuformation used by the IG in some or all of these cases. We have asked tbat 
the IG provide any relevant information to the ICPs respollSll>le for those items and will 
assure that the circumstances SUITounding the evaluation and award of these buys arc 
thoroughly reviewed If overpricing oc:curred m my instances, the cognizant ICPs will 
promptly initiate a recoupment action Further, we note that 26 of the 46 noncommercial 
NSNs cited m the report, including 19 of lhe 21 items discussed above, have been included in 
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the group ofitems presently DDder review for inclusion in the Phase Il solicitation. We have 
asked that the other two NSNs be considered for inclusion in the list.] 

• Concur in lbc final sentence of the IG conclusion (ucorul paragraph ofFuading B.) 
that J"he goals of the DCMC pegotiating tgm to negotiate a comorate contract for 
noncommercial items should help adcircss our concerns... Tbe success to daze of the DoD 
Joint Component Negotiation Team is reflected in 1bc completion of its Phase I effort via 
award of the DoD corporate contract, Decc:mber 8, 1997. lfthe team is equally successful 
in the Phase U effort by achieving a similar corporate contract covering other Sundstrand 
sole-source items. the concerns will substantially have been eliminated 

ACTION OFFICER: Jerry C. Gilbart, DLA·MMPPB. December 16, 1997. 

REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO, DLA-MMP, December 18, 1997. 

COORDINATION: 	JEFFREY A. JONES 
Principal Executive Director 
Materiel Manasemc:n1, December 19, 1997 

TIMOTHY P MAUSHENKO 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

THOMAS M Im.LIN 
Deputy General Counsel 
(Acquisition), December 18, 1997 

PIERSON KEMP, Management Control POC 
-i.)mi:f1iFCCi!np cembcr 17, 1997 

DLAAPPROV . . CHAMBERLIN 
RADM. SC, USN 
Deputy DRc:tor, December 19, 1997 
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TYPE OF REPORT: Draft DATE OF POSITION: December 19, 1997 

SUBJECT: Commercial and Noncommercial Sole-Source Items Procured on Contract 
N00383-93..(7-Mlll,6CF-0068 

RECOMMENDATION B.1: Recommend tbal lhc Director, Dcfc:nse Logistics Agency, 
require conttacting officers for future procurements [to] procure economic order quantities 
on all orders placed with Sundstrand. 

DLA COMMENTS: Noacoacur. 

The recommendation stemS from a portion of FiDding B (""Negotiated Prices for Solc
Source Noncommc:rcial ltemS")-.. DLA did not adequately consider economic order 
quantities when placing individual orders." There was no similar finding concerning sole
source commercial items (the subject ofFinding A). Neither was there any other indication 
in the IG's draft repon. ofa similar failure to adequately consider the availability of, and 
need to obtain. price break information and tiered prices in responses to requests for 
solicitations and quotes for sole-source commercial Sundstrand items. Absent such 
indications ofa problem, the recommendation should not have been expanded to apply to 
all pans (including commercial parts, for which, apparently, no deficiency exists). 

Various factors must be considered by the item manager and contraeting officer, working in 
coordination, to determine whether a purchase request quantity for a stock replenishment 
procurement was specified for, or should be made for, an economic order quantity 
Reorder points are automatically calculated and updated by an inventory management 
program within the Requirements Subsystem of our Standard Automated Material 
Management System (SAMMS). SAMMS issues pmchasc iequests for stock 
replenishment buys in time to result in award and receipt of stock, based on the 
procurement administrative and production lead time of record for each individual stock
managed item ADy decision to manually override the system-determined stockagc and 
safety levels to increase order quantities must be based on a supply control study by the 
item manager. which includes consideration of design stability and a determination of the 
extent to which a stable demand pattern has existed and whether there is any reason to 
expccr demand quantities will increase (or decrease) in the furore. A manual override to 
alter the SAMMS reorder point calculation for all Sundstrand orders would result in long 
supply in many instances. Historical prices paid and buyer knowledge of the availability of 
price breaks from individual suppliers also iDfiucnce buyer decisions on whether to solicit 
the inclusion of price break levels and discounted prices. 

There arc additional considerations whenever the Government decides to solicit a price 
break for an EOQ, and a offeror decides whether there is an economic production quantity, 
that a price break/learning exists for Ul item, and that a price break should be offered. The 
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o:f£eror must determine whether thc:rc me sizeable setup coSIS for item production and/or 
economics of scale in raw nwerial/item pun::haselmanufacture of an economic production 
nm Sundstrand's supplier must be willing to pass on a price break price, in the case of a 
buy item, and in any event, Sundsrrand must be willing to share price break savings 

Ifprice breaks arc offered, the Govemmcnt incurs additional expense in detc:nnining 
whether a break for a larger quantity is sufliciClldy economically advlmmgcous, and the 
risk of loss resulting from a potc:ntial overbuy is sufficiently low, to warrant the 
Government's acccpwicc of a price break offered for a greater quantity. ~git 
appears price breaks should be sought and funding is available for a higher quantity 
purchase, present value calculations me made of the impact of an earlier fimding 
commitment and greater investment in stock over a longer period, even in the c:asc of 
phased deliveries. The results may show that procurement of a larger quantity may not be 
the most prudent decision for the Government The savings to the Govc:mmc:nt from an 
economic order must more than offset tolal costs to secure and make the luger buy and the 
total increased logistics cosu to stock, store, and issue the item 

Ifwe were to buy an EOQ on every Sundstrand item, we would wind up holding years 
of inventory which would exceed total future demands for some items. This is why the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation, paragraph 7.202(a), provides flexible guidance, vice a 
rigid mandate, to Agencies to. 

•• ...	procure supplies in such quantity as-(1) Will result in the total cost and unit cost 
most advantageous to the Government, where practicable; and (2) Does not exceed 
the quantity reasonably expected to be required by the agency." 

ln summary, EOQ level determination/buying is a dynamic, item-specific decision process, 
which must be selectively applied in a judicious manner. Otherwise, stockagc in excess of 
the Government's fururc needs will result which ultimately will be convened to losses 
through the disposal process Establishment of a categorical policy as suggested by the lG 
is thus infeasible. 

MONETARY BENEFITS: None 

DJSPOSmON: 

( ) Action is Ongoing ECD: 

(X) Acnon is Considered Complete 

ACTION OFFICER: Jerry C. Gilban, DLA-MMPPB, December 16, 1997. 

RE\-1EW/APPRO\'AL: ROBERT l. MOLINO, DLA-MMP, December 18, 1997 
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COORDINATION: 	JEFFREY A. JONES 
Principal 'Executive Director 
Materiel Management, December 19, 1997 

TIMOTHY P. MALISHENKO 
Brigadier General, USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

raoMAS M. mu.IN 
Deputy General Counsel 
(Acquisition), December 18, 1997 
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TYPE OF REPORT: Draft DATE OF POSfDON: December 19, 1997 

SUBJECT: 	Commercial and Noncommcn:ial Sole-Source be:ms Procm-ed on Contract 
N00383-93-G-Ml 11, 6CF-0068 

RECOMMENDAnON B.l: Recommc:nd di.at 1hc Director. Defense Logistics Agency. 
require contracting officers for any future procurcmen1S with Sundstrand not covered by 
the Defense Contraet Management Command negotiaiing 1e11111 to: 

a Determine tbe reliability ofprevious prices before using price malysis to escablish 
prices are fair md reasonable. 

b. Use Defense Contract Managc:mc:nt Coumumd R.octford to perform cost analysis of 
proposed Sunstrand labor and material costs. 

DLA COMMENTS: Partially concur. 

The recently negotiated corporate contraet for commcn:ial itcmS included all items with an 
annual demand value down to $2,.SOO, and lower, in some cases. The Phase II contracting 
effort that is presendy wtderway is aimed at negotiating a similar corporate contract for the 
remaining sole-somce Sundstt'IDd items for which coverage is deaned warranted. 

DLA believes it would be inappropriate to establish the recommended review requirements 
for purchases of any residual items not coYa'Cd by the corporate comract(s). Such residual 
and unanticipated requirements would likely all be below the simplified purchases 
threshold, and many below the $2,.SOO micro-purchase threshold. 

FAR 15.805-2 describes a number of different price analysis tcclmiqucs available for use at 
the discrctlon of the contracting officer, who "is responsible for selecting and using 
whatever price analysis ledmiqucs will ensure a fair and reasonable price" Validation of 
the rehabihty ofprevious prices is not a prc:rcqui.sitc except when the analysis is based on 
companscm to prior conttact prices (or proposed prices) (FAR l.S.805-2(b)). 

DLA noncoac:11n in recommendation B.2.L, as written, inasmuch as it would expand the 
cUrTeDt FAR requirement to all forms of price analysis. And. for insllmces where the buyer 
as considenng such price comparison. DLA bas already provided for the availability of 
automated information on the validity of prior buys to faciliwe use of the technique where 
dec:med appropriate. Specifically, as pan of the award process, data for buys made at the 
DLA ICPs covered by this audit is stored by DLA's automated procurement system. This 
-buy history" data includes coding to identify the nature oflhc price or cost analysis 
accomplished in arriving al tbe price reasonableness determination, and whether the 
analysis was accomplished by the contracting officer or involved assistance by a fimctional 
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specialist. The coding provides ready information on the reliability ofeach price in 
procurement history, which is beneficial to facilitate evaluating future prices, where 
appropriate, based on prior award prices We: note that our contractiag officers review 
purchase history. including codes for idc:mifying the nature and basis of the price 
reasonableness determinations of each indi'vidual buys, in rcacbing a decision as to the 
reliability ofprevious prices. 

DLA nonconcurs in recommendation B.2.b., as wriaai., for similar reasons. FAR specifies 
awards are to be based on use ofprice aaalysis tledmiques uuless cost or pricing dam is 
required or obtained in an exceptional instance wbc:re detenniDc:d nc:cessmy by the Head of 
the Contracting Activity (in which case price analysis is still performed as an adjunct to 
cost analysis) However, requesting information Olhc:r dw1 cost or pricing da1a is 
authorized in these: instances to the c:xlCDt nc:cessary to determine price reasonableness or 
cost realism Such information may bcfmcJude dara n:flccting current or prior~ cost 
c:xperience or estimates. Contracting officers are accorded substantial discretion on 
whether any such data should be requested and whether analysis of such data is necessary. 
lbis flexibility should not be abridged. However, we not.e that our contracting officers are 
well aware of the availability of a highly professional staff at DCMC Rockford that is cager 
to provide cost/price assistance whenever the contncting officer dctmninc:s this would be 
beneficial Our contraeting officers will continue to use this assistance where appropriate. 

MONETARY BENEFITS: None. 

DISPOSITION; 

( ) Action is Ongoing. ECO· 

(X) Acuon is Considered Complete 

ACTION OFFICER: Jeny C. Gilban, DLA-MMPPB, Decc:mbcr 16, 1997 

REVIEW/APPROVAL: ROBERT L. MOLINO. DLA-MMP, December 18, 1997. 

COORDINATION: 	JEFFREY A. JONES 
Prmcipal Executive Director 
Materiel Management.. December 19, 1997 

TL~OTHY P. M.ALISHENKO 
Brigadier Gcnezal, USAF 
Commander, December 18, 1997 

THOMAS M. HILLIN 
Deputy Gcocral Counsel 
(Acquisition), Dc:canbcr 18, 1997 
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